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Wife Got (Kills) Wrong Man
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 19511 Price 15c
Husband Sheds Tears As He Views Bod
home was 65-year.old Henry Rob.I had been "acting strange" ever sions with an ice pick, and (wet company. which he had deposited with ju• toted by Rev. 
Brady Jo son, had
• Intended Itictim Mrs. Estelle Suthers, the mother, was a tubercular patient for 32' Annie at. Mr. Suthers said the( circulated to the effect that he Suthers' actioil to despondency On the day that Mrs. Sutherswaylaid and stabbed to death by! Oakville sanitarium, where he After moving to a room at 856, When told that reports had beer.,
GIVES PROOF veNnilelei
ghtfirscialhEad attributed Mrs. woman and her family.
been giving assistance to the
'w erts, of 790 Castle pl.. who was, since he returned home from the with a knife."
of seven small children. ' months, he continued to support his fain.i had left his wife and childrui. from lack of cooperation from killed the man 
whom she mistook
She had stabbed the
the belief that he was her 
hus.ictim in "She accused me il), giving them m $25 from the $42, wihout support. Mr. Suthers went the welfare and juvenile authori• for her 
husband, neighbors had
•
band, John.
ARMED HERSELF
On Tuesday morning just be.
fore daybreak, Mrs. Suthers got
-up and dressed, armed herself
with an ice pica, ard went in
search of her husband. Coming
down Bellevue at the time was
Mr. Roberts, enroute to the Mem-
phis City Dump, where he had
been working for the past 1G years.
As he came to Firestone and
Bellevue, the woman mistakenly
recognized in him her husband,
charged into him with the weap-
on, and punctured him around
the face, neck, and chest more
than 67 times before she was sat-
isfied that he was dead.
It was the premonition that just
such a fate awaited him, that her
husband, Mr. Suthers, packed up
and retreated from their home at
1146 Louisville ave., just two days
before Christmas.
HATED TO LEAVE irfr
"I hated like everything to
have to go off and leave the chil-
dren so near the holiday, but I
knew that if I remained a min-
ute longer, something tragic
would happen, and thought that
if I left, the kids would at least
have one of their parents with
them," he explained.
Mr. Suthers said that his wife
Feeling Death Near
On last Saturday evening 51-year-old John Suthers,
formerly of 1146 Louisville ave., dropped by the Patterson
Funeral home to pay his respects to a man whom he had
never known during the dead man's lifetime.
"I just couldn't hold back the tears," he said. "That
could have easily been me lying
there."
Lying in state at the funeral
LA
THE SLAYER — Mrs Estelle
Suthers, 34 readily admitted that
she had kiiied the man who was
found on N. Bellevue last week,
but maintained for sometime that
she had only killed her hue.
band. When he visited her at the
jail the next day, she did sot
give any evidence of being sur-
prised, Mr. Suthers told a report-
er.
THE WRONG MAN — Henry
Roberts 65, Was stabbed to death
last week by Mrs. Estelle Suth-
ers, who believed at the time
that the man was her husband.
His body, which was mistaken
for sometime as a drunk, bore
more than 87 stab wounds.
Here's What Chandler
*Said About Negroes
EDITOR'S NOTE: Our staff writer, M. I.- Reid.
covered most of the first session Federal Court hearing
here in January on the bus segregation suit. He made
notes of a portion of Atty. Walter Chandler's lengthy
plea before leaving to report before deadline. Upon re- I
quest from numerous sources, following the action of the
LeMoyne chapter of NAACP the Tri-State Defender
again publishes the portion of Chandler's plea actually
covered. It is as follows:
"I am not representing one race in this dispute, but all
races. And I know that the majority of the Negroes in
Memphis are in favor of conditions in this city remaining
as they are.
"This suit has not been instituted in good faith, but is
designed only to stimulate memberships for the NAACP.
"The problems of the Negro will not be eliminated by
permitting him to be seated along side of white passengers
on the buses in the city. If the NAACP would expend more
of efforts in trying to elevate the Negro morally, mentally,
educationally and health-wise, it would be of far more
benefit to the race.
"I have heard it said that the Negro is a second-class
ip citizen. If he is a second-class citizen, it is just because hewants to be, and has applied the label to himself.
"We must think not in terms of the Negro only, but be
considerate of our white citizens, whose health and public
safety would be endangered by integration.
"The Negro is our brother, but he should be treated as
a younger brother, and not as an adult."
LeMoyne NAACP Move
Like Delayed Blast
By M. L. REID
Many MeMphians, both whites and Negroes, were sat'.
-2.,:prised last week when the LeMoyne college
 chapter of the..
NAACP petitioned the president of the school to have
Walter Chandler removed from the college's Board of
`.:. Trustees for ..his conduct during the bus segregation
ali suit. Many persons wanted to, .
W know what it was that he could The Negro, he implied, should
have said to irritate the sudents. not only be segregated, but quer-
n Was Mr. Chandler himself, antined. His very presence was
who delivered the original shock a threat to the health of every
to Negroes in the courtroom, who white perscn.
had regarded him as a friend of To abandon the present policy
the race, and for some days after of segregation, he said, would not
his appearance in the case Ne- only endanger the safety, but the
groes asked each other in almost] health of every white person be.
unbelief: "Did you hear what ing transported on the same car.
Chandler said about us.)" ' rier.
It was during the final moments The attorney ignored all of the
of the trial that Mr. Chandler, progress which had been made by
made the remarks thrt electrified. Negroes in recent years, and said
the Negroes in the court. Every that his Civil Rights should not be
stembling block wide., lie and his emphasized.
colleagues had sought to erect WANT HIM TO RESIGN
.seemed to have been anticipated elf the NAACP would expend
by the attorneys for 0. Z. Evers, more of its efforts in trying to
and were easily hurdled both by elevate the Negro morally. men-
logic ard by law. tally, educationally, and health.
Frestrated end impatient, Mr.' win." Mr. Chandler said, "It
Chandler abandoned legal points, would be of far more benefit to
and resorted to language which the race."
•might have been taken from a In asking for the man's removalcampaign speech of the late Sen•1 from the Board of Trustees for
ator Bilbo, of Mississippi, him•1
Self. Ses NAACP, page 2
of doing all
sorts of things," he said, "and
had attacked me on three occa-
THE INTENDED VICTIM of
an ice pick murder, John Su-
tilers, 51, poses with his sev-
en young children before put-
ting them to bed on the eve.
that was his weekly pay at the
Rollins Wilson toy manufacturing
nIng of the day that his 34.
year-old wife, Mrs. Estelle
Suthers, killed another man in
the belief that it was her hus-
band. The children are, front
to his room and returned with a
number of receipts for money,
row, from left: Carolyn Ann,
3; Alden, I; Archie Lee, A:
Tommy Earl, t, and J. P., 5.
In the rear, seated, is Gloria.
Ill standing at right is John.
See New Bill As Menace
fty LOUTS LAUTIER --
The Senate passed on March 3, without debate 'end
without a roll-call vote, a bill which could have far-reaching
adverse effects upon the fight for first-class citizenship.
The bill, reported by Senator John L. McClellan, of
Arkansas, from the Senate Government Operations Com-
mittee, of which he is chairman,[
would permit Federal agencies to,
restore to the states legislative
jurisdiction now exercised by the;
United States over land in the!
several states used for Federal'
purposes.
Senator Hubert Humphrey, Dem.1
ocrat, of Minnesota, a champion'
of civil rights, piloted the b i 1 11
through the Senate. The only,
thing resembling debate on it was
a question asked by Senator
Frank A, Barrett, Republican, of
Wyoming, and answered by Sen.
ator Humphrey.
A 'SLEEPER'
Senatcr Barrett asked whether
there was anything in the bill
which would give the Federal
Power Commission or any other
Federal agency control over the
public lands of the West.
The question was prompted by
a Supreme Court decision that
laws which had been in force for
90 years, giving the Western
States control over the waters
within their boundaries, did no
apply at a dam site where a pow-
er plant was to be constructed,
with an Indian reservation on one
side and the Deschutes river in
Oregon on the other, because the
lands were reserved lands of the
•
United States.
SenatorHumphrey replied that
the bill did not change any exist-
ing Federal law relating to water
or land rights which are present-
17 operative.
What was not discussed was
the effect of the bill upon civil
rights.
The sweeping nature of the bill
is shown by its overall objective.
It provides that the Federal Gov-
ernment shall not receive or re-
tain any of the states' legislative
jurisdiction with respect to quali-
fications for voting, education,
public health and safety, taxa.
tion, marriage, divorce, annul-
ment. adoption, commitment of
I the mentally incompetent, a n d
Should Be On Guard
For This Dirty Stuff
By the NNPA News Service
The variations in the printed dirty stories and comics
which contribute to juvenile delinquency are many.
The one type of obscene material which reaches most
juveniles is the commonly called "2 by 4" comic booklet.
These are the crudest types of cartoon drawing usually
portraying some popular comic
strip or prominent person perfor-
ming perverted sex acts.
The production cost of these
booklets are a fraction e a cent
each, but they ore sold at prices
ranging from 10 cents to 50 cents
each and are produced and sold
by the hundreds of thousands. See GU1R1). page 7
Another popular booklet is the
commonly called French novel or
4 by 5 booklet that contains about
30 pages of printed story and
four perverted photographs.
The stories related in these
booklets are indescribable in the
Kappas Honor Judge
MORE HONORS Judge
Scovel Richardson, of the U.
S. Customs Court in N e w
York, at right, receives a gift
from the Washington, D. C.
graduate chapter of Kappa
Howard university's Charter
a y exercises. He was in
Memphis recently to attend the
funeral of his mother, the late
Mrs. Capitols H. Hawkins.
Alpha Psi fraternits from
Judge Armone W. Scott, left,
and .lulian Dugas, president
of the chapter. Judge Richard-
son was in tVashinetnn to re-
ceive an alumni a ward at
ties. In past weeks, members of
the Antioch Baptist church, pas-
nie Lee. 9. Mr. Suthers is the
father of five other children
by a previous marriage, all
of whom are grown.
descent and distribution of prop-
erty, which the states normally
control.
WHAT IT WOULD DO
The bill would- authorize the
head of any Federal agency to
relinquish to the state, in which
any Federal lands or interests arei
situated and are under his con-,
trol, such measure of legislative
jurisdiction over such lands or in-
terests as be may deem desir-
able.
Any relinquishment of jurisdic-
tion over such lands or interests
would be subject to acceptance
by the state in such manner as
the law of the state might pro-
vide.
It is obvious that passage of
this bill would remove from Fed-
eral jurisdiction the area in which
the greatest progress has b ye n
made in the field of civil rights.
During recent years, the great-
est progress toward first-class cit-
See NEW BILL, page 2
Appoint Group
To Study Action
On City Housing
The problem of Negro housing
in the Memphis area was the
main subject on the agenda when
the Mutual Real Estate associa-
tion met recently at 145 Beale at.
After all phases of the issue had
been discussed, a committee was
appointed to study all action telt.
en by the various Memphis Hous-
ing agencies, and the City Com-
mission to provide proper hous-
ing facilities for Negroes.
At the same meeting the asso-
ciation elected officers for the new
term. They were 0. W. Pickett,
president; E. C. Williams, vice
president; Mrs. Evelyn Taylor,
secretary; C. C. Sawyer, treasur-
er; Napoleon B. Williams, execu-
tive secretary, and Robert Rob-
erts, chairman of the board.
Germans Praise
Appointment Of
Negro Diplomat
The "Ahenpost," one of the
major newspapers published in
West Germany, praised the United
States editorially for its recent
appointment of a Negro as minis-
ter to Rumania, and criticized the
country for not using more mem-
bers of minority vamps in diplo-
matic positions.
Commenting on the recent
appointment of the first Negro to
a top diplomatic post in a white
country, the "Abenpost" (Even-
ing Post) said: "For the first
time in its history, the U. S. has
sent a Negro abroad as an envoy.
Clifton R. Wharton, a career dip.
See GEMANS, page 2
planned to take up a collection
to have the water turned on at
her house.
CALL POLICE
Early that morning scrording
to Mrs. Zenobia Kimbrough, who
lives at 1141 Louisville, Mrs. Sta.
tilers came to her door a n d
knocked, but before she had se
chance to answer, the woman,
went away.
Mrs. Kimbrough said that abs
went across the street to see what
It was that Mrs. Suthers had
wanted, and that the woman told
her that she wanted her to call
the police and tell them that she
had killed her husband, John,
and that "he'll never bother me
any more."
She said that when she asked
the woman how she had killed
the man, she answered, "with a
stick."
,ile waiting for the polite to
arrive, Mrs. Kimbrough said the
woman went about the task of
preparing breakfast for her chil-
dren from what scanty provisions
she had on hand.
When asked if the report were
true that his wife had gone ber-
serk when he visited her in the
jail, and she discovered that she
had killed the wrong man, Mr.
Suthers said that it was not.
See BODY, page 2
Wilkins, NAACP Head,
Speaks Here *arch 21
Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the National As.
sociation for the Advancement of Colored People, will be
the main speaker at a meeting in Mason Temple on Friday
evening at 7:16 p. an.
The visit of Mr. Wilkins to Memphis will occur as the
1958 membership drive of the or-
ganization gets underway. T h •
drive for memberships in the lo.
cal branch is being directed by
Dr. I. A. Watson, jr, and Rev,
D. S. Cunningham, the latter re-
oently elected president of the
Memphis branch.
Mr. Wilkins, a former newspse
per editor, educator, writer, and
scholar, succeeded the lat.
Walter White as executive secre-
tary of the NAACP.
Also appealing on the program
and giving two-minute speeches
will be Marion Barry, Bishop J.
0. Patterson, Rev. S. A. Owen.,
Rev. A. E. Campbell, Rev. H. C.
Bunton, and Lt. George W. Lee.
Music for the occasion will be
provided by the Douglas Commis-
nity choir, and Mrs. Lucy B.
Branch, a soloist.
See WILKINS, page 2ROY WILKINS
Press Observes 131st
Anniversary This Week'
The Negro Press which will be 131 years old on March
17, Is commemorating this historic event all across the ais.
tion by observing Negro Newspaper Week from March 10
to 22.
A variety of events is being arranged. In many church.
es the miniiters are devoting! 
their sermons to discussions of president of the newspaper group5
the role of the Negro Press in' and Jackie Robinson, formerly at
taking place today. 
'personnel executiva in New York
the Brooklyn Dodgers and now athe great drama of social change!
ty. Beverly Carter, publisher of
The theme of this year's observ- the Pittsburgh itt Courier, is the an-
nouncer.
The first broadcast of Negro
Newspaper Week was heard in
Memphis on Radio Station
6WDIASu4ndapym.,March 16 frog:30 to 65 ze
The second will be heard on Ste.
lion WLOK, Saturday, March 211
from 12:15 to 12:30 p.m.
awe is "The Negro Press: Light-
ing the Way to Freedom."
BROADCASTS
Two 15-minute radio programs
have been transcribed for broad-
caating over local stations. One
of these features Lena Horne sing-
ing 'Mood Indigo" and Ella Fitz-
gerald singing "Ill Wind." A five
minute message by the Rev.
Martin Dallier King, jr., and a
statement by Frank L. Stanley,
publisher of the Louisville De-
fender, and chairman of the asso-
ciation's public relations commit-
tee, round out the program. Thom-
as W. Young, president of the Nor-
folk Journal and Guide, is the an-
nouncer.
The other program features Bil-
ly Eckstine singing "I Want To
Help Somebody," and Sammy
Davis, jr., singing 'Lonesome
Road." There will be in addition,
statements by William 0. Walker,
Correction On
Rev. Norsworthy
Last week the Defender and.
buted the following quote to Rev.
R. W. Norsworthy with regard t•
his purchase of a home at tern
Glenview:
"I bought the property because
I wanted a home in a decent
neighborhood."
The quote is incorrect in part.
Here is the full text of Rev. Nona.
See CORRECDON, page 2
First In Series Of Lovely Debutantes Of '58
'
SOME 21 BEAUTIFUL young
ladles will make their formal
bow to Memphis society on
May 2 at the annual Debutante
Sall, sponsored by the gradu-
ate ehapt. of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity of Memphis. The af-
fair will b• held at the
Club Ebony. Five of the for-
tunate young ladies are pre-
sented this week. 1lNring the
following weeks the remaining
14 will appear in your Tri-
State Defender. In PHOTO AT
LEFT is Miss Alma Patritia
Mason, daughter of Mr. and
•
Mrs. Jesse Mason, of Marion.
Ark. Miss Males is a senior
at Woodstock Training school.
Second Photo from left: Mimi
Josephine Elizabeth Watkins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben.
isle Watkins, of 1311 N. Wat-
kins st. Miss Watkins is a sen-
ior at Manassas High school.
In third photo from left is Miss
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 22, 1958
-11911 MIEMBERSHIP — Pre.
-lenttng a check to Jesse Tar.
!leer, left, chairman of the Life
alleadmishlp Committee of the
cal branch of the NAACP, is
Allty. H. T. Lockard, past pres-
ident of the organization's
lees! branch Bedr nuin are
scheduled to appear on a pro-
gram at MA300 Temple on Fri-
day night. Rey Wilkins, ez.
ecutive secretary of the NAA-
CP, will be the main speaker.
(Photo by Withers)
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
Firs. Opal Jean Matthews and
her children were here from St.
Louis last week to visit her grand-
mother, Mrs. Cora Pierson.
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Hata-
burton and L. 0. Gillespie were in
Memphis recently to see the 1958
pooduction of "Holiday On Ice."
' Miss Minnie Floyd Durham, Mrs.
Dorothy Lee, Mn. Willie Kate
Sanders, Mrs. Louise 0. Hillibur-
ton, and D. C. Johnson were in
Memphis to attend a choir clinic
conducted recently at Owen Jun-
ior college.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Smith,
`cif Marlin, Tenn., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Robinson. Also visiting the couple
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bighem,
and son, Robert Glenn, of Union
City, Tenn.
'The Senior class of Lauderdale
arils school presented The Fami-
ty - Nobody Wanted," on Wednes-
4.••• *In
MONO& ROLL SUDENTS —
Forty four students at Philan-
der Smith college in Little
Rock, Ark., made the honor
Words of the Win
Most of life Se routine—dall
and grubby, but routine Is
the momentum that keeps a
men going. If you watt for
inspiration you'll be standing
on the earner after lb* pa-
rade Ss a mlie down the 'Meet.
—(Ben Nicholas)
day night. Playing in the lead-
ing roles were Preston Bradford
and Miss Sarah Halliburton.
A PTA meeting was held recent-
ly at the Lauderale High school.
The theme for the evening was
"Meeting the Needs for Growth
in the Home, School and Common-
ty."
Mrs. Robbie Brent diseussed the
importance of having an effective
PTA. Parents were introduced,
afterwares a delightful menu was
served.
The PTA officers are Mrs
Lillian Morgan, president: Mrs
W. Hutson, secretary; and Glardes
Wright, program chairman.
On the sick list here this week
are Arthur Lewis Watkias, Mrs.
Lula V Watkins, and Mrs. Anna
Campbell. Dismissed from Lauder-
dale County Hospital last week
were Mr. and Mrs. Freadie Wat-
kins.
New Bill
(Contineed from page 1)
izenehip has been made in those
areas where the Federal Govern-
ment exercised afisolute jurisdic-
tion.
For example, the District of
Columbia, the armed force s,
schools on military reservations,
airports, Veterans' Administration
hospitals, facilities such as cafe-
terias restrooms and drinking
fountains in navy yards, public
parks, federal buildings such as
courthouses and post offices, and
the Federal civil service.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN
If the proposed bill is passed,
southern states could attempt to
enforce racial segregation in air-
ports, arrest mixed couples living
cii miliary reservations for al-
leged violation of tleir miscege-
nation laws, and harass colored
persons on federal property in
other unforeseen ways.
In 1951, President 'fruman ve-
toed a bill which would have
provided few the construction,
maintenance and operation of ele-
mentary and secondary schools
In those localities woere defense
activities of the Federal Govern-
ment have created unusual bur-
dens.
The reason for his veto was
that the Congress included a pro-
vision which would have required
a group of schools on Federal
Property, which were operating
successfully on an integrated basis,
to be segregated.
It would have required Federal
schools on military bases and oth-
er Federal property to conform
to the laws of the states in which
such installations were located.
That is exactly what the bill,
which is now in the House Public
Lands Committee would do.
The language used by Presiden
Truman in his veto message ap-
pito to it with equal force:
is proposal, if enacted into
law, would constitute a backward
step in the efforts of the Federal
rights and opportunities to all our
people."
The Southern States are not yet
ready to exercise legislative juris-
diction over Federal property.
They will not be ready to exer-
cise such jurisdiction until they
accept the letter and the spirit
of the Supreme Court decisions
outlawing segregation in public
education, in recreational facili-
ties, in transportation, and in oth-
er areas of public concern.
Analysis shows there Is no lol-
1 portant difference in the nutriment
content of a light or dark shelled
I egg
mil at the school for the first
semester. Pictured with the
group above, the honor stu
dents are from Arkansas, In-
(Continued from page 1)
Scheduled to serve as master of
ceremonies for the program is
Atty. H. T. Lockard, former pres
ident of the local branch.
Also on hand to participate in
the program will be Rev. S. H.
Herring, Rev. D. W Browning,
W. C. Patterson, Jesse Turner,
Dr. Watson, Rev. Cunningham,
and Rev. R. W. Norsworthy.
fltk,
ppiall•110.•
• •
diens, Tennessee. Oklahoma,
Missouri. Mississippi, Ramses,
Ohio, Florida. Louisiana, and
Ghana in West Africa.
"TENN PiNX" will be the
theme of the Easter Fashion
Show presented by Gersoppa
Dukes, Inc., at Club Ebony on
Easter Sunday night, April 6.
The presentation will be the
sixth anneal Affaire Extra.
ordinalre given by the organiza
thus. Participating In the
show will be models like these
shown. Seated, left to right,
are Joyce Horton. Emily Payne,
Jerry Allen, and Odessa Dick'
Doris EMa Thomas, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Thom-
as, of 1312 Chelsea ave. Miss
Thomas is a student at Doug-
lass High. Fourth photo from
left: Miss Eleanor Jean Cole,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
gar foie, of 865 Porber st.
Miss Cole is a senior at Book-
er T. Washington High school.
In fifth photo is Miss Glensie
Mae Thomas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie Thomas, of
1410 Wabash ave. Miss Thom-
as is a student at Hamilton
High school.
ens. Middle row, same order,
are Jean House, Maxine Mc-
Cain, Willa Jones, and Lois
Simmons. Standing at top,
from left, are Laverne Bolden,
Lenora Steinberg, and father.
Inc ones.
Gersoppa Dukes Plan
Colorful Fashion Show
Gersoppa Dukes' forthcoming Catherine Jones.
Easter production marks the Also appearing are: Juanita
sixth consecutive year of top Woods Allen, Doris Bowers, Mar-
flight entertainment for the fashion ma Ann Caldwell, Beverly Cole-
conscious of Memphis. man, Thelma Davidson, Maud Col-
The fine calibre of previous hiss, Naomi Gochett, Claudia Ivy,
shows produced by the club make
a very strong bid for a capacity
audience to join the Easter Pa-
rade to witness the fabulous af-
fair.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Miss
Maye Glenn, of St. Louis, a fresh-
man at Boston university's School
of Fine and Applied Arts, glances
up while doing vocal exercises.
Miss Glenn was recently awarded
a full-tuition scholarship by the
Xi Zeta chapter of the Zeta Phi
Beta sorority.
Correction
(Continued From Page I)
worthy's. statement:
"For seven or eight years
have been looking for a home. I
recently saw a sign in the yard
at (1801 Glenview) and got in
touch with the owner of that prop-
erty.
'-I hadn't found a home in any
other community to my liking. My
wife and I liked this property. I
dealt directly with the owner in
making the purchase."
Rev. Norsworthy added: If 1
could have found property to my
liking in the neighborhood in
which I am living, I would have
bought it."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Some read-
ers drew the conclusion from the
initial inaccurate statement that
Ficv. Norsworthy feels the neigh-
borhood in which he is now re-
siding is not "decent." This as-
sumption is without any basis in
fact whatsoever,
Four southern states, the Caro-
linas, Georgia and Alabama, ac-
count for more than two-thirds of
the total value of hoard woven
goods in cotton manufacturing in
the US.
The Affaire Extraordinaire en..
tiled "Think Pink" will be pre-
sented Easter Sunday night, April
6, at 8 p. m., in Club Ebony, 500
Beale.
For five of the production years,
Gersoppa Dukes have availed
themselves of the services of the
very fashion conscious Cornelia
Crenshaw, Memphis First Lady of
Fashion Shows and who will again
coordinate the show and furnish
the commentary on the models.
Pink, in all its glorious tones,
will be featured in the decor, mu-
sic and in the garments of the
participants.
FINE ARRAY
A bevy of Memphis' most out-
standing fashion models have been
invited to appear. They include: eta may he secured from David-
Joyce Horton, Emily Payne, Jer- son's Grill, Culpepper's Chicken '
ry Allen, Odessa Dickens, Jean Shack, or from any member of
House, Maxine McCain, ' Willa Gersoppa Dukes, Inc. For informs-
Jones, Lois Simmons, LaVerne tion concerning the show, please
Bolden, Lenora Steinberg, and call JA 5- 1918 or JA 7-3415.
Germans
(Continued from page 1)
lomat with 34 years' service is
going to Rumania.
"A good idea. But why haven't
the American profited from their
reservoir of colored intelligence
long ago and on a larger scale?
This reservoir is large, as is dem-
onstrated by the many colored
scholars."
As an illustration, two Ameri-
cans of Chinese decent, who were
awarded the Nobel prize in chem-
istry and physics, were cited.
Continuing, the paper said: "A.
U. S. diplomat can talk with the
officials of the young African states
better than a white can; an Amer-
ican of Japanese or Chinese des-
cent can certaintly get along bet-
ter with Asiatics.
"The Russians have done this
long before the Americans. They
send colored Soviet people to Afro-
Asiatic countries. If the U. S.
would try this, people in the coun-
tries concerned could perhaps for-
get 'Little Rock.!"
NAACP
(Continued from page 1)
his "insulting remarks about the
Negro race," the students' peti-
lion said:
"His shocking statements not
only had little legal bearing on
the case, but were some of the
biggest monuments to demago-
goguery that we have . yet seen
constructed. His conduct showed
a complete lack of good will, and
probably has had a devastating
effect on race relations in this
city."
McClendon Of A & I
Named roach Of Year
By EARL S. CLANTON, III
KANSAS CITY — Tennessee;
State's cage mentor, J. B. "John.;
ny" McClendon, truly earned the;
title of. "Mr. Basketball" AS the
NAIA named him coach of the
year last Friday.
McLendon received his sward at
the annual NAIA Hall of Fame
luncheon at the Hotel Moehlebsch
along with 18 others selected for
awards in other areas. District
28's chairman, Morgan college's
Talmage L. Hill, was one of six
district chairmen given awards of
merit
Fast break expert McLendon
called the turns that skyrocketedi
Tennessee to the 1957 NAI4 na
' tIonal basketball crown and shirt.
tied his whiz-kids back for a sec-
ond crack at the coveted crown
Coach of the year, McLendon
has compiled a fabulous lifetime
record ot 911 victories and 94 1034-
es. Beginning his Harwood men.
torship at Lawrence (Kans.) high
schooi In 1935, McLendon moved
to Norch Carolina college where
he floored several dream-toams.
With two years at Hampton, Mc
Lendon lett the CIAA alter boss
ing the loop for nearly 14 years
and took over the helm at Tennes-
see State,
Guard
(Continued from page 1)
manner in which they present sto-
ries designed to excite the pas-
sions of the reader. -
The impression is given that
these books are imported As they
usually bear the name of a
French concern and the word
Paris on the cover, but it has beta\
determined that these books aril,
printed in the United States
and are usually done very crude-
ly.
Of very recent origin is a new
type of obscene book which is
larger than the French novel and
printed in full color. This book
retails for approximately $10 to
$25 as against the price of the
smaller book of $3 to 65. 
BIG TRAFFIC
There is also an extensive traf-
fic in regular hard-bound novel.
type books which are entirely die.
ty in the story they tell and in
the pictures that are used for
illustrations.
In addition to these types of ob-
scene material which are t h •
most commonly known and circudI
lated, there is a great variety on/
colored slides, still photographs,
metal objects, rubber objects at.d
plastic articles which are sold at
tremendous profits.
Study of dirty material reveal-
ed a type that may be said to
be in the "twilight zone" of ob-
scene material. This material is
usually sold through the mail by
those engaging in the mail-order
sale of this material.
The material covers the whole
field of printed. filmed, and re-
corded matter and deals particu-
larly in fetishes, masochism,
"HUMILIATING" 
sadism and other forms of per.
The students said that they felt 
that it was both "humiliating and
embarrassing that such ar obvious
rect connections with our college, o ydemagogue should have such di-
especially when this institution
stresses to its students the im- (Continued from page 1)
portance of fighting for equal He said that she remained calmMardine King, Bernice Lewis, Ro-, rights."
lene Mitchell, Beverly Nevills, De- I The request for Mr. Chand- 
and answered, "I don't knows
to every question that he ask
Pauline Swayze. Other models are' board was made a few days be- *
her
nise Hawkins, Ann Mitchell and, ler's removal from the college
Frank Webber, Bonnie West, Mel- fore that body was scheduled to IN 0.3/UNTY JAIL
yin Bonds, Robert Mayfield, Jose- meet on the school's campus. After being charged with mur-
phine Jones, Amanda Jones, Vir- At press time, Di. Hollis Price, der on a not guilty plea, Mrs.
ginia Williams, Franaes Miller, the LeMoyne college president. Suthers was transferred to t h •
Frances Pegues, Laura Ballard,
Joseph Hicks and Shirley Joy.
Members of the organization In-
clude the following young men who
are well known in social circles
in Memphis': Robert L. Dillard, NEW ENVOY TO LAOSpresident: Clarence Fitzgerald,
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Presi-
Benford, Jake Haywood, James
Carl Smith, James Jacobs, Willie 
dent Eisenhower yesterday named
Wells, Calvin Dillard, Willie Pe- career foreign service officer
gues, Louis Harvey, Bennie Donel- HoraceII. Smith, of Xenia, Ohio.
smi Clarence Spratlin, Rock as U. S. Ambassador to Laos.
Washington, William Woodward. Smith, now counselor and deputy
Herman Norwood, Elroy Black chief of mission at Manila, would
and Alton Coleman. replacle J. Graham Parsons, who
The public is invited to attend Is being reassigned.
this fabulous affair. Advance tyk-
was out of town could not he Shelby County jail. Lt. A. E. Car-
reached for a statement on thelisle, of the police department's
letter, which appeared in the col. holnicide division, said that he
lege paper, "The Magician." had already recommended that
Mrs. Suthers be given a sanity
test.
Funeral services for the victim
were held last Sunday. A Mason
and a Shriner, Mr. Roberts came
to Memphis in 1919 from Alger
Lake, Miss. He had been mar-
ried twice and was divorced.
He is survived by two siqers,
Mrs. Georgia Kincaid, of 2435 Van
Dale at., Memphis; and M r s.
Mary Hayes, of Chicago.
•.1
POOL! POOL!
We are proud to announce the opening
of the
South's Finest and Most Modern
Colored Billiard Room
ME SILVER-CREST BILLIARD CENTER
247 N. MAIN STREET
Next Door To Harlem House
REMODELING
Let us remodel or build en addition to your horn. We also build
garages, woof hernia, paint and install ea. haat in your home
NO DOWN PAYMENT
• Up to .5, Years to Repay Loan •
PADAWER BROS, CONSTRUCTION CO.
1344 JACKSON AVE. BR 6-3977
(Evenings) BR 6-8129
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MARTIN ism" kr its alleged part In the
'Egyptian border dispute with the
Camel Abdel Nasser now has Sudan. He once more denounced
instituted his own cold war in the; the anti-communist Baghdad pact
Arab world with h I s violent and dismissed the Jordanian-Trager
speeches in Damascus. Federati
on as "a sham union .
chaff tossed about by the wind."
The president of the United
Arab Republic did not surprise oh- Nasser then b
ecame bolder,
servers with his attack on the speaking of "Ara
b traitors" who
leaders of the rival Arab Federa- dared to criticize
 his own union.
...ion of Jordan and Iraq, but his He named 
Iraqui Foreign Minis-
timing caused speculaticn. ter Burh
anuddin Bashayan, Jor-
danian Foreign MinUiter Samir Ri-
When Jordan and Iraq proclaim- fat and a former Iraqui Pre-
adtheir federation following the rnier, Fadal Jamali, as ''imperilist
Feb. 1 merger of Syria and Egypt,I stooges" and said that their "day
Nasser took a soft line by tele-. of judgment" soon would come.
graphing congratulations. "You know these people full
But when he made his trP well," he told the cheering Syr-
nruphal appearance in D3masca, ians. "And so do I. They are agents
which will now be just a provincial of imperialism, and as such their
span of influence and power is but
a short-lived thing. They are
striving to prolong their lives and
First, he criticized "imperial- ward off their inevitable fate, but
capital compared to Cairo, Nasser
switched his tactics with a series
of speeches.
FOR THE
"RECORD
by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Some Negroes Will Support Faubus ... But
The world is on the alert for
two developments in the race re-
lations blighted state, Arkansas:
(1) to learn whether Gov. Orval
Faubus will be re-elected in his
third term bid and (2) to learn
whether the remaining eight stu-
dents at Central High in Little
Rock can survive the pressure on
them.
What many people in foreign
countries probably don't know is
this disturbing fact: Despite Gov.
Faubus' outrageous demogougery
which resulted in disgrace for his
state through defiance of the fed-
eral government through violence
and harassment of Negroes, SOME
NEGROES in the state are going
to support Faubus for re-election.
Of course, they are in the mino-
rity and such pathetic and mer-
cenary souls are not peculiar to
any ethnic group. One must reck-
on with the fact that there are
some persons who are still so men-
tally dense that they construe a
boot in the teeth as fondness, or
will accept a dirty dollar in ex-
change for a steel-toed boot in the
rear portions. Arkansas has its
quota of this breed.
Here is what L. C. Bates, editor
and publisher of the State Press
(Arkansas) has to say on the
matter:
"In announcing for a third term
As governor of Arkansas. Orval
E. Faubus is quoted as saying:
"I have many pledges of support
from Negroes." -
"This is not at all suprising.
And for the second time, this pa-
per (State Press) believes Faubus
spoke truthfully. The first time;
was in July 1954, when he was
speaking in North Arkansas, tell,
ing the voters his objections and
what he would do to prevent school
mixing in Arkansas if he were
elected governor.
We believe Faubus will get some
Negro support. In spite of what
has happened during the past few
months and the present conditions
of things in Arkansas, we still
have some Negroes same as
whites, who will put ambition and
monetary value above principles.
But on the other hand, we do
not believe that anything Faubus
and his cohorts can do will gath-
er the support of the Negro that
was gotten in 1954.
"In 1954," Mr. Bates' editorial
continues, "inducements were
made to certain types of the Neg-
ro clergy who divorced their pul-
pits to hop over the state, sub-
stituting the gospel of Faubauism
for the gospel of St. John. It is
our opinion that the Negro for the
most part will shun, not only
Faubus, but the likes of him when
it comes to casting his vote this
year.
"Under the regime of Faubus,
everything the Negro holds sacred
has been jeopardized during the
past few months, and no solution
to this problem is remotely in
sight, and therefore, no sane Neg-
ro is going to take the chance
of being disenfranchised, by vot-
ing to give the governor that
power, which in all probability
would be his next unAmerican ac-
tion.
"The present tension of Arkan-
sas has everybody afraid of each
other, and everybody just hating
each other. This is not a healthy
picture for any commonwealth
where prosperity is as much need-
ed as it is here in Arkansas.
"When state and national guards
were placed around Central High
school augmented by angry whiles
the Negro did not run from the
governor and it is our opinion
that nothing the governor can do
in his campaign for a third term
will make the Negro run to him
Irrespective to what the Negro
does, he respects Law and Order,
and he respects those who do."
We feel Mr. Bates is substan-
tially right in his views. The ma-
jority of our people in the state
can be counted on to support
ethical principles in the situation
As to the now Little Rock eight
we have been advised by reliable
sources, the students are deter-
mined to stick. At least one is
expected to graduate in May.
That in itself will be a history'
making event, and one which in-
telligent citizens of the state
should be proud.
Some good may lighten the race
relations horizon in the state for
the world to see before school
opens next September. We beseech
help for such anyway.
Nasser Attacks
Union Of Arabs
By JOHN H.
FRANK'S
LARGEST
STORE
IN
MEMPHIS
6011T—R(4,
I),
OFF TO CONFAB — Shown
before boarding a train here
last week to attend the YWCA
convention in St. Louis are,
left to right: Miss Centhia Col-
lins, an 11th grade student at
Douglass High; Mrs. Addle O.
Owen, Mrs. Mamie L. Ad-
ams and Mrs. Mary W. Collier.
The latter three are Vance
Avenue Branch' YWCA of fie-
ials. Miss Collins will repre-
sent teenagers at the confab.
Woman Doctor To Be
Women's Day Speaker
A young woman, who has made
great strides in what was once
regarded as a profession for men
only, will be the guest speaker
at the Annual Women's Day pro-
DR. CLARA A. BRAWNER
gram to be held at the St. John
Baptist church on Senday after-
neon at 3:15 p.m.
The speaker will be Dr. Clara
A. Brawner, the daughter of Mrs.
Jewell Brawner and the late Dr.
Jeff Brawner. Miss Brawner has
been practicing in her father's for-
mer office at 1088 Thomas St.,
since 1955.
A graduate of Manassas High
school, she did her ore-medical
work at Spelman college in Atlan-
ta and was later graduated as
one of the top ten students at the
Meharry Medical college in Nash-
ville. For this distinction she re-
ceived a citation from the Ameri-
can Woman's Medical Society.
Her interneship was served at
the Hubbard hospital in Nashville.
Dr. Brawner is a member of
the Gospel Temple Baptist church,
vice president of the Bluff City
Medical society, Alpha Kappa Al-
pha sorority, and Kappa Pi Medi-
cal Honor society.
She IS a member of the board
of directors of the Pre-School As-
sociation of Memphis, and serves
on the staff of the E. H. Crump
Meniorial and Collins Chapel hos-
pitals, and the Memphis and Shel-
by County Health department.
A reception will be given for
Dr. Brawnier on Saturday evening
at the residence of Mrs. Inez Mor-
ris, associate chairman of t h e
program, at 1024 S. Parkway east.
Serving as general chairman of
the Women's Ely activities is
Mrs. Annette Roberts. Rev. A.
MeEwen Williams is pastor of the
church.
'
the day will come when their peo-
;
•T
ple will sit in judgment upon earn To Start
them. God willing, we shall wit-
ness this day."
This plainly was an incitement
to revolt in Jordan and Iraq from
the Egyptian leader who long has
proclaimed a policy of "positive
neutralism," whatever that is.
Nasser's stirring of the masses
with inflammatory words was com-
parable to Cairo radio's appeal last
year for the assassination of Jor-
danian King Hussein.
Observers seeking the reasons
for the timing of Nasser's blasts
against Iraq and Jordan bind it
logical that he should pick Damas-
cus for such utterances.
He wanted his first appearance
as the U. A. R. president to have
a dramatic impact. He needed to
, rally the Syrians to the new union
because the U. A. R. will involve
concessions from Syria, including
abandonment of the old dream of
Syrian union with Iraq.
To some observers it will not
be mrprising if Nasser soon un-
veils some more alleged plots in
FRANK'S
The Store
WITH
BIG VOLUME
AND
FAST TURNOVER
* OLD CROW
* YELLOWSTONE
* KENTUCKY BOURBON
* MEDLEY BROS.
* EARLY TIMES
* OLD TAYLOR 86
"We Don't Wouna Get Ries!"
\FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING SPACE
327 SOUTH MAIN ST.—"ORNER VANCE
Grid Practice
Pro-Seg Negro
Faces Rap In
Another County
After an extradition hearing
here last week, Fernando Wil-
liams, the pro-segregationist Negro
newspaper editor of the Arkansas
"State Times" at Osceola, Ark.,
was placed in custody of Critten.
den County authorities on charges
of writting bad checks.
Williams was arrested several
weeks ago at the Lorraine motel,
after arriving here to confer with
white secregationists, a n d to
raise funds to operate his news-
paper.
The editor was wanted for hav-
ing passed a check for $225 to a
service station owner in West
Memphis, and for opening an ac.
Boys who wish to report for
Spring football practice with the
Foote and Clearborn homes team
may report to the Foote Home
auditorium from March 20 through
March 23. Coach AlexasJer Delo
ach, jr. announced recently.
Mr. Deloach said that he will
be at the auditorium between 4:00
and 4:30 p.m., and that registrat-
ion is open to boys from 12 through
15.
Syria, justifying the arrest of po-
litical enemies accused of obstruct-
ing union schemes.
Idea: Cbeese-Tomate
Nat King Cole and Jack Gale
have teamed up for a publishing 38 R
venture. They've formed three mu-
sic companies, Comet, Sweco and
'Tri-Park.
The Cole-Gale operation will
kick off with a 30-year-old W. C.
Handy tune, "Morningstar." The
tune, which has lyrics by Mack
David, is based on Handy's spirit-
ual "Shine Like A Morning Star"
The song, incidentally, is the first
Handy composition to be published
by an outside firm. Cole has re-
corded it for his new Capitol al-1
bum, "St. Louis Blues." A sidebar
to the kickoff song is that Colt'
plays the part of Handy in the
upcoming Paramount release. "St.
Louis Blues."
The duo also have inked cleffer
Jack Hammer to an exclusive writ-
ing deal. Hammer scored recently
with the Jerry Lee Lewis disclick.
"Great Balls of Fire."
A few years ago, Cote teamed
with the late Larry Spier in a pub-
lishing deal but his stock has since
been bought out by the firm. Gale
recently had been in the publish-
ing business with Juggy Gayles
The new operation will be based
In New York.
count at a bank at Wheatley with
$10 in cash, and a fraudulent
check drawn on a Meridian, Miss.
bank for $150.
Before Memphis police had a
chance to arrest Williams as a
fugitive from Arkansas justice, he
managed to "collect" $50 from the
Square Deal Liquor store here
with another bad check.
Williams was kept in Shelby
C6unty jail in lieu of $2,500 bond
which he was unable to post.
NEW REPORTER — Meet Mrs.
Bennie Ruth Bedford . McCorkle,
of Earle. Ark., who will write
news of interest about her com-
munity beginning next wk. Show-
ing an active interest in the civic
and school activities of Earle,
Mrs. MeCorkle is well known in
the Arkansas town and In Mem-
phis. She graduated from Booker
T. Washington High Memphis, at-
tended Philander Smith college
and is currently taking extension
classes at the Memphis High
school from Tennessee A & 1
university. Her major is element-
ary education. The personable
Mrs. McCorkle is a part-time
teacher and an expert in the coil-
nary arts., Watch for her reports
from Earle.
Seven persons, one group, and
two organizations have been nam-
ed winners of the out Russvnirm
Awards, given annually by the Na-
tional Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation.
The citation states these awards
are presented "in recognition of
outstanding achievement in mak-
ing possible a richer conception of
democratic principles and in tri-
bute for upholding those highest
traditions considergd as the idials
of the American way of life."
Included among this year's
winners are the nine Negro stu-
dents assigned to Central High
school in Little Rock, Ark., "who
braved violence, scorn, harass-
ment and insults to make a liv-
ing reality of Supreme Court's
desegregation order."
DETERMINED BY POLL
Five white and two colored in-
dividuals were cited. The Nation-
al Broadcasting Company and Re-
ligious Drawings, Inc., of Waco,
Tex., were the two organizations.
Three women were among those
named.
The winners, determined in a
poll of member publishers, were
announced by Frank L. Stanley,
publisher of the Louisville Defend-
er, and chairman of the associa-
tion's public relations committee.
The complete list follows:
Mrs. Rosa Keller, of New Or-
leans, La., for her dedicated serv-
ice in the fields of education, em-
ployment, recreation and health on
behalf of her community's minort
First Chicago Theatre
Scenes Displayed In Va.
ABINGDON, Va. — A sentimen-
tal and nostalgic souvenir of the-
atrical yesteryears is currently on
display at the Washington County
Public Library with the Barter
Theatre of Virginia exhibit of
"Footlights and Skylights," a col-
Theatre of Virginia exhibit of
lection of cabinets and corte-de-
vistie photographs of stage illumi-
nati, 1860-1900.
The souvenir, a statuette, cele-
brates the 250th performance of
"The Girl 1 Left Behind Me,"
Wednesday, August 16, 1893, Schil-
ales Cosmos anis j
Sauce On Cabbage Eons
A food favorite in Near Eastern
countries is the "Dolma" or
stuffed cabbage leaf. Cabbage
leaves are spread with season-
ed rice and meat mixture and
then rolled up. They are sim-
mered in a sauce, usually a to-
mato one, until tender. Mint or
allspice are favorite OPR.9011111g.S.
In this recipe a ground beef-nice
stuffing is used and the rolls are
cooked in tomato sauce. And —
cheese is added to the sauce to
make it just short of setwational,
flavor-wise!
Yes, an easy main dish and •
family favorite. The tender green
cabbage rolled around browned
beef, rice and onions is laced
with a savory cheese-tomato
sauce.
INOREDIENTB:
I tablespoon cooking fat
cup uncooked white Hoe
1 lb. ground beef
4 cep dumped onion
2 teaspoons salt
4 teaspoon chill powder
1 large head cabbage
Juice of 1 lemon
21/2 caps boiling water
11, 8 es. cams tomato mime
4 lb. processed cheese spread
METHOD: Melt fat in a skillet.
Add the rice, ground beef and
onions. Cook, stirring occasion-
ally, until the beef is browned
and the net begins to tarn yell-
low. Stir in the sant and chill
powder.
While the rice and beef axer.
remove 12 leaves from cabbage.
If necessary to prevent tearing
leaves, dip head in boiling wa-
ter. Cook the leaves in. hot
water several minutes or until
partially tender. Drain. Before
stuffing each leaf, cut stiff ridge
away from beck. Do not split
leaf. Place 1/4 cup of the rice-
meat mixture toward stiff end
of each leaf. Begin to roll fold-
ing in the sides.
Cut up sonic of remaining heed
of cabbage. Place in the bottom
of a large soup kettle or Dutch
oven. Arrange cabbage roils
with folds down, in kettle. Pour
lemon juice, boiling water and
tomato sauce over the cabbage
rolls. Cover and simmer about
1 to 11/4 hours or until the cab-
bage is tender.
While the rolls wok, art the
cheese Into tiny pieces. When
the roll. are tender, remove
from the sauce and place on •
hot platter. Stir some of sauce
Into cheese. Return to kettle.
Heat over a very low heat un-
til the cheese melts. Serve the
sauce over the cabbage rolls.
This recipe makes 6 to 7 sere-
ings.
Variety Says
Cole To Open
New Venture
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NNPA Names Winners
usswarm Awards
ty.
Mrs. Marian Anderson—for her
memorable tour of the Far East
and her convincing championing of
the ideals of democracy.
Mrs. Sarah Patton Boyle, of
Charlottesville, Va., who, since she
came to realize that the "way of
life" she inherited from a long line
of Southern forebears was incom-
patible with her concepts of jug.
lice and Christianity, has worked
tirelessly for understanding a n
tolerance throughout the stets
that would lead the Smith in de-
fying the law of the land.
Dave Garroway — for his effeellii
lye use of the medium of televislata
to combat intolerance and bigotry.
Harry Golden, of Charlotte N,
C., publisher of the Carolina Israel.
ite, whose sense of humor makes
his sense of fair play a mighty
weapon in his continuing battle
against hypocrisy and intolerance.
Dr. Clarence Jordan, leader of
Koinonia Farm in Georgia, who
carried en there an experiment in
Christian living notwithstanding yi.
olence and threats.
The National Broadcasting Com-
pany for its demonstrated belief
In equality of opportunity for both
employees and performers.
The Nine Negro students of Lit.
the Rock's Central High school who
braved violence, scorn, harass,
ment and insults to make a living
reality of the Supreme Court's de-
segregation order.
Religious Drawings, Inc., of Wa-
co, Tex., for applying the princi-
ples of Christianity to human re-
!aliens Oirough a series of graph-
ic, penetrating editorial cartoon/
distributed free of charge to a
large segment of the American
Press.
The Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth of
Birmingham, Ala., who has noi
waivered in his fight for civil
rights, despite the bombing of both
his church and his home.
FOR SALE
CADILLAC
1955 COUPE DeVILLE
Beautiful Red
City Driven - All Power
BY OWNER - BR 6-7430
BR 8-4927 (Evenings)
ler Theatre, Chicago, and was pre-
sented to the Barter Theatre of
Virginia by D. W. Sherman Jr.,
attorney of Lexington, Mo.
Recalling a scene from the Re
lasco-Fyles, the statuette repre-
sents an Alpha-Omega turn of
events: the play was one of the
last presented at the Chicago
playhouse and the first to open
the Empire Theatre, New York.
Wednesday, Jan. 25, 1893, the ap-
purtenances of which now enhance
the Barter Theatre.
"I'm all for Luckies —they're
a light smoke, all the way!"
MISS WYVITTER M. HOOVER Is one of America's youngest and
most promising lady lawyers (she was formerly the Assistant Cir-
cuit Attorney for the City of St. Louis, now has her own practice).
She's an enthusiastic traveler (Europe, Mexico, all over the U.S.A.)
and a loyal Lucky smoker. "I wouldn't switch for anything in the
world," she says. "A Lucky has everything I want in a cigarette."
SPORTS-MINDED? A thousand times yes! And
like most attorneys, Miss Hoover is open-minded,
too—except about smoking. "My mind's made
up," says she. "I'm all for Luckies."
LIGHT TOBACCO—fine, farnotia, golden-Holt
bacon that's toasted to taste better: that's.irh,
Lucky Strike (in the words of Mies Hoover) ja
"the best-tasting cigarette I ever amokedris -,e.
Light up a light smoke—
Light up a LUCKY!
•A_,. e•-) ',2e a44,*".• loteacre-C.remr-"Sfekees u satrieidikoi:le?
a
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REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
The rising tide of internal and
external conflict on the part of peo-
ple throughout the world dernandsi
that somebody somewhere try to
• bring about a plan whertby living
Might' be a far chore wholesome
thing for all of tic. With this in
mind our next articles will be writ-
en under the general theme.
"Christ and Human Behavior."
i Our whole world is torn asunder
largely because men are more in-
clined to work, behave, and live
on the level of human activityl
than on the spiritual. When it isl
all boiled down the basis- for ouri
current world conditions have
been brought about because men'
have contented themselves in
working on the level which bringsi
them greatest gains here and now I
rather than what will bring them.
a lasting peace within and without.'
, In many of our activities today,
our motives are concerned basic-
ally with what we are going to
get out of this or that. In most of
Our hours or moments of indeci-
sion we never stop to ask our-
selves, "what would Jesus do if
He were in my place'"
THE DIFFERENCE
No one can read the Bible with-
out being brought face to face
with the fact that ir, all instances
Jesus was stumped on instances
the same as we are. The fact that
lie did not succumb ,a the thing
that made Him Jesus.
In the early life of Jesus we
find Him changing water to wide I
at the marriage feast at Cana.
At this point had Jesus acted on
the human level like many of us,
learning that He could perform •
this miracle He would have got-
ten on the telephone and told I
everyone of His newly discovered
ability.
At this point Jesus could have
been a great character in the
minds of many people but He re-
frained from such activity arid ac-
ceptcd this as only a given ability
that would enable Him to gain fur-
ther respect in the sight of the
people, Jesus remit), realized that
His was a grestor work than just
making water into wine. How un-
fortunate it is that many of us
acting on the human level punct-
uated with selfishness, 'hatred,
malice, and the like and then we
marvel at the present conditions
of the world!
RATHER THIS
I see daily instances of people
who would lather be popular than
be right! People who would rather'
have the applause of the crowd
than to do that which the very
will of God teaches them is right.
It is that human element in each
of us that makes us lose our sense
of balance when we find ourselves
suddenly with something which we
have wanted for a long time.
I know people in whose houses
you can not go and feel at ease.
I know people who have gotten a
little education and everybody else
is a fool. They have a monopoly
of sense. I know people who have
certain abilities and instead of
giving God the thanks for allow-
ing them to have such abilities
they spend all of their time boa,-
trig of their special abilities. Wm,
not the feast at Cana been a gre.,
time for Jesus to start on a ea-
paign to tell of His greatness
Could not lie have used this as
starting place for His earth I
kingdom the people wanted so
badly? Would n4t this have been
the human thing to have done?
NEED AN OASIS
Jesus rose to the heights no,
while He was making wine h•
while He was being challenged bs
His enemies. While He was talking
about the second mile, about the
cloak, and turning the other
cheek, He was able to lift more
people above the human level of
activity than any other thing. ,
In these days of deserts on our .
spiritual fronts we need some
oasis that will be a source of
water and food for weary travel-
!len along life highway. This can
and will be realized only when we
look at Jesus and try to mould
our lives not on the human level
but on the spiritual level that will'
enable us to live and be like Jesus.
Dr. Faulkner Issues
'Challenge' At Fisk
NASHVILLE—"The Challenge of
Acceptance" was laid eloquently
at the feet of the Negro recently
by Dr. Faulkner who keynoted a
United Negro College Fund rally
in the Fisk university gymnasium.
Former Dean of the chapel at
Fisk, /tr. Faulkner labeled the
term, "integration". as "trite" and
challenged American Negroes to
use education and personal can-
tact as the path to total accep-
tance.
Pastor of the Congregational
Church of Park Manor in Chicago,
be pulled the covers off the history
of race relations in America and
traced the Negro's rise through
eras during which he was, in turn,
despised. tolerated and accepted—
"accepted by law if not by
custom .•
"From 1620 to 1863 the Negro,
as a slave, was dispised," Dr.
Faulkner said. "He was tolerated
from 1863 until 1954. With the his-
toric Supreme Court decision in
1954, the Negro moved into the
phase of acceptance.
"How long it will take us to
. reach full acceptance depends
.r heavily on the Negro himself. One
Of the surest ways is to help our
young people receive true educat-
ion of the mind, the hand and the
heart."
Dr. Faulkner advised the Negro
to expand his personal contacts
In an effort to bring about greater
understanding among people of
varying backgrounds.
Keynoting the meeting which
launched the 1958 UNCE drive in
Nashville, Dr. Faulkner urged his
audience to support the College
Fund. "I challenge you not to de-
I pend on government to give us
all of our education. If we are to
be free, we must pay for that free-
dom. We must help our private
colleges."
The public meeting, which drew
some 650 persons to the Fisk gym-
nasium. featured music by the
famous Fisk Jubilee Singers, the
Fisk Choir and the Pearl High
school symphonic band.
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, president
of Fisk, spoke on behalf of the
College Fund and warned his
listeners that private colleges can
no longer try to justify their short-
comings on the bases of financial
inadequancy.
"With the help of the College
Fund," Dr. Wright said, "we can,
NAACP Blocks Final Rites For Mrs.Minstrel For
Upstate N. Y.
HUDSON, N. Y. — The local
American Legion post is being pro•
hibited from using the high school
auditorium here for the presenta-
tion of its annual minstrel show,
''The Black and White." The City i
Board of Education following a
protest by the National Assn, for
the Advancement of Colored Pets-
I plc, has refused to permit the Le-
gion to mount the revue in the
, auditorium.
I The Schenectady chapter of
!the NAACP originally objected to ,
the idea of a minstrel show about
two years ago. In opposing the
proposed offering, the organiza-
tion claimed it was discrimina-
tory in implication, especially the
title. The members of the Board
of Education were unanimous in
their decision to bar the presenta-
tion, indicating, however, they
would he willing to.okay a different
type show under another label.
The Legion, which has been'
staging shows for about 25 years
to aid several Hudson institutions,
had scheduled the revue for April
6-8.
Use Easter Seals. Help Crip-
pled Children,
The Saar has
and about one
Gill, Stroke Victim
Funeral services for Mrs. Bettye
C. Gill of 1324 Emmason st., a tea-
cher at the Leath Elementary
school, were held last week at the
Second Congregational church.
Mrs. Gill suffered from a cere-
bral hemorrhage early Tuseday
morning, March 11, and died in
an ambulance while en route to the
hospital.
She was the wife of Talmadge Ii
Gill, and the daughter of Prof. and
Milt John G. Whittaker, Sr. Prof.
Whittaker is the chairman of the
musical department of LeMoyne
college
Mrs. Gill was born in Ohio, but
moved to Memphis with her par-
ents as a young girl. At one time
Mrs. Gill was the wife of the late
R. Earl Williams, a local pho-
tographer, from whom she was
divorced. They had three children.
Active in religious and civic
affairs, Mrs. Gill was a member
of several social organizations.
Aside from her husband and her
991 square miles parents Mrs. Gill is survived by
million people. her children, Sylvia, Robert Earl,
GULF COAST CONTESTANTS
-4
JONNIE MAE BOYBENS
Gulfport, Miss.
Sponsor, Pred Boykies
BRENDA MARIE NANCE
Biloxi, Miss.
Sponsor, Mrs. Geneva Cummings
Here are the latest lassies to
enter the Mississippi Gulf
Coast contest. They will vie for
the title of 'Most Popular Girl'.
wipe out our pressing financial
problems and expand both in qual-
ity and in physical plant
Seeks Aid Of
4,000 Alumni
WASHINGTON, D. C. — How-
l ard university Field Agent Law-
rence A. Hill has begun a tour
Of 34 southern cities in an effort
to enlist the aid of some 4,000
of the school's alumni in three
. projects which the University con- .
siders important to its growth and
development.
l
Alumni in the communities to
be visited will be urged to 1) as-
sist the University in bringing its
I alumni files up to date: 21 seek.
out exceptional students and en-
courage them to enroll at How-
ard, and 3) contrib - to the Uni-
versity's Scholarship and Student
Loan Fund.
Hill's tour, which is expectedi
to continue through April 18th,i
will cover five states. They are
Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida.
The tour began with visits to
alumni in Richmond and is ex- !
pected to end at Charlottesville
next month.
The current tour is the fourth
in a series of alumni visitations
hy !toward officials during t h•!
past year. Similar campaigns
have been conducted in New Jer-
sey, Philadelphia and Baltimore
Present plans call for additional
campaigns in New England and
the Midwest during 1958.
According to Dr. James M. Na-
brit Jr., director of public rela-
tions at Howard, the alumni visit-
ations program is vitually impor-
tant to the University.
In an effort to bring its alumni
records up to date, the Univer-
sity Is attempting to locate, gr
IN WHO'S WHO — Dr. George N.
Redd, demi of the college and
kart of the department of educa-
tion at Flelk university is listed in
ae recently published seth anni-
versary Rion of lihn'• Who In
America nettle of Baltimore.
has been done. Dr. Nabrit said.
there "lost" alumni will be plac-
ed on the mailing list for tinker-
sity ,publications which will keep
them informed of the activities
at Howard and the achievements
of fellow alumni.
LOCATE STUDENTS ,
Secondly, with the expected in-
crease in applicants for college
during the next few years, How-
ard will be compelled to limit
its enrollment. Alumni are being
asked to locate promising students
in their community and talk to
.them about the educational oppor-
tunities at Howard
Finally, the University is at-
tempting to Increase the size and
scope of its Scholarship a n d
Student Loan Fund by obtaining
annual contributions from each Of
its alumni. Currently, only $150,-
000 in student aid is available to
the more than 5,000 students in
attendance. The University would
like to treble the amount of aid
by 1963
Mr. Hill's alumni visitation iti-
nerary follows: Richmond & Pe-
tersburg, Va., Portsmouth. Va
Hampton, Phoebus & Newport
News, Va. Norfolk, Va. Eliza-
beth City and Rocky Mount N.
C., Wilson, N. C., Raleigh, N. C.
Durham N C., Fayetteville, N.
C. Wilmington, N.- C., (7harleston
and Orangeburg. S. C.. Savannah,
Ga., Jacksonville, Fla. Tallahas-
see Fla , Albany and columbus,
Ga., Macon, Ga., Atlanta, Ga.,
Augusta, Gs , and Aiken S C
C,olurbia, S. C., Charlotte, N. C.
High Point. N. C., Winston-Salem,
N. C., Greensboro, N. C., Dan-
ville Va Ros,oke Va
and John W. Williams; a sister,
Mrs. Thelma Crawford of Boston,
Mass., and two brothers, George
Whittaker, of Niles, Mich. and
and John Whittaker jr.
Officiating at the funeral was
Rev. J. C. Mickle, with the T. H.
Hayses and Son Funeral home in
charge of the arrangements.
Interment was In the New Park
cemetery.
MRS. BETTYE C. GILL
For Veterans Only
House Bill Would Pay
Newly Discharged Vets
•
MILDRED V. SINGLETON
Bay St. Louis, Miss.
Sponsor, Mrs. Vivian Singleton
The contest Is sponsored by
the ( rusade(limb of Gulfport,
Miss., and the crowning will
take place Oct. 2.
HAVE 'PATIENTS' FELLOWS
Freshman medical student at
Meharry Medical college, Nash-
ville, Tenn.. Miss tif101111 D.
WASHINGTON — Rep. William
S. Broomfield (R., Mich.) has in-
troduced a bill in the House wiich
would grant unemployment com-
pensation to servicemen discharg-
e' after Dec. 31, 1957, including
reservists with 90 or more days of
of continous training duty.
The bill asks payment at a
rate of $26 a week for a maximu
of 26 weeks.
The measure does not include
all veterans not covered by the
reservists with 90 or more days
ed after Dec. 31, 1957, including
continuous training duty.
The bill asks for payment at a
Korean GI bill, because, according
to Broomfield, persons who were
discharged before 1958 had a
chance at employment.
Broomfield's measure will be de-
layed, according to spokesman
for the House Ways and Means
committee, because it is .not in
proper legislative form.
When properTk_written it will
cover any veteran discharged aver
last Dec. 31 from any of the armed
forces.
In the case of veterans discharg-
Dr. and Mrs. Henry B. Patten
of Palestine, won out over a
bevy of other beauties. As Me-
berry queen she' Ign over
it .
gium Congo.
The missionary showed four 
reels
of pictures, and they included ac
-
lion shots of African wildlife; Af-
ricanliving in primitive villages:
patients in leper coloniee; and
the work and progress of the de-
world.
nomination in that part of the
Elder Wentland has spent 16
years in foreign service, and plans
to return to Africa' after attending
the World Conference of Seventh-
Day Adventist in Cleneland, Ohio,
during June.
On the average, 86 percent of them so 
faithfully for 12 years. SALEM GILFIELD BAPTIST
the children have remained with Many were 
the fine words spok- A Temperance play entitled "The
the mother or her relatives. It en of the Rev.
 It. W. Norsworhty, Whirlwind," was given by the
is said that in only 6.7 percent but most 
outstanding were those Christian Youth Organization- of
of the cases did the father admit comparing 
the preacher to a great the church on next Sunday night,
Figures reveal that 13 percent of' 
builder and the tribute paid him March 16 beginning at 7:30 p. in.
the Negro children are adopted, 
for his undying interest in develop- Appearning in the 'play was
in comparison with 9.9 percent 
ing his membership spiritually. so- Harold Plunkett, as a young sur-
for the entire group. 
dally and civically. II geon: Miss Nancy Wilborn, as the
I The Rev. 
E. W. Williamson was nurse: Miss Faye McDade as a gib
i dynamic as principal speaker. He society matron and Herman Ilr
I gave a soul-stirring presentation Hayes, as tier middle-aged bus-
' of "The Role of God's Preach-'
er."
Lovable and witty as usual was 
i baOntdlier young people appearing
program were Howard
Rev. Roy W. Love of Mt. Nebolon 
the
Misses Barbara Hall, Clar
Baptist church ag he presided as Nelson,Wilborn and Phyllis Reed.
master of ceremonies. Rev. W. C. Mrs. Ilelen Dowdy Howard is di-
Holmes introduced the speaker d Rev.
NEW YORK — A growing do-it- Other 
participants on the pro- 
,
yourself and home imprcs ement gram were 
Mrs. Laurette Jones,
market is in evidence in areas most 
 L. McCargo, pastor of the
ment, according to David O'D.I 
church.
affected by the decline in employ.. 
Mrs. Ola Mairley, Mrs. Joan The public is invited to the pro-
Kennedy, president of Kentile, Inc., 
Johnson, Mrs. Evelyn Walton,
Little Beverly Winfield, Harvey
leading producers of resilient tile 
Smith, jr. Mrs. Ernestine Rice,
These findings on the vital home 
Mrs. Erie Rose, Rev. Frank Bris.
repair market came as a result 
cue and your scribe. Mt. Nebo
flooring.
of a nation-wide Kentile survey 
Baptist and New Era Baptist
of building supply stores and gems- 
were the visiting churches.
The celebration Won under the
ing conditions. 
general chairmanship if P. J. Net-
The areas where layoffs are high, 
son. Acting in the stead of Mrs.
eral contractors on current build-
but which show a rise in the 
Ji,nn_ie..,Groefen as co-chairman was
sale of home improvement build.' 
Mrs Erie Rose. Chairman of other
the program were
Pennsylvania, California, Illinois, 
Juanita Nesbitt, Mrs. Ola
ing materials include New York—, Mrs.
Ohio and Michigan. 
B Mairlev Luther Green, Mrs
,
"The adverse employment situ- 
11(I,lealrek'n H. 'Bowen and EMerick
time work gives thousands of the 
CENTENARY METHODIST
ation plus the curtailment of over.
homeowners the time to make 
The class leaders of Centenary
much needed repairs in the home," 
Methodist church are presenting a
Kennedy said.
SAVINGS AT HIGH
As evidence "that the American'
homeowner has been setting aside
money for these projects for a
long time," he pointed out that
"individual savings currently at
$325 billion has set an all-time
(Germans Adopt
Negro Orphans
i leftoo°fb hetarlhool i opt dhse, i nt bi inGl eneegri 
nt itmo fatheredna yt e :,yc hbl ly 
Amer
 d Nreeq
gro soldiers are the most popu. MT. MORIAH 
BAPTIST
lar among eouples seeking foster Sitting in II 
Ipecially decorated
This fact was released recently 
corner — an iaterpretation of anchildren.  
15th century living room — of
in a report of the German Medi- the stately
sanctuary of Mt. Mo-
cal Journal, after a study had 
rah, a devout servant of mankind
been made of the number of chil- and 
his beloved spouse listened to
dren left behind by the occupad praises 
that seldom reach the ears
tion forces. . 
I of perscns during this earthly
The number born in West Ger.i journey.
many in the decade from 1945 to t It was Pastor
's Appreciation Day
1955 was placed at 67,753. i at the Mt. 
Moriah Baptist church,
More than 4,500 of these war' and the 
congregation endeavored
to show the world their gratitude
for the couple who have served
babies were the children of Ne-
gro soldiers and German mothers.
patrimony.
6 •
Jobless Join
Dolt-It
Brigade
movie for the spiritual enlightment
of the members next Sunday, at '
7:1.. p. m. The movie is entitled '
"The Blood of Jesus." There will
be no admission charge.
Other services at the house of
worship will be regul,r.
Metho-
dist church is Rev. D. M. Grish-
am.
The pastor of Centenary 
"The industrial slump provides 
FIRST BAPTIST MAGNOLIA
the worker with an opportunity to 
A Fellowship climaxed servicehigh.
put his savings into finishing base. 
at the First Baptist Magnolia
ments, replacing bad plumbing, in- , 
church last Sunday presented by
stalling storm windows, converting . apirstionai.
the Women's chorus.
attics and garages Into new rooms, 
Services throughout the day
laying floor tile, widening kitchens pastor.
at the house of reverence were in-
As an additional incentive for 
Rev. Calvin T. Nelson is the
and adding new bathrooms."
the home expansion trend, Ken- 
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST ,
tile's president cited a recent goy- due to a recurrence of the flu. The
Many of the members at the
ernment housing survey which pastor, Rev. Charles T. Epps, and
church were missing last Sunday,
showed: (1) 5 million homes are the board of deacons, organized a
substandard (2) 25 million are in i transportation service. for those
need of repair and (3) 20 million members who are recuperating
:reds. h", 
from illnesses and who desire tobhuotmenseeadretoin bfeaIrmatointg
ed because of a service-connected 
attend worship services, but lack
Injury or disability, the require- 
transportation.
Plans have been made for them
ment of 90 days continuous 
sere-. to be picked up by members of
. 
the church who own automobiles.
I Fifteen minutes of the services.
gram.
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
For the next four weeks the
pastor of Parkway Gardens Pres-
byterian c:hureh, Rev A. E An-
drews, will preach a series of ser-
mons on "The Road to the Resur-
rection." The background for
Munday's sermon will be takcm
(corn the above scripture.
The church attendance crusade
is presently in -progress at the
sanctuary.
PROGR Essry E BAPTIST
The eighth chapter and 27th
verse of St. Mark, "Whom Do -
Men Say That I Am." will tie
dramatized at the Progressive
Baptist church, on Sunday, at 8
p. m.
The dramatization is being spon-
sored by Mrs. Lela Fowler. As-
sisting Mrs. Fowler this beautiful
biblical production are Mrs. Net-
tie Mae Boles, Mrs. Moselle Mil-
ler, Mrs. Louise Settlers, Mrs.
Cora Mae McCloven and others.
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pas-
tor.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
The Res A. F. Saddler deliver-
ed the message at the Columbus
Baptist church Sunday. Its title
was "The Danger of Being Un-
prepared." Rev. Saddler and his
church, Union Grove Baptist, was
at their 3 p. m. services.
guest of Columbus Baptist church •
The White Stone Baptist church
will visit with this membership
Sunday. Rev. A. R. Williams, the
pastor, will officiate. Columbus
will welcome their guests at 3
p. m.
Rev A. E. Campbell is the min-
later.
MAGNOLIA FIRST BAPTIST
The Brewsteraires presented a
musical at the Magnolia First
B ti t h h dap s c urc , Sun ay , at 3 p.
The deacons of the church spon-
sored the presentation.
It will be Friend's Day at this
house of reverence, Sunday. Ev-
ice woulde waived. ery member is asked to bring aat the church each Sunday are set -.
aside for sick members here and 
friend. The ushers will be in
those elsewhere. It consists nil 
charge.
Rev. C. T. Nelson is the pastor.
songs and prayers.
At that time names and ad- —
dresses are given, and the menu.
hers are urged to conduct fellow.'
ship services with the shut-ins.
A special offering is taken and
distributed to those persons most
In need of financial assistance.
Plans are now being made to
present a radio program in the
church for the sick, so that they
might participate in the service
each Sunday.
McAdam Sloan is the reporter
for Gospel Temple.
MISS. BLVD. SEVENTH
DAY ADVENTIST
"Sons of God" was the theme
of the sermon presented by Elder
Charles R Graham at the
church last Saturday.
On Sunday evening the church
was filled by persons who came
from as far away as Clarksville
Miss., and Jackson, Tenn., to see
color movies and hear a lecture
given by Elder R. 11. Wentland,
president of the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist mission in the African Bel-
Expelled Pupil
Back In Class
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS)
— A 16-year-old white girl who,
was expelled from integrated Lit-I
the Rock Central high school last
month as a racial agitator re-
turned to classes yesterday.
Little Rock school superinten-
dent Virgil Blossom said the city
school board had voted to re-
admit Sammie Dean Parker after
she wrote a letter to the board
promising "to conform to the
rules."
Miss Parker had been involved
in several racial incidents since
the previously all-white school en-
rolled nine Negro students last
fall.
She was expelled in connection
with cards distributed in Vie
school after one of the Negroes,
Minnie Jean Brown, was perman-
ently suspended.
The cards read: "One down and
eight to go."
Miss Brown now is attending an
interracial school in New York
city.
There are about 900 Seminole In-
dians living in Florida.
The Caroline group has more
than 590 islands
LANA JEFF
TURNER CHANDLER
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AIR WILLIAM 0. WALKEN, PRESI0ENT
NATIONAL NE4SPAPER Puuussetts kaSOC.1 AT I ON
PO bOX 62.57 GLE/Ea
DuitINCI i4EGHO NEISPAPER WEEK, IT IS A PLEASJRE TO JOIN IN THE '
OnSFRVANI. 01 THE 15157 ANNIVLRSARY OF THE NEGRO PRESS.
OUR AMERICAN TRADITION OF TRUTH. CLEANLY REPORTED WITH 10/JAAUE
AND RESPONSibll iTY. ADDS STRENGTH TO THE NATIONAL COMMUNITY. AS
TN( NEWSPAPERS Of OUR LAN!) CONTINUE TO SERVE THEIR READERS IN THIS.
reADiTION OA SOCIETY lilt MOVE FoRwARD TO NEW HEIGHTS OF ACHIEVEMENT
FOR THE zENEFIT OF ALL.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
•Business League
Election of officers for t
Memphis Business League was
heti at the Abe Scharff branch
of the YMCA last week, with
Chaplain L. A. Thigpen of the Ken-
nedy VA hospital present to con-
duct the installation services.
Elected president of the or-
ganization was J. S. Edwards. Oth-'
tir officers are S. L. Jones first
•EXTRAORDINAIRE MOD-ELS — These 11 lovely ladieswill be among the models in
the Gersoppa Dukes Easter
production of Affairs Extra
ordlnaire on Sunday evening
Staff
I vice president and director; J. R. Walker, A. M. Walker, W. W. Wal-
Williams, second vice president: ker, C. C. Sawyer, Madame
E. A. Witherspoonthird vice young Edgar Davis, Sr., Colo-
president: John Olive, treasurer
and director: R. J. Gaston. see-I rado Joh
nson; A. W. Willis, E. R.
retary and director; and 0. L. Kirk. W. A. Atkins and B. L.
Brandon, chairman of the board. Hooks.
Other members of the board Also M J. Edwards, Dr. B. F.
are B. G. Olive Jesse Turner, M. McCleaves. Harold Johns ard S.
D Harris, W. F: Nabors, J. H. I H. Cochran.
o'clock April 6 at the Club
Ebony 50o Beak. They are•
first row seated left to right:
Misses Joyoe Horton, Emily
Payne, Jerry Allen and Odes-
sa Dickens. Second row same
order: Misses Jean House,
Maxine McCain, Willa Jones,
and Lois Simmons: And third
row left to right: Misses La
Verne Bolden, Lenora Stein-
berg and Catherine Jones.
Ike Helped Negro Aide
Earn Teaching Career
PLATTERSBURG. N. Y.—(INS)
—John Hunt President Eisenhow.
er's "Favorite teacher," m ig ht
never have become a teacher at
taught school in Montclair, N. J.
' The 39-year-old Hunt is now at
the New York State Teacher's
college in Plattsburg where he is
; an education instructor. Ile left as a file clerk in t
he university s f
rom 8 a m. to 3 p. m. through
initted helping bring le out of the
all if it wt.sn't for Mr. Eisen-.Montclair in 1954. placement office— that mad
e it tradition warrant from Judge Cecil building, unaware that it contained
bower's moral and financial sup- His friendshipwith M E.. r. isen- 
possible for him to attend Col- C. Smith to bring her hack from a body.
umbia, which he entered in 1949.
port, including $1.000 out of hi
s bower began in 1942 when he was 
Cincinnati. ' The whereabouts of the gun
own pocket. s ass
igned to the general as a per- The university president a n d The bizarre case which ha
d po '
came to light after Alderwin Jor-
The President mentioned Hunt 
sonal mess cook, Hunt recalled, the graduate 
student continued lice baffled for days. came to a 1 .
at the White House while chat- 
After the war, he said, he re- . their friendship. Hint said Mr.
ting • with Jean Listebarger , of turned 
to Virginia State college Eisenhower let him know about7
illt mes, Iowa 
w
. the "National Teach- in Petersburg, 
Va., here he had various scholarships he could try
r of the Year." ,
interrupted his higher education for and even suppl
ied him with
He told her that Hunt was a to enl
ist in the army in Janua- "personal funds — about $1,000
."
Negro who scrveed as a cook ry, 1941. The 
oldest of eight chit- "I doubt if I could have made
during' the war later earned a dren, 
Hunt was born in Peters- it without the' Presid
ent's help,"
master's degree and a Ph .D. at burg in 1
919. His father died Hunt said.
Columbia university and then' when he 
was 12. Hunt beCame a grade school
teacher in Montclair while' still
working for his doctorate.
In 1954, he and his class de.
cided to pay a visit to Washing-
ton, but couldn't afford it. Hunt
said he mentioned it to the Pres-
ident in a letter and, the next
thing he knew, all financial ob-
stacles had been overcome. Ex-
actly how, he never found out.
The 29 fifth-graders and their 
Andrews when Jenkins' body was! 0. n the following afternoon, Mrs.
teacher traveled to the nation's 
discovered in Memphis. Tenn., in' . .Anarips stated, she purchased a
capital by bus and spent a day 
an unclaimed trunk and identified trunk at Sears, jammed the body
COVINGTON, Ky. — (INS) — Phys
icians at St. there. "it was quite a day," 
by the young man's parents He
Elizabeths hospital in Covington Su
nday reported no Hunt recalled, in 
had been missing from his 4043 I, 
into it and shipped it to Memphis-
eluding a call n
success in diagnosing the ailment which 
struck down Mau. 
the Chief Executive him,"' at 
Lake Park apartment since Feb. 
Rio de Janeiro—The taxes on
the White House which "ri,:ight- 9.
rice Stolas, 24-year-old professional 
basketball star. ed" the pupils. Dur
ing the week-long 
search kw , profits from Brazilian real estate
. sales are now 10 per cent instead
Tests were made throughout the 
night, doctors said As for bein
g Mr. Eisenhower's the young nurse, 
the murder wea
 "favorite teacher." Hunt paused pen tu
rned up in a package at of 8 
per cent. The proceeds are to
but Stokes had not regained con' ' and said: "Th
at's quite a compli- the home of a friend of he
rs. It he used for the constru
ction of
ectousness sime he was taken off, big cage star and George Yardley
 merit." was discovered 
where the trunk , low-cost housing facilities.
plane at the Greater Cincinnati of the Detroit Pistons, came to 
The Negro afar of the Cincin•i They were p
arted, however, Suggest That U. S. AdoptAirport. just across the 
Ohio blows over a skirmish unr3er the
river from Coithgton. basket.
hati Royals sett stricken while before it developed i
nto a serious
Flying from tetroit Saturday fight. 
• • •
night after the loyals lost a Na-
tional Basketball kssociation play-
off game to the lbst Pistons, 100
to 83. He had coftVained of feel-
ing ill after eating earlier.
Stokes' mother, Mrs. Myrtle
Stokes, was flown ta the athlete's
bedside from their Iltme in Pitts-
burgh.
In 1956 Stokes was Aimed "NBA
Rookie Of 'The year end led the
league in rebounds, ge played
with the Rochester Rojels at that
time.
This year, the team tensferred
to Cincinnati and became t h e
Cincinnati Royals.
•Big and strong, Stokes a 
real
rugged rebounder. While ba St.
Francis college, L.retja, he
was a center, but in p nal
basketball, he plays forwa
Alt gh the cause of hi
Strange Ailment
Hits Pro Cager
•
•
•
theme of the workshop was "The
Isms."
E. M. Moss, instructor a eco-
Each piece measures 12 feet long,
12 feet 3 inches high and 18 feet
i Mr. Eisenhower became Presi- 
First, the ('ook County grand jury reportedly return- v,ide, and comes individually pack-
dent of Columbia in 1948 and, ed a true bill charging her with murder and immediately i You Can Get It ed. I
Hunt said, gave him the advice 
This canvas may be Inspected
' Homicide Bureau. obtained an 
ex : was purchased and ore person acd
Lt James McMahon, head of the,
and tipped him off to the job— Half a million p
ounds of eanyas daily Monday through Friday
. . .
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 6
Sot., March 22, 195$
Mr.
Annie Parker, Miss Cynthia
Greene. Mrs. Davie Phillips,
Miss Albirda MickIns, Jimmy
Little, Miss Geraldine Pope,
Mrs. Velton Rankins, and Mn.
Mary Davidson.
REST- DRESSED CANDIDATE—
Miss Cornelia Crenshaw has been
nominated a sone of the candi-
dates In the business women's
category among "Memphis Rest.
Dressed Ten." The winners select-
ed by popular vote, will be pre-
sented at Les Voguettes Fashion
show at Club Ebony on Sunday.
Rev. Elder Says School
At Pikes vile For Negro
Youths.ShooldBeMoved
Rev. James Elder, a member
of the State Youth Commission,
and pastor of the Mullins Metho-
dist church, said last week that
the school for Negro youth at
Pieurviiie should be moved from
that area.
"Sending a young Negro boy to
that isolated mountain a r e a,
where he is surrounded by hos-
tile people and expecting him to
return home rehabilitated is ut-
terly, ridiculous. It is like send.
ing him to a concentration camp,
. Siberia, ie Alcatraz.
"In order to rehabilitate a,
child, he should be placed in an
environment where he can re-
ceive visits from his relutives,
minister, doctor and friends," he
said.
'WARMTH OF FEELING'
Asked if conditions at Pikesville
were similar to. those that lie
had found existed at Jordonia,
the minister said that he did not
know, but that he had noticed a
certain "warmth of feeling" be-
tween the 'members of the staff
and the boys at Pikesville that
• did not prevail at Jordonia.
Pikesville, Rev Meer said,.
I would be an ideal place for the
white or Negro boy who had com-
mitted such serious (limes as
rape and murder, and would serve
as a stage between the training
school and the penitentiary.
Facilities at Pivesville for the
education of the inmates are sore-
ly tacking, he said, but the boys
at Jordonia can continile with
'their school work while there and
receive credit for it when they
return home and provisions are
made also to teach them such
trades as printing and auto me-
chanics.
Rev. Elder said that Shelby
County would be an ideal place
in which to establish a new
training school for the boys, tie-
cause there is a large concentra•
lion of Negroes in the West Ten-
nessee area.
'Holiday On Ice' Big
Event For The Family
By MRS. MARJORIE I. 1.:LEN
Memphians forgot cares and'
worries as an SRO crowd witness-
ed Zeta Phi Beta sorority's sec•
ond presentation of "Hcliday On
Ice." at the North Hall of our,
newly renovated Ellis auditorium
and its modern additions on Sun-
day evening, March 9.
Holiday on Ice for 1058 lived iip
to its advance notiaes as an ex-
travaganza of dazzling beauty and
precisim.
The presentation has taken it,
place as a family event . and
the producers devoted a good pur-!
tion of the extravaganza to the
fantasy that delights young and
old alike — fairy tales, classics
and toys.
Too much cannot be said fori
the wondrous spectacle that sur-
rounded the "Aladdin and His
Wondrous Lamp" number, with
its breathtakingly painted genie..
who was a wizard on ice, the gor-;
geous costumes of the cymbal'
girls, the merchant princes, to
say nothing of the exotic jewel
girls. It was well worth the price .
of a ticket. The star of the show,
Miss Dorothy Goos, was superb
FASHION SHOW MODELS--
Among the models to appear
in the Les Voguettes Fashion
show will be this group of
models. Seated, from left, are
Mrs. Mary Fuller smith. Miss
She was presented a handsome
bouquet of white and pink blos
soms highlighted by a huge blue
satin bow, by the stir of the show,
Miss Dorothy Goos, who skatedfrom every angle, and she made
a breath-taking princess as 
shei across the emblazoned field of ice
to make the presentation to thewhirled and pirouetted about thel
lovely princess.lavishly lighted ice rink.
Another show favorite was Eat Also introduced by the announc-
Farelli, that master juggler, to er was Robert Dillard president
whom nothing seemed impossible' of the Gersoppa Dukes, Inc. the'
on skates while jugeng and hal- 1 club that sponsored Miss Belts.
slicing the halls. "Waterama," al The announcer further stated
aicelern ballet synchronized to the, that the Zeta Phi Betas gave over
rhythmic beauty of miracle (nun- $2,000 to their scholarship and
tains, was another number which eyeglass fund from the proceeds
featured Miss Goos. derived from last year's show.
The intermission interlude made Again, all Memphis gives Zeta
a terrific impressicn on the thini-i Plii Bet a the praise it so richly ,
sands of guest present as the vet- deserves for selecting a project;
sst,cat-ntdo.ned announcer called for the that is entertaining, and one thati
members of the Zeta Phi Beta to is ordinarily unavailable to Ne-
, groes in the city of alemphis.
This was followed by 'he intro-, Following the intermission, the
duetion of Mrs. Carlotta Stewart,i children were really 
in their ele. FASHION COMMENTATOR —
who was serving for the second ment as they enjoyed "Alice in 
Mrs. R. Q. Venson will serve as
year as general chairman of the Toyland." with its many 
wiggle. the fashion commentator for Les
show; Mrs. Mildred Home, hasid headed clowns, dolls, and the 
Voguettes 23rd Annual Charity
leus of the graduate chapter . of many cuddly animals of toyland 
Fashion show to be presented at
the sorarity; Mrs. Berteal Dixon,1 Other numbers whion drew gen, 
Club Ebony on Sunday. She is rec-
Ice, and finally the presentation "Fiesta in Spain," 
-Calypso,- mentator both in the U. S. and in
ognixed a s a top fashion com-
mother of the teta's Princess of eroiis rounds of applause were
of the princess herself, Miss Matt, and finally the closing number, 
Haiti.
nolia Betts, a lovely Booker T "Happy Holidays to You," withl 
Washington student, who was re- its lovely Thanksgiving number,'
bouffant ball gown. other versatile skater. End Workshopssplendent in a beautiful white which featured Jinx Clark an.
It was climaxed with "Merry!
which was breathtaking with its 
for Adults AtChristmas and Happy New year,"
dazzling array of bell-shaped A
gowns, outlined with lighted bulbs Owen College
controlled by each skater.
The Adult Education Division ofThe overflow crowd was an ea-a Slaver tiiioutinsi,tya, nd  r includinghureh cl groups.ube ,  rg an, z a. economicworksho p systems. Friday  on Theee generalyarioiii cellent
 cross-section of the cony Owen college ended a six-day,
Marcia Caldwell. Mrs. Dora
Robinson, Mrs. Thelma Ezelle,
Mrs. Mable Winfrey, Mrs.
Ernestine Smith and Miss Jean
House Standing, same order,
are Miss Alease Holmes, Mrs.
Get Warrantlor
Return 0
Chicago authorities moved swiftly yesterday to bring If You Need
attractive Marjorie Andrews to a quick trial for the trunk —
slaying of Eddie Jenkins, 29, her boy friend of a month. Some Canvas
climax last Thursday when Mrs..
Andrews was arrested in Cincin-
nati while assisting her 17 year-old
niece with a chemistry lesson and
made a confession.
The 32-year-old nurse who had
left a trail of clues tri her wake.
really walked into a trap when she
obtained a job at St Mars's hos-
pital in Cincinnati and the hostatali
checked her reference with Gradyl
hospital in Atlanta from which she
was graduated
Police had registered a "stop
check'' with the National Nurse
Association and were checking all!
major hospitals in the nation.
A search began Feb. 27 for Mrs. 1
an readthe e en er a Mrs.
Andrews was wanted in the case.
In her cenfesston, the nurse who
is the estranged wife of Frank An•
drew s, an Atlanta undertaker,
and worked at Billings hospital
here, said she shot Jenkins as he
was choking her during a quarrel
about going out on a date.
When she found his pulse was
fading, she explained that she ran
out of the apartment to a neiah-
bor's, but did not tell the neighbor
what had happened: instead she
drank a coke, calmed her nerves
and returned to her apartment
where she spent 18 hours with the
dead body, sprawled behind her
bed
South Racial Policies
JACKSON, Miss — (INS) — A
Louisiana state senator is urging
the North "to adopt the South's
I social system" and end what he
milled 'the integration conspiracy.'
Appearing on a Jackson TV,
station, W. M. Ralnach, chairman
of the Louisiana State White
Citizen's Council, said that "in-
stead of the South having integra-
1 Hon, it will be a case of the entire
U. S having segregation, if the
North only will come around to
the South's way of thinking."
Rainach. who also heads the
joint legislative committee, a
group that had an ad printed in
a New York raper giving the
South's views on integration last
b 37 dec ed " the
South's social system."
The Louisiana lawmaker stateell
"that this country actually has
reacherl a turning point in race
relations" and added that "in this
country right now, we are moving1
toward a more distinct separation
of races than we have ever
known"
Rainach said "that in order forl
the South to preserve our racially!
separate social system, we have
to take our case to the northern
court of public opinion and win
it there."
Public opinion, he rdded, "la
far more powerful than low."
Rainach said the response to the
ad "was far g ater than was
antic' ated." 13. iaimed that his
I position.
"The ad was the first reconnais-
sance in the South's campaign
against the integration conspira-
cy." he said.
Ile recalled that "after the
Civil War, the Nortl, couldn't un-
derstand the agon:es of the South
because the North had no Ne-
groes."
Rainach said today, "they have
Negroes but they don't have a
social system to handle them. ." I
Rainach lashed out against the
NAACP which, he haid his com-
mittee learned "has a higher per-
centage penetration of Communists
than any other ostanization corn-
parable to its size in the United
States."
Rainach claimed "that in Loutal-
having an acquisition value of
close to $1,000,000 will he offered
on a sealed bid sale at the Mem-
phis General Depot on March 27.
The used canvas was the middle
section of an Army hospital tent.
March 26.
For further information or to
obtain a copy of the bid invi
tation, call the Property Disposal Fine asbestos fibers have a
Officer, telephone GLendale strength comparable to those of
4431 Exension 414. slik
I nomics and political science atOwen college spoke at the begin.
ing of the workshop on the subjec4
"Capitalism, Our Way of Life."
After which the general pub1141.-
asked questions and entered into
a discussion of capitalism.
Dr. Edward E. Brewster, pro.
lessor of political science at L..
Moyne college spoke on the sub-
ject, "Socialism and Its Applies.
lion.
Brother I.uke of Jesus of Chris-
tian Brothers College spoke on the
subject "Ccmmunism, a Growing
Spectre" and Dr. David alr.
Amacker, professor of political sci-
ence at Southwestern ended the
workshop with a dynamic speech
entitled, "Fascism the System of
Dictators
The workshop was offered as a
public service and many teachers,
preachers, lay members and stu-
dents were in attendance.
ONE WEEK "COUPON" SPECIAL!
FULL 1-INCH THICK Aluminum Combination Scream and S
torm
Door With Full Length Piano Hinge
LAST WEEK
on This
Special!
Good Thru March 28
YOU GET
• A Heavy Weeded Prime
• Twei Aluminum !armies
• Twit •Iass /amok
• Air Chest.
• Saltify Wl.d Cash.
• Stahl's' Wawa
• Our Jamb Primo
• Beim. Ispander
• Latch and laildei 0.5.11
• All Screws Gail Hardware
I. One Complate AN
 COUPON
This Carpool
Is Worth
$42 Good Theta
die March 28
per wisdom for dose') on t,.
purohaso of all-aluminum et,
Ruh or storm doors.
Nan. 
Address 
City 
ONLY
380AllStandard
All Extruded Aluminum Door
with solid corner bracket
no wood or cork filler to rot c
• • • • • • • • • • .....outt
NO SUCH VALUE
No door ol comparable
qualify has been off *red crt
this price, is this area be-
fore! Regularly sold for
E69.95.
ALUMINUM STORM SASH
SAYS ON Peel,
Air Cm/dittos-
Ilistinata
omit sty wis-
doms, season
hoot, etc
Open Monday, Timidity and Wirdpiesday MOM 'TM 9
Display Room Open Sunday 10 A.M.-4 P.M—Mall Orders /tinged
AIR- CONDA
ALUMINUM PRODUCTS CORP. Of TENN.
Call
South Bollovuo at McLemoro WH 8-550.
A ee uC. mama trots famiarte
Set Religious Week At West Virginia
To Be Observed
March 23-28
INSTITUTE, Va. Religious
Emphasis Week at West Virginia
State college, March 23-28 \v ill
bring together outstanding religi-
ous and lay leaders from West
Virginia and other states,
James Kelly. jr dean of men
at the college and co-ordinator
of the religious activities lists the
following events as a part of the
schedule for the week:
An hour for the skeptics, class-
room presentations, dramatic
readings by West Virginia State
college Players and Mimes from
'Murder in the Cathedral" by T.
S. Eliot; Panel Discussions, per-
sonal conferences, reception at
Vie home of the college president,
Sack luncheon discussions a D d
recreational period
NOTED SPEAKERS
Among principal speakers to ap-
pear are: Rev. Robert Gay, min-
ister of the Glenville Presbyter-
ian church in Glenville. He re-
eeived his A.B. from Davidson
college in North Carolina, the B.D.
from the Union Theological se-
minary in Richmond. Va., a n d
was an exchange student of the
Protestant Faculty of Theology in
Montpelier, France.
His experience includes: minis-
ter of the Church of the Good
Shepherd in Richmond, Minister,
of the South Williamson Presby-
terian Church in Virginia a n
minister of the Amelia Presbyter-
ian Church also of Virginia.
Dr. Charles H. Foggie, minis-
ter of the Wesley Center AME
Zion church in Pittsburgh, receiv-
ed -his A.B. and D.D. degrees 1
from Livingstone college in Salis-
bury, N. C., and the A.M. in So-
ciology, S.T.B. and the S.T.M.
from Boston university. His ex-
periences include: minister of the
AME Zion Churches in Provi-
dence, R. I.. and Boston and Cam-
bridge, Mass. He attended the
Ecumenical Conference in Ox-
ford. England in 1951.
Dr. William Augustus Banner is
a professor of philosophy at How-
, ard university, Washington, D. C.
He received the A. B. from Pennj
sylvarda State university. He'
holds B. D. from Yale university, •
A.M. from Harvard and Ph.D. de-
lrees from Harvard and Oxford
universities. He has served as via--
iting professor of Christian eth-'
ics at Yale university and honor-
ary fellow of National Council on
Religion in Higher Education.
Mrs. Dorothy Talbott, director
of Christien Education, Christ;
Church Methodist in Charlestond
She is a graduate from Emory
and Henry college in Emory, Va.
Her experiences include: direct-
orships of youth work at First
Methodist church in Harrisonburg,
Va.; Christian Education Bland
Street Methodist church, Bluefield
and Youth Fellowship in Charles-
ton.
PANEL LEADERS
Panelists and discussion lead-
ers will include:
Rev. Moses Newsome, minist-
er, First Baptist church, Charles-
ton; Rabbi Samuel Volkinan, Vir.
ginia Street Temple,- Charleston,
Rev. John Wocds, Minister,
Simpson Methodist church,
Charleston; Dr. William J L.
Wallace, president, West Virginia
State college; Father Roy Lom-
bard, Pastor, Christ the Kin g
church, Dunbar; Father Charles
Taylor, vicar, St. James Episco-
pal church, Charleston, Chaplain,
The Canterbury House.
Also, Rev, R. W. Cunningham,
Minister, The Institute Church Of
The Nazarene, Institute; B e V.
John Heller,- Minister, St. Paul
Lutheran church, St. Albans and
Rev. W. Cecil Chepherd, Minis-
ter. Humphrey's Memorial Meth-
odist church, Dunbar
Among the student leaders are:
Robert Wills, Joseph Pent, and
John Waggy jr., Charleston; Le- ,
wis Myers, Washington. D. C.;
Joan Lee, Nitro; Thomas Bea-
mon. Portsmouth, Va.; Lee Rev-
els. Bishop, Va., and Antonia
Gaal, St. Albans.
Mississippi
OIEOLONA f Mrs .Julia Thurman and yours
By MATTIE MOORE I truly visited Mrs. Estelle Lewis
Mr. Bill Hapton broke his ankle of McComb who is now St. Domi-
hi an auto accident. I nicks hospital in Jackson.
PRIZE EGGS were the sub-
ject of this photo taken at the
43rd annual Ham and Egg
show at tort Valley State col-
lege, at Fort Valley, Ga. The
eggs above were first prize
winners and are being given
to a Mr. Flemming who paid
Father, Son Win
Ham, Egg Awards
FORT VALLEY, Ga. - The 43rd
Annual Ham and Egg Show open-
ed at The Fort Valley State college
with many exhibits in the College
Auditorium. The judges were W.
J. Hays, Extension Swine Special-
ist; M. Y. Dendy, Extension Poul-
tryman, and K. C. Childers, Spec.
Mr. William (13o) Sewell of ial Negro County Agent.
of other relatives and friends. Scottlandville, La., was here Iasi A sizable aggregation of farm-Mrs. Gertrude Kirks is visiting week on business,
tn era attended the affair. It wasOkolona and Aberdeen she
is from Ohio. • 
Mr. G P. Pickett who was a emphasized that noticeable prog-
• . • patient in the local hospital for ress has been made in the areas
COLDWATER several 
days was transferred to of meat curing and poultry farm-
By ELNICE CALDWELL the 
Flint Goodrich last week. Mr. .ng since
Mr. Carl Walker passed away
March 3, 1958. He leaves his wife,
one daughter, his mother, five
nieces, ten nephews and a host
• • •
PICAYUNE
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Pickett's condition is undetermin-
Mr. Horare Wisliams and sister, ed. His son, Robert was at his 
Show was held in 1918.
Miss Mettle p .Williams spent the bedside while in New Orleans. Thi
s Show was sponsored by the
week end at home in Deratur, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Field are farmers of Peach and Macon
Miss. • the proud parents of their little Counties under the supervision of
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Dowl and son horn in the lo,:el hospital last County Agent R. L. Church and in
family from Gary. Ind.. spent the week, cooperation with The Fort Valley
week end here with their relatives Mrs. Ophia Lee Johnson, wife State college and the Hunt high
and friends. of Mr. Rufus Johnson, underwent' school- 1. James Latimore, 2. Robert
a serious operation last week MI Brown, 3. James Latimore.
Mrs .France Robertson of Chi- ' When the judging was done, a
eago spent the week %siting her the local hospital. her dauglder father-son combination had cap-
(Shoulders) 1. Clifford Sanders,
2. Buddy Johnson, 3. Buddy John-
son. (Bacon) 1. Buddy Johnson,
2. Buddy Johnson.
uncle and aunt, Rev, and Mrs. Helen who is a student at Alcorn..
Feld and other relatives and was at her bedside.
friends. With her were Mrs. Ma- •
Mrs. Lorine Walls and little
rie Moore and Miss Annie Sea-
daughter, Sandra, celebrated a
horn from Benton Harbor, Mch.
Th I ,. ' ii ' 51 h. joint
 birthday dinner last week in
The second quarterly conference 
the home of her in-law, Mr. ,
u-as held at the AME church on and 
Mrs. Ezollie Walls.
the first Sunday. Presiding elder Mr. and Mrs. Charles Acker of
Brandly delivered an inspiring Gainsville Community are the par-
sermon. Rev. T. J. Jile, pester. ents of a little son, born to them
• • last week in the local hospital. •
ABERDEEN 1
i Mr and Mrs. Sherman (S. L.)
By HENRY E .CRUMF Acker are the proud parents of
The Spirit of Memphis Singers their little son born to them lag
rendered a program on March 4 week in the local 
hospital. He was
at the First Baptist church. The named Ray ,Anthony.
program was sponsored by the Miss Larphine Pickett who is
church program commttee undeer now going to school in New York
the direction of Mrs. Lou T. Lo- ' City arrived here Sunday night
gan. via the Southerner to be at the bed
Mr. and .Mrs. Aron Dohson i side of her father,
are the proud parents of a babyi Mr Robert Bogen and sister,
boy, 8 1-2 lbs., born March 5,• Annie Mae Mixon were called to
at the Aberdeen hosptal. Florence, Miss., last week end to
We are sorry to learn that Mr. the bedside of their aunt. Mrs.
Hayward White is still on the ' Mary Holden,
sick list, also Mr. Eugene Whit-, Among those confined to the lo
field. We pray that they will have cal hospital last week were Mr
a speedy recovery. I Jack Breland, Mrs. Minnie Bell
Glad to see Rev. E. S. Simpson] Bernett of Henleyfield, Hollis Bo-
Out again after being in for two Jar. Sedgie Fortenberry, Julius
weeks with the flu. Hope he will!, McGee, Alex Carter, Mrs. Ruby
eontinue to improve. I Ferguson, Mrs. Ruby Wilson, and
Glad that Mrs. Sylvia Crump is Miss Anna M. Mannings who had
able to be up again, her tonsils removed.
• • •
Mrs. Audrey Spanks who is a
CANTON patient at a New Orleans hos-
IL D. Rushing of Jackson. Solo pital and who has had one opera-
965 1. B. P. 0. E. of W., recently firm is to undergo another opera.
Celebrated its seventh anniversary ton soon. Her condition is said
at St. Paul AME Zion Church. The not to be good.
lemon was delivered by the Rev Mr. Robert Bogen and sister,
B. D. Rushng of Jackson. Solo •Annie Mixon were called to for-
was 
by Mrs. Rushing which
e
enjoyed by all. Mrs. Lucy C.
nce, Miss., last week to attend
the funeril of their aunt, Mrs.
Holliday, daughter ruler.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Tolliver
have been among the shut-ins for
two weeks or more. Roth are do-
Mary Holden.
Mr. and Mn. R. P. Jones
are the proud parents of their
ng nicely at this time. Visiting first child, a daughter born to
the Tollivers last week end were them last week in the local hot-
Mrs. PaillMe Allen and Mrs. Pital. Mrs. Jones is the daughter
of Mrs. Agnes Porter. Mr. Jones
is in the U. S. Service and is
now overseas.
Wayne Reynolds both of Colum-
bus, Miss.
Mrs Al A. Carmichael and Mn.
D. H. Ellis are also among the
shut-ins. Happy to report both are Declared 30c idend
Improving. Directors of the Hertz Corp.
Mrs .Amelia Lloyd visited the have declared a regular quarter-
tornado area in Rankin county, to ly dividend of 30 cents per share
fled ••• father and family doing on capital stock, payable .ril
Arkansas
WARREN
By MATTIE BURNETT
The Spiritual Five quartet of
Warren presented a wonderful
program at Bethel AME sponsor-
ed by the steward board. Prof.
Thomas C. Brunson, chairman.
This affair was well attended and
enjoyed by all. Rev. J. M. Wat-
kins, host pastor.
Jerry Triplett and Billy W. Dant-
zler accompanied by Jerry's sis-
ter, Miss Martha Fisher, motored
to Pinebluff, Ark., to return Miss
Fisher to college. She is a student
at AM&N College and has spent
the week end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fisher. Her
father was a recent patient at the
veterans hospital in Little Rock,
where he underwent surgery, but
is now at home recuperating.
We have many sick friends In
the rommunity - let's not forget
them - send a card.
Last rites were held for the late
Mrs. Rosa Jones at Bethel AME
who died Feb. 19, 1958. Mrs. Jones
is survived by her husband. Jonah;
niece, Mrs. Emily Campbell; sev-
eral grand nieces and nephews;
nieces and nephews and a host
of other relatives and friends. The
pastor, Rev. J. M. Watkins, of-
ficiated. Former pastor, Rev. 0.
T. Crudup attended the last rites.
Eastern Star ceremony at the
grave.
Rev. J. M. Watkins attended the
Bishops Council and Connectional
meeting held in New Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McClain of
Pasadera. Calif., spent some hap-
py and enjoyable hours in the
home of their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Shelby Washington.
Mrs. Rosa Ellison has arriv-
ed in the city from Portland, Ore
and is house guest of her sister,
Mrs. Minnie Lou Bowie,
Mrs. Lillie Hadley attended the
district PTA meeting which was
held in Lake Village, Ark.
The Bradley County school cho-
rus presented a great program at
the Mt. Zion Baptist church which
tured top honors In the adult and
4-H Club divisions for ham curing;
while Mrs. Fannie Flowers and
James Latimore grabbed the laur-
els for eggs.
The father and son duo is Cor-
nelius Horton, Sr. and Jr. The
senior counterpart of the winning
combination displayed a beautiful
18 pound masterpiece of ham cur-
ing shortly after the judges' de-
cision was made.
The complete decisions were as
follows: (Admit Hams) 1. Corne-
lius Horton, Sr. 2. Cornelius Hor-
ton, Jr., 3. Leroy Mathis. (4-11
Club Hams) 1. Cornlius Horton,
Jr., 2. Augustus Sanders, 3.
Cornelius Horton, Jr.
(Adult Eggs) 1. Mrs. Fannie
Horton. 2. Mrs. Hannah Johnson,
3. Mrs Iola W. James. (4-H Eggs)
The afternoon session included
an information meeting and ar-
ranging exhibits. The theme of
the event was "Making Farm Ad-
justments in An Exploring Scien-
tific World." The two discussion
leaders were W. J. Hays and Y.
Dendy.
Hays' discussion advised thrift in
raising of swine and he put par-
ticular emphasis on the feeding of
swine. "The farmer's problems"
he said "are the world's prob-
lems." He expressed deep concern
in the care of hogs and forbade
the butchering of young swine. Mr.
Hays concluded with a challenge
to the farmers to "sell more mars
ket hogs."
Dendy confirmed the fact that
Georgia is the number one poul-
try producing state in the country
but still has to import eggs from
other states for consumption.
"We," he explained, "must pres-
ently produce more than we con-
sume and eventually have surplus
for exporting:.
ty's outstanding talent in classic-
al and gospel singing.
The Bethel Beacon club of Beth-
el met in the home of Mrs. Juan-
ita Davis with the president, Mr.
Eddie Colen presiding. Reports
' of the George Washington tea
, were read.,
We are passing along this
card of thanks from the bereav-
ed family of Mrs. Rosa Jones.
May we take this method to ex-
press our deep and sincere thanks
and appreciation for all the deeds
of kindness and sympathy to Dr.
Crowe and the nursing staff of
the hospital and our many friends
for the cards and every act of
kindness shown us and for the
food and floral and memotdals giv-
en by our neighbors ancf Mende
during the illness and death of our
loved one. May God bleep' the fami-
ly of the late Mrs Rose Jones.
Mr Jonah Jones, husband; Ms.
Emily Campbell, niece; Mrs. leer-
ley Burnett, nepheW and Mr. U.
• kin Mrs. Clar 'as urn eery
$15. They are held by R. L.
Church, county agent. The eggs
were the entry of Mrs, Fannie
PRIZE HAM of the 43rd an-
nual Ham and Egg show at
Fort Valley State college at
Fort Valley, Ga., was sold for
$15 per pound and was bought
by l' L. Hay. Jr., of Bankers
Horton whose husband and son
were first place winners In the
ham division.
Health & Life Insurance Co. for
$270. The ham weighed IR
pounds and was grown and ex-
hibited by Cornelius Horton,
Sr., of Peach County, who Is
shown at left. Cornelius Hoe.
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Mississippi
STARKVILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs Ella Evans, life long resi-
dent of Starkville and one of its
oldest citizens, died last Wednes-
day after a long illness. The fu-
neral was held at Griffin Metho-
dist church with the pastor, REV.
C. T. Allen, officiating. Her im-
mediate relatives, Mr. Edd Larry,
a nephew of St. Louis and his
daughter, Mrs.Rose Ella- Spencer,
Los Angeles, a nephew Mr_ Willie
Stewart, Mobile, Ala.,-were home
for the funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Alexander,
and Mrs. Rosie Lee Barron of
Sturgis, were among the visitors
from out of the city attending the
Rust coltge a cappela choir pro.
gram held at Griffin Methodist
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry 'McKinney
of Carrollton were the week end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Yeates..
Mrs. McKinney is the former Ber-
nice Yeates. 1
Mr. Lawyer Kidd, of the Seli- 1
sum community, died last week
after a brief illness. He is sur-
vived by his wife, three daughters,
one son, three grandchildren, four
great grand children and, a host
of relatives and friends.
To the many whose addresses
were not available, a card of
thanks, to those who received the
card please contact others:
Thank you sincerely for sharing
our sorrow. Your kindness is deepe
ly appreciated and will always
be remembered. - Henry Nash
and sons.
• • •
PON'TOTOE
Mrs. Bishop Vaughn is on the
sick list. The Woman's Society of
Christian Service met in the home
of Mrs. A. B. Wright o nFeb. 27th.
Mrs. P. Simons died in the fami-
ly home last Tuesday moring.
Funeral held last Friday. S
leaves her husband, daughter,
ton, Jr., won first place with
the CH club ham which sold
for $7 per pound. The Hay fam-
ily was one of the original sup-
porters of the Ham and Egg
Show.
and one son, several grandchil-
dren and great-grand-children
and other relatives and friends.
The Mission met last Wednes-
day in the home of Mrs. Pearlier
%right. The pastor was present.
His guest was Rev. McSham. •
Mrs. Estell Kemp has rented
the home of Mrs. Lottie Ingram.
Mrs. Rich and Mrs. Fletcher
Ingram are mproving.
• • •
GOODMAN
By PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Funeral service-for the late Mrs.
Gradys Wright Greer, al, was held
at the Goodman Baptist church.
Rev. F. L. Grey officiated. She
leaves to mourn her passing her
devoted husband Jerry, her mu
er, Mrs. Linnie Vance; fathe
Mrs. R. L. Wright; one broth-
er, Robert Lee; two grandmoth-
ers Mrs Katie Washington and
Mrs. Ti! osouri a Wright; eight
aunts and one uncle, Rev. Regan
Wright. Interment at the Hill.
crest cemetery. Century Funeral
home has charge of arrange-
ments.
Mrs. Grace Falls was winner of
a sewing machine as a result of
a contest held by the radio sta-
tion of Kosciusko.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Clay of
Jackson made a business trip to
Jackson, Tenn., over the week end.
Returning Sunday afternoon they
spent several hours here at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Bill-
ingslea. Mrs. Clay is the sister
of Rev Billingslea.
Rev. Regan Wright, uncle of the
late Mrs. Gladys Wright Greer,
peached at the Goodman Bap-
tist church Sunday night, March
9. His text was "The Power
God can't be shaken." .
HOLLY SPRINGS
Mrs Russell, mother of Winston
and Thomas Russell, passed away
at her home on Project City last
Wednesday, She was taken to
Louisville for burial.
The panel discussion held Friday
night in Mechanic Hall on the cam-
pus of Rust college, was very en-
joyable. The program was as fol-
lows: song, America; welcome,
Dean W. A. Waters; talk by Prof.
S. C. Torrence; short speech be
Prof. Fred Moore, acting principal
of Rosenwald High. Discussion led
by Mrs. Jenkins, Mrs. Eddie
Hearn, Mrs. Bankhead and others.
Rosenwald faculty members pre.
sent were Mrs. Paulette William;
Mrs. Myrtle Sims, Mrs. Arm&
Allen, Miss Ford, Mrs. Hearn
Mrs. Bankhead, Prof. F
Moore, Prof. S. T. Nero, M
Burton and Prof. Henry S. Boy
Mrs. Marcus was mistress of cerw.
monies. The principal speaker foe
this panel was president, Earnest
Smith of Rust college. An exhibit
was shown by the graduating
class of '58. Class of '58 did its
practise work at Rosenwald.
S. C. Torrence, jr., spent the
week end in the city.
Mrs. W. M. Frazier of M. 1
College spent last week visiting
schools where graduating classes
of '58 are doing their practice
work. She visited Meridian, Vaden,
Louisville, Oklano, Tupelo, Sardis,
Corinth and the city school. Mrs.
Frazier is head of the teachers
training department.
The Alumni Club of M. T. Coll-
egThe e fumetSnuenradlay
.of Rev. W. M.
Franklin was held at Chulohoma
M. B. church Sunday. Eulogy
by the Rev. B. T. Talbert and
Rev. Triblet Brittenum and son
had charge of funeral arrangiii
ments.
President and Mrs. E. E. Rana.
In, jr., attended a banquet in Hoe
Springs, Ark., Friday night.
Rev. W. C. Armstrong, pastor
of Anderson Chapel, delivered
powerful sermon last Sunday.
President Smith of Rust college
filled the pulpit at Asbury for Rev.
I. L. Rucker last Sunday. His mes-
sage was a powerful one.
The sick are Mrs. S. C. Phillips
and Mr. Wiseman.
Minnesota
•
ST. PAUL & MINNEAPOLIS
Mr. Douglas Hall, president ofl
the Minneapolis branch of the N.
A. A. C. P. spoke at the regular
meeting of the St. Paul Branch
held at the Hattie Q. Brown House
Sunday. His talk was on "The
Minneapolis Fight for an Open
Occupancy Ordinance:'
Mrs. Harriet Byrd Gordon, or-
ganist for the St. Paul Stadium,
home of the St. Paul Saints Base
ball club gave an excellent per-
formance Sunday at the Gospel
Temple. the Rev. W. L. Battle,
pastor. She was assisted by the
Gospel Temple church choir. A
large and appreciative audience
was in attendance.
Mrs. Urlin Clark entertained the
Earnest Workers club of Pilgrim
Baptist church last Saturday.
Plans for the annual tea were
discussed. After the busineaft sea-
ed a fine dinner.
The St Paul Urban League,
after a report byRichard K. Fox,
of the vocation& guidance com-
mittee is scheduling conferences
with industrial leaders led by
Thomas Brodie, developed on the
lob training for Negro youth. Mr.
Fox found that the 1957 gradu-
ates are still unemployed; the
girls faring better than the boys.
Mrs. Leona Winner, principal of
Maxfield, assisted by Mrs. Leroy
Laznberry is initiating a series
of displays to organise clubs and P
T. A. groups to prepare the youth
for entry into the skilled trades
and to inform the parents on how
this may he done.
Mrs. James Mockable entertain-
ed the Guild of St. Monica Mon-
day evening. The Guild serves
coffee and pie every Thursday ev-
ening before and after the even-
ing service at St. Philips Epis-
, • church.
Kentucky
MANCHESTER
By MRS. B. SUTTON
The revival meeting closed Fri-
day night, March 7, at St. Paul
AME.
Rev. Ed Robertson and wife, re-
cently left for Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. John Clark and
Miss Lela Hipshire were called to
the bedside of their mother and
aunt, Mrs. Lizza Lyttle who is
ill at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Edward Beaton, in Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
Mrs. Fannie Maissic and Mrs
Drucilla Pennington are improv-
ing from their illness. 1
The Busy Bee Club discussed
the First Book of Acts at their i
meeting. A silver tea was re-
cently sponsored by the club. Miss
Annalee Clark it president.
The Daughters of Conference en-
tertained in the home of Mrs.
Harnett Clark. Mrs. Gladys Lyttle,
president.
Arkansas
BATESVILLE
By REV. M. WATKINS
Mrs. Clara Earls thed Feb. Ye
in Santa Monica, Call. She was •
former resident of New Ark. Sur-
vivors are two sisters, Mrs. Joe
Zualls of Yakima. Wash., and
Mrs. Henrietta Strong of New
Ark; one brother, Rob Flemouela
and a cousin, Re/. Mattis WM/
kins.
Mrs. Saddle Weigh attended the
state PTA meeunt which was held
held in Montle 0.
Mr. Raymondj Herron has re-
turned from Lite Rock where he
had been takinj treatments at SL
Vincent hospi .
Mrs. Mullet mmonds is M A
her home vrth the flu.
Mrs. Estellt Vaughn is ill all
her home.
The Bible ftand met In the home
of Mrs. C411e Cavens.
• • •
MELLW
By 1.EROYX CRAIG
Mn. M A. Walker from Flint,
Mich., i visiting his uncle and
aunt, M and Mrs. Walker,
Mr. :,c1 Johnson's sister re-
cently • seed away. Funeral held
at th First Baptist church lib
Ne , • , Ark.
,Th. Zion Travellers Chorus P
spon ring a program on t h e
fou Sunday. Everyone is invit-
ed Mrs. Alan Johnson clerk;
7. . Sim. .n, 'aster.
1
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agegment of the Great American Press, is
Milkne hundred and thirty-one years old this
week. Today, as in 1827, there is tremendous
need for its untrammeled voice of truth,
freedom, and justice. The Negro Press is
the conscience of America. Throughout its
distinguished history it has . ever . been in
the forefront of the fight for decency and
right.
Originating in the struggle of our fore-
fathers to win freedom and full citizenship,
the Negro Press today faces the necessity
of rreater effort toward the ultimate ful-
fillment of its original mission.
Now functioning in an age of dynamic
transitions, the hunger for enlightment
deepens as desegregation becomes more
legal and segregation itself becomes more
real.
Because there are those who would still
deny some citizens full access to a good life
and would not have the truth known, it be-
comes more incumbent upon the Negro
ress to readily, openly, and fully expose
very evidence of unfairness, inaccuracy,
and (histortion. Only in this manner can the
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Our Opinions
A Necessity For Freedom
The Negro Newspaper, an important Negro Press remain the m
ost democratic
of all newspapers, by supplying the great
variety of facts and opinions so necessary
to extend and accelerate democracy.
As the progenitor of everything worth-
while about its readers, as well as those who
would aid their progress, the Negro Press
singularly supplies that awareness which
must precede intelligent group action. But
the veil of ignorance, superstition, and fear
must be further penetrated if full victory
is to be won. Thus, until that day, the Ne-
gro Press must remain the courageous, clear,
calm voice sounding from the bridge, point-
ing out the shoals ahead.
Never in the history of Journalism has
the need to keep the issue of social equality
clear, been more acute. Never has the op-
portunity for our press to become a truly
great asset in the struggle for human
dignity, been so manifest.
On the eve of the beginning of its 132nd
year of service. the Negro press, fully
cognizant of its expanding responsibility,
rededicates itself with renewed vigor and
determination to the unfinished task of
achieving a society in which there will be
no unimportant people.
The Need For Better Jobs
The chairman of the New York State
Committee Against Discrimination has urg-
ed a vigorous Federal program to prevent
minority groups from being doomed to end-
less poverty. In a report to Gov. Harriman,
the Commissioner emphasized the need for
improved educational opportunities for Ne-
groes in the South.
He said that steps should be taken to
give minority groups better housing, more
education and opportunities for better jobs.
Local governments must fight discrimina-
tion. But it is also a problem which is within
the scope of the Federal government.
The situation demands the emergence of
A leadership at the national level that will
mobilize public opinion to an awareness of
the issues; that will make better use of the
devices existing at the executive level for
Insuring compliance by Southern communi-
ties with their constitutional obligations.
Such leadership, it was contended, need
not center on the compulsive proctsses. It
can also include the wise use of all the pres-
vices which lie within the domain of the ex-
ecutive are all tools in this process."
The South, however, is not the only sec-
tion of the country whiab denies -better
housing and better job ojsportunities to Ne-
groes. Discriminatiotr in these areas of op-
portunity i3„.stIlionwide. It exists in the
North tgist in the West equally. It exists
even.., In industries which hold Federal gov-
ernment contracts in glaring contravention
of an anti-discriminatory clause in such con-
tracts.
Though the situation may be a little
more exasperating in Dixie, nevertheless
other sections of the country are faced with
aggravating probletns of racial prejudice
which translate themselves into segregated
residential housing, shockingly low economic
status due to low pay, frequent unemploy-
ment and denial of better jobs.
A national leadership that fails to take
ante account the total picture of racial dis-
crimination with all the attendant evils,
would fall short of its intended mission. It
tige inherent in the executive power to is the responsibility of the national and local
reach and build up the more enlightened ele- governments' to take the standard of living
ments of the South. of the people who are able and willing to
"The power to earmark funds," the Com- contribute their share to our unfolding
missioner declared, "for improvements, the democratic society. It is responsibility that
use of the patronage powers and other de. cannot and must not be shirked.
Invitation To Ghana's Premier
President Eisenhower's gracious invita-
tion to Prime Minister Nkrumah of Ghana
to pay an official visit to the United States,
has more than casual significance. It is a
reassuring sign that the new African state,
which only a while ago was a vassal of the
ritish Crown, has gained the confidence
and respect of the world's mightiest nation.
To be guest of the United States is in
itself no event no ordinary social and dip-
lomatic attainment. Besides enjoying in-
ternal stability, a country must be commit
.
ted beyond the shadow of a doubt to demo-
-..:eratic principles and ideology which form
the framework of representative govern-
' --Men ts.
Ghana is stable politically and a demo-
cratic rule of law is plainly established. Tth
fundamental rights of the citizen are secure.
Emerging from tribalism and feudalism into
the mid-20th century, the new state has
problems of its own. But Dr. Nkrumah is
firm in the conviction that by intelligent and
Efficient use of his country's national re-
aources both human and material, and by
loyalty, patriotism and devoted service,
great strides can be achieved.
His first objective is to abolish poverty,
ftIgnotance and disease. "We shall measure
.11Wour progress," said Nkrumah, "by the im-
The People Speak
Dear Sir:
' There has been quite an issue
Over the colored children going to
school with the white children.
NW!? Did you ever stop to ask
yourself the question?
I have hired colored women to
attend my children, and so have a
large per cent of the white people.
So. If they are good enough to work
and attend our chikleen, why aren't
their children good enough to go
to school with our kids. Did you
ever think of that?
Their fathers and grandfathers
were good enough to work and as-
sociate with our fathers and grand-
glir fathers, so why can't we be like
Our fathers and grandfathers and
gat along with our fellow men, al-
tlgiugh he is colored and we are
provement in the health of our people; by
the number of children in school, and by the
quality of their education; by the availabili-
ty of water and electricity in our towns
and villages; by the happiness which our
people take in being able to manage their
own affairs."
The welfare of "our people," he avowed,
"is our chief pride and it is by this that my
government will ask to be judged." Ghana
lacks the capital and technical know-how to
embark on great industrial undertakings.
But the country welcomes foreign invest-
ment. Hand and hand with political astd
economic democr there   b  
CPAIR K
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
READ 'EM AND KNOW
Do good books put Negroes to
sleep?
Take your time and answer
... but Mister, and you Madame,
too . . . how many books have
you read in the past six months?
Remember now, you're talking to
someone who knows . . your-
self.
The question is asked because
National Library Week, March
17-23, is now almost over. It is
felt a lot of folk need their at-
tention called to the fact that they
are behind on their reading. Na-
tional-Library Week is observed
to help call attention to the fact,
too, among other things.
Among other things, that Na-
tional .Library Week seeks to do
may be listed:
The education of the public on
the importance of libraries; guid-
ance of youngsters toward greater
library usage than just so-so; en-
couraging of public support of li-
braries; giving suggestions on
the use of library facilities; and
lots of other useful matters.
And as for colored people, Li-
brary Week should have some-
thing else to add to its "Among
Other Things" list. There's so
much yeoman work to be done
among your folks in the area of
books. The Negro entered the lit-
eracy listings late. It's only been
a matter of some 50 years that
it could be safely said that the
majority of Negroes over 40 years
could read fairly well. And then
one had to be pretty careful what
he was calling "rezsding." Real
reading is more than pronooncing
words. Somebody has said "Read-
ing 1 getting thought from the
printed page, and putting thought
back into it."
As a matter hr fact, there are
gobs of definitions of reading, any
one of which would just about hold
water. But the major fact of Le-
brary Week as far as Negroes is
concerned, is Its emphasis on the
fact that there are books avail-
able to Negroes . . . in Memphis
. . and Memphis Negroes ought
to read 'ern.
Somebody has said the best and
most effective sleeping pill for a
Negro ie book. Of course, all
self-respecting Negroes resent
such a calumny. But now, really,
what do books do to you? Do they
stimulate you or depress you?
Or, are ycur eyes bad' What
books do you read? If you were
asked to name ten books beside
the Bible that all Negroes should
read, what would you name? Or
can you name any ten books, just
dry long so?
Do you have any friends who
talk about books, other than in-
surance premuim books, those
little aggravating hooks handed
out by loan offices, and cancelled
out bank books? friow're you fix.
ell for comic books in your house?
Or do you get to read 'em before
the kids tear °et the vital parts?
Someone ha,s observed that in
too many instadces where Negroes
can afford SO build pretty nice
homes of their own rather than
buy abandoned white hulks, the
tan town home builder will al-
ways see to it that there's a bar
built in the basement or the attic
r other convenient location. But
It's a rare day in a building
June when a Negro home-builder
makes provision for a library in
his domicile ... and a still rarer
day when one will show a visitor
to a library that really has books
in it.
Yen, Library Week has a spec-
ial significance to the Negroes of
Memphis ... many of whom are
interested in books . . good
books . and constant reading.
As a matter of fact, a lot of "your
folks" have got the word and be-
lieve it, that books are powerful
passports to freedom of the mind
and spirit Selah!
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
RACIAL IDENTIFICATION
A friend opened his wallet In
my presence the other day and
thus began the explanation of a
new (to me at least) concept
about racial identification.
that caught my eye was his
driver's license with the word
"Negro" written on it with blue
Ink.
Who put that on there?" I
asked him.
"I did," he replied, a little
angrily I thought.
Recalling teat Negroes In Illi-
nois had campaigned years ago
for the elimination of racial
identification from auto driv.
era license, I couldn't imagine
why he had deliberately written
the word "Negro" on his card
when there was no provision
for such meaningless informa-
tion.
E v ident y sensing that I
thought he was crazy, he be-
gan outlining his philosophy.
He explained — and there
was no doubt about it — that
he is a Negro.
Negroes as a group he said
are trying to escape from their
race.
"It's nothing but deceit," he
said "when we insist that re.
quests for racial identification
be eliminated from forms call.
Ing for personal information."
"We're trying to cover up onr
racial identity because we feel
It will react against M. This
is not right. We should be as
proud of being black as any
man Is proud of being whatever
he is, and omitting such infor-
mation is dishonest."
He admitted that such infor-
mation could be and Is used by
biased persons to the disadvant.
age of Negroes and members of
other minority groups, but he
said this was no reason for
omitting it.
""What we need to do," he ar-
gued, "Is, to fight for our ac.
ceptance as Negroes, not as
raceless persons. I belong to the
NAACP and several other or.
imitations interested in break-
ing down racial barriers. I want
to be respected as a Negro,
just as Italians are respected
as Italians or Irish as Irish-
men.
"We're not fooling anybody,
least of all ourselves when we
feel we have accomplished
something that advances us by
having requests for racial iden-
tification eliminated."
He repeated a number of in-
stances when he has volunteer-
ed information about his race
and then followed up by fight-
ing for acceptance.
Ile said he is a firm believer
In racial integration because as
human beings all people should
be given the same advantages
and opportungies.
The word "Negro" he said is
not a dirty word, nor one that
casts an unfavorable reflection
on one.
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of scope for free enterprise to flourish
throughout Ghana. ,
In the perspective of histciry Ghana is a
symbol of resurgent Africa rising out of the
mist of antiquity, surging forth like the
golnen sun of glory. It is the Africa that
was but yesterday enslaved, despised, con-
demned to eternal darkness and cursed by
her own descendants.
Today it is the former Gold Coast which
is free. Next year Nigeria will be granted in-
dependence. One by one as the remaining
colonial dependencies in the unhappy land
get their freedom, Africa's manifest destiny
will be fulfilled before the eyes of a doubt-
ing world.
white as God has put us both on
this earth to live and to get along
with one another. So, let us try
it for a better world for all us
to live in. — Harold Mcghyhy,
Memphis.
Thanks For News Coverage
Dear Editor: On behalf of the
local congregation of Jehovah's
Witnesses, I with to thank you for
the news coverage you afforded
the recent assembly which we at-
tended in Chicago's Lane Technical
High school The assembly was a
grand success and we ere happy
to report that the thousands there
assembled had their spiritual ap-
petites whetted.
As Christians, we realize the
need for Christian fellowship in
these days of uncertainty. As-
semblies such as :he one wa just
enjoyed give such opportunity.
Wel are 'indeed happy that so
many of our neighbors here were
able to join with us in this Chris-
tian experience.
It is with great pleasure that
we announce the international con-
vention of Jehovah's Witnesses in
New York City, July 27 to August
3, 1958. The convention, which
will be held simultaneously in
New York's Yankee Stadium and
Polo Grounds, gives every indica-
tion that it will be the largest
religious convention ever held in
modern times. We keenly hope
many of our neiglil,ors will join
with us there.
SO WHAT?
' I didn't mind you buyin' on Easter Outfit
Didn't they hare ANYTHING that fit?"
But
LIGHTING THE WAY TO FREEDOM,
1111111.-~
IANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
See In The News, Says Simple
"I have heard tell," said
Simple, "that money is the root
of all evil. If that is true, it is
also true that money, once it gets
out of the root stage, also has
a lot of good branches. For in-
stant, money pays my grocery
bill, pays my rent, buys my
cloth" keeps up my budget, and
makes my wife happy. So what
Is wrong about money?"
"Are you asking me?" I said.
"Yes, you," said Simple, "since
You's colleged. You have looked
in many dictionaries, encyclope-
dias, and books, so you ought to
know what I am talking about.
Is there anything wrong a bout
money?"
There Is nothing wrong about
any single thing in the world."
I said. "Things are only wrong
when they are used wrong, uses'
to do harm to oneself or others,
in other words, used badly."
"I could never use money bad-
ly," said Simple, "because I
would never have that much. It
would take half the money in the
world right now to get me out
of the barrel, and if I had the
other half, I would use it to have
fun with — and there is nothing
wrong about fun, is there?"
"Why do you keep asking me?"
I said. "If you are so sure of
your opinions, simply state them,
don't question them."
"You are a smart man," he
said, "so if you say 'yes' I know
I am right. I ask you again, is
money
bering about it. Why do you
reckon they say Joe Louis left
Rose Morgan?"
"I would not presume to specti-
ulate on their personal life," I
said. "But I do not think a de-
cent guy like Joe Louis would
marry a woman just because she
had money. You are implying
that money cements a marriage."
"It would cement mine like a
rock," said Simple. "But even if
Rose Morgan is not a wife of
mine, I am proud of that woman.
For any colored woman anywhere
there anything wrong about mon-
ey?"
"Nothing that I know of," I
said.
"Then money is OK to
have?"
"If you can get it," I said.
"Say 'yes' or 'no' please," said
Simple.
"Yes," I said, "Money is OK.
"That is why I am proud of
Rose Morgan," said Simple. "I
see in the news today where she
had $35,000 which the paper
says were stolen from her. U
$35,000 were stolen from me, I
would not care. If $35,000 ever
went through my hands, just the
feel of it going through would be
so good, I would not care where
it went. Somebody could steal it
and I would say, 'Peace, it's tru-
ly wonderful! I had it once!'
Anybody who ever had that much
just be happy remam-
to have $35,000 laying a r o si n d
loose is, to my mind, a wonder-
ful thing. I compliment her, I
congratulate her, I respect her,
and if I was her husband, I
would re-marry her. Rose Mor-
gan is a smart woman. I did not
know any Negro in the world,
male or female, had $35,000 to be
no careless with as to let It get
lost,, strayed, or stolen. D 1 d
"I have heard tell of vet, rich
Negroes," I said.
But I never he' sl tell of any -
one of them letting anybody elft„
walk off with that much loot be-
fore."
must admit, I did not, eds._
er," I said.
"I would be proud to have any-'
body steal 535.000, from me,"
said Simple. "Had I that much
money to be stolen, I would be
proud."
"You are kind of simple," I
said.
"I am also kind of poor," he
replied, "and being kind of poor,
I am proud of any Negro who
is kind of rich. Rose Morgan,
listen! Don't you worry about a"
thing! Just be proud of what yoU •
once have had, of which I ant
glad — glad of what you had
to be took — even if I am sad
at what was took. Rose Morgan,
I hope you understand — I arm
glad you once had that much_
money in your hand. I am glad
to be sad."
Dope And Data
LOUIS MARTIN
If you feel a strong urge to buy
something or do something which
you cannot explain, it may be that
you have been exposed to a new
advertising technique which plays
upon the subconscious mind.
Explorers of the human mind
have found a way to influence
your behavior without your knowl-
edge. At least you are not fully
conscious of what is happening
to you.
An "invisible" sign or an "in-
audible" voice may bs working
on your subconscious mind while
your conscious mind is occupied
with something else. Reporter
Carter Henderson described this
new advertising technique in a
recent issue of the Wall Street
Journal.
The flashing of "invisible" com-
mercials on movie and television
screens has increased the sales of
the advertised products. Similar-
ly, radio stations have reported
good results from whispered
commercials which were virtu-
ally "inaudible."
This "phantom advertising' is
a technique which has its origin
in studies f psychologists. The
experts call it 'subliminal" ad-
vertising.
The word literally means "below
the threshold" of consciousness
and it was coined to translate the
German phrase "u nter der
Schwelle" which was used by
Johann Herbert a century ago.
Henderson tells aboie the mana-
ger of radio station KOL in Se-
attle who experimented with a
tape recorded message. For three
days the message "How about a
cup of coffee" was sent over the
air during the playing of a rec-
ord "The Yellow Dog Blues." The
inaudible message had its effect.
The manager reported: "The
reaction was kind of spooky. One
lady, for example, phoned the
station and said, 'I heard the mes-
sage and went straight to my kit-
chen and had a cup of coffee —
even though I normally don't
drink coffee and only keep it on
hand for my husband."
James M. Vicary, vice Kest-
dent of Subliminal Projection Co.
Inc., claims that a six-week series
of invisible commercials on the
screen of a New Jersey movie
house raised 'he sal. of popcorn
by 57.7 per cent and upped the
sale of Coca Cola, 18.1 per cent.
In 1957 when Mr. Vicary first
announced his "invisible" adver-
tising techniques Congressman W.
A. Dawson of Utah, declared:
"Subliminal advertising h a s
some worrisome if not frightening
aspects and would be made to
order for the establishment and
maintenance of totalitarian gov-
ernment if put to political pur-
poses."
Not everyone, of course, agrees
that this subliminal advertising
is effective. Dr. Arthur Koponen
of the J. Walter Thompson Ad-
vertising Agency is quoted as say.
ing, "There is no experimental
evidence available that shows sub-
liminal projection can influence
product sales on television or in
the movies."
Be that as it may, this new tech-
nique, influencing human behavior
secretly, intrigues me very much.
Just suppose by a program of edu-.
cation employing this iew tech-
nique we could influence the be-
havior of the Southerners.
Beaming these inaudible mes-
sages and invisible signs from a
place like Jackson, Miss., we
could actually civilize the white
barbarians In the hinterland. We
might be able to induce them to
respect Negroes.
Perhaps we could deselop this
technique to such a point wa
might also use it In the cold war.
Our invisible and inaudible pro-
paganda beamed at the Russian
subconscious could upset the
Russian applecart. We could make
Christians out of both the Com-
munists and the Dixiecrate. I can
dream, can't I.
Sales Tax Nets
$4,993,918
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — City
sales tea collections during Jan.
uary netted Illinois municipal'.
flee 54,993,918, a report to Goy:
William G. Stratton from t h .
state Department of Revenue
showed.
The January collection retire.
sents the one-half cent city sales
tax on business transactions dur-
ing December.
Gross collection for the month
was $5,326,246.
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By ETHEL L. PAYNE
After months of semi-seclusion
from the public forum, Dr. Mar-
garet Just Butcher was back in
the news.
The former D. C. school board
iiember whose forthrightness
Made her a stormy petrel and
Me center of raging controversy,
ipoke at an NAACP membership
drive at the Shiloh Baptist church.
She said that Washington has
come of age in social progress
ever the list 10 years, but she
flayed the apathetic and the timid
• ao are skittish about joining the
\ACP because they fear to join
Mi. organization which embodies
r.many principles of our Ameri-
▪ n heritage."
--continued the redoubtable Slag-
e. "It is supreme irony to me
that the United States aspires to
apace travel while some of her
etizens are denied the right to
' After lengthy debate, the U. S.
-backed down on a charge of Min-
Williams of sending filth
'through the mail. It seems that
the technicalite of the laws de.
line filth only as pornographic
materially which is morally, but
liot physically dirty.
Minnie has been accused of
harassing the Rev. Vernon C.
liherman by pelting him via mail
3vith all sorts of hoo doo or ilea.
‘Iloo such as used chewing tobac-
:."eo. live cockroaches, decaying
fish bones, and parcels of gar-,.
-bage. The city post office nearly
jet kinked out of business in the
'process until U. S. marshals
' intercepted Minnie in the proc•
ess of mailing one more pack.
'age. But anyway, the stuff has
' stopped, much to the relief of
,postal authorities and Minnie's
te ain't mad no more at Ro-ston As for Minnie herself,
.414KIY! • • •
**.
,••1'sirs. Robert Mensah, the viva-
Ana good looking wife of the
labana Embassy press attache has
talunteered to teach Gah, the di-
of Accra to anyone whoants to join the Cab community
hf Washington, and Mrs. Daniel
Chapman, the wife of the embas-
sador says she plans soon to have
a dinner featuring all native dish.
es of Ghana. .
.. The Ghana Embassy reception
celebrating independence had its
share of VIP's and some profes-
sional party-going gate crashers —
one a Southern white woman from
Georgia who says she is studying
Negro social habits!
, Among the interesting guests
%Sho showed up were the Ambassa-
din- from the Union of South Africa
and Mrs. W. C. Duplessis who
came in just ahead of Congress-
man Brooks Hays of Little Rock,
Ark., and his wife.
' The Begum Aly Khan wrapped
in a black velvet coat over a white
safari came in just brieftly to
Wise for the absence of her
rSsband, the Ambassador fromakistan who had to be away.....o did Mrs. John Foster Dulles.
hut the Japanese Ambassador and
Mrs. Asaki came and stayed the
.,,tire evening.
M and Mrs. Steve G. DavisC...4 • •
...fileere chatting with the Secretary
M the Army and Mrs. Wilbur
31rucker. Christine was wearing a
stise red satin sheath dress with
-1 small black sequinned hat and
a tiny veil.
Three sisters were the center oh
Meth attraction. They were Yrs.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
CHARTER DAY was celebrat-
ed recently in Washington, D.
C., and marked the 91st anni-
versary of the founding of the
university. Shown above (left Norman, received post.gradu-
to right) are Dr. Mordecai W. ate achievement award in pub.
Effie Weaver. Mrs. Eloise Lyles, bassy had donned the colorful na-
and Mrs. Yvonne Hansborough. tive tooga of his country for the
They were accompanied by Theo- occasion.
dore Richardson. All eyes in the room automati-
Congressman Frances P. Bolton catty turned when pretty shy 
Mrs.who despite her 79-odd years is Adedo Kun Trupp and her husband 
chic and porky climbed on a chair entered wearing the costumes of
and linked arms with Rep. Charles their native Nigeria. The fanciful
Diggs to make a toast to Ghana. turban that Nigerian women wear
The two legislators were among is perhaps the world's most intri.
the official U. S. delegation to the cate and complicated headdress.
Independence - Ceremonies last All the ladies were coohing and
year. aahing over the exquisitely em-
The Elmer Hendersons were broidered delicate jumper of pur-
making one of their rare social est silk which Adedo was wearing
appearances. With three small over a blue striped costume.
children now pretty Earline laugh- • • •
ingly says she's like the Old Lady Washington's elaborate new hos-
in the Shoe.• hut one nice thing, 1)441 ,center has opened and al-
Father Henderson is good on co- ready discrimination is rearing its
operating after his duty hours ugly head.
with the House Committee on Gov- After getting the run around for
crnment Operations where., , he weeks on obtaining an application
serves as legal counsel, for a staff appointment, Dr. Ed-
For the first time, since he's ward Mazique was finally able to
been in Washington, I noted that get one only through a mutual
Albert Q. SmartAbbey. the clan: white friend, but only silence has
per Third Secretary of the Em- prevailed, though the urgently
Johnson, president; Dr. Julian
Waldo Ross, who received se
alumni award for distin-
guished post-graduate achieve-
ment: Dr. Ruth Stephenson
Dear Mme Chante: I am de-
sirous of meeting or correspend•
ing with a southern woman prefer-
ably from Georgia or some
neighboring state. Would like her
to be between 25 and 40, tall and
with dark hair and eyes, single
and free to travel. I am single
48 years of age, 6 feet tall, weigh
185 lbs, complexion light brown,
self employed. Will give more de-
tails upon request. Roy llolloman,
c-o H. Eisler, 437 Jackson Ave.,
Jersey City, N. J.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a lone-
ly woman and if there is some
lonely and honest man between
48 and 58 who wants a good wife
to stand by him, please write. He
must be intelligent and steadily
employed. I am 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, fair complexion, brown hair
and blue eyes. I have my own
apartment and self employed, a
good cook and housekeeper and
have a seven year old son. I am
a native of New Orleans with
good family background. Miss
Ruth Jupiter, 2922 Prairie, Chi-
cago 16, III.
• •
Dear Mme Chante: I would like
to correspond with someone of the
male sex who is interested in get-
ting married. Would like 'him to
be between 35 and 40, of good
character and believe in the
Christian religion. I am Baptist
but I do not believe that a diversi-
ty in religion will insur-
mountable barrier. I i?i,an ele-
mentary school teacher, 24, light
brown skin, weigh 130, 'height 5
feet, 4 inches tall. I consider my-
self rather versatile and incident-
ally, I am a divorcee. E. M. Falk-
ner, 5616 N. Central Ave., In-
dianapolis 20, Ind.
S t.
Dear Mme Chante: I want to
be a member of your pen pal
club. I am 26, an elementary
school teacher, 4 feet, 9 inches
tall, weight 98 lbs., pure Filipino,
natural curly hair, light complex-
ion and devout Catholic. Hobbies
are writing, badminton and read-
ing novels. Miss Eugelita Acain,
Bureau of Public Schools, Aurora
Sambo, Del Sur, Philippine.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have been
a fan of yours for a long time
and now I seek your help. I ant
35, 125 lbs, 5 feet, S inches tall,
single. I am a nurse at State
Hospital in Bergen Pines, New
Jersey. I am interested in men be-
tween 35 and 45, 5 feet, 9 to 6
WWI DO ,NE
%AYE. 10 %AYE
8AC.101ARDI
1.1K6 1.141 0:
LETS GEM TO6I1HER
AND CLEAN UP OUR '
'Tome
IN NEW AFRICA
• •
• •
feet, 2, weighing around 150 to. 'as ,in 0 ,ysincere,, v im point.a t t mat er e a masbosaunntlyohinsagmv 
plainhave 
men nay
r heoneva 
proven 
ne d t otah 1 ley dishonestm aa thern fe. A • A r g r u d OfW • 
175 lbs. Color of skin does not
among their vows of trust. He can
i drink, gamble and smoke as long
lo ment Service has sug ested 
as he. is a man of his words and
that one of the solutions to the I 
will love him for it. I am in-
terested in a single man who wish.
high crime rate in Washington its wife. I am very fair corn.
would be to put the potential trou- 
i
blemakers and the idle to work 
plexioned. Willa Mae Williams,
Bergen Pines, State Hospital,
and that this would be cheaper in Bldg 42. Paramus. N. J.
the long run. • • • .
lie education; Judge Scovel
Richardson, post-graduate
award in law and Sen. Herbert
Lehman of New York who
gave the principle address and
was awarded the honorary de-
gree of doctor of law,
needs doctors.
• • •
Dean Sadie Yancey of Howard
university is seriously ill in the
hospital and Dr. Helen Edmonds
was the chapel speaker on Sunday
morning.
• • •
P Y
The Washington Post has re-
ceived more than 200 replies to
the letter from the "Little Viet-,
namese Girl" which it ran three
weeks ago.
Thohu Madame Iran Van ('ha,
the wife of the Vietnamese am-
bassador to Washington denoune•
ed the letter as a 'clever piece of
Communist propaganda, several
anxious readers and a number
of Congressmen hasp invited the
girl to come to the United States
to get the answers to come of
her questions which included sev-
eral on the race problem.
• • •
Victor Daly, the minority groups
consultant of the United States Em-
cago Daily Defender.
• • •
' Daisy Bates has accepted the
invitation of the Capital Press
;Club to come to Washington for
the annual dinner in May and ac-
cept an award on behalf of tho
' "Little Rock Nine."
• • •
Noted at the AFL-CIO Unem-
ployment Conference — Willough-
by Abner and George Bynum of
Chicago. Alex Fuller and Horace
Sheffield from Detroit, Philip
Weightman, John Hawkins, and
Earl Davis of the Committee on
Political Education, and a large
delegation from the Brotherhood
of Sleeping Car Porters and the
United Steel Workers.
• • •
Dear Mme Chant.: I am very
Congressman Barratt O'Hara
much interested in corresponding
had a salute to Ghana inserted in .
with gentlemen 50 years or older.
the Congressional Record and in-
He must be a serious minded
eluded in it a recommendation for
person. He may smoke, but de-
the "prompt commencement and fin .y ,.
tei no drinking or gambling.
completion of the Volta River pro-.. Ile must be steadily employed,
/eel The salute Includes the ee'attend church regularly. I am a
torte' of March 6, 1958 of the Chi- Baptist but I do attend churches
of other faiths as I am not prej-
udice. I am 54, 5 feet 6 inches
tall 165 lbs., medium brown skin.
I am definitely serious and anyone
cotiewoncling must be also. En-
close picture and full details in
first letter, I will answer all mail.
Mrs. Ruby Garrett, 527 E. Market,
Sandusky, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have for a
number of years bought the Chi-
cago Defender just to read your
column. I know you have helped
a lot of lonely people find hap-
piness. I am a newcomer to
Miami, Fla., and don't know any-
one here. T am a bit shy which
makes it very hard for me to
get acquainted with the opposite
sex. I am 26, 5 feet, 5 inches
League Begins tall, weigh 160 lbs. medium brown.skin and not bad looking. I don't
Study of South 
drink or gamble. I do smoke. I
am interested in contacting a nice
Pady in or near Miami. She must
Bend Negroes will be alright if she has a child.be interested in marriage — it
NEW YORK — The National 
Would prefer somecTe between 18
U a 
and 26, 110 to 140 lbs., medium
rban League began last week brown complexion or fair and
four-week survey of economic does not drink. Hoping to hear
and cultural conditions of the Ne- from someone soon. Please send
gro population in South Bend, Ind. photo. Will answer all letters. W.
The study is being directed by P. Howard, 1614 N. W. 5th Ave.,
Dr. Warren M. Banner, the Miami, Fla.
* e *
Banner heads the League's de- Dear Mme Chante: I hope you
partment of research and corn- can help me as you have so many
munity projects. others. I am a young man a bit
Dr. Banner, a veteran of 20 on the quiet side and I have no
years of survey work with the bad habits. I am looking for a
League, is known in dozens of young lady who wants to settle
communities throughout the na- down and raise a family. Race,
lion, creed or color does not matter.
Past surveys include "A Review Please send picture in letter —
of the Economic and Cultural will do likewise. Robert Earl, jr.,
Problems of Houston, Texas, as 2961 So. Michigan ave., Chicago,
They Relate to Corutitions in the III.
Negro Population," "A Study of • • •
the Social and Economic Condition Dear Mme, Chante: I trust you
of the Negro Population of Charles- will be able to help me as you
ton. S. C.." and "A Study of Three have so many others. I am 23,
Minority Groups in Gary, Ind." 5 feet 3 inches tall, brown skin.
I would like very much to meet a
Wilkins Speaks March 21 man between 27 and 35 who is
RALEIGH N. C. — .1. Ernest interested in getting married. I
Wilkins, assistant secretary of la- weigh 120 lbs. If not serious,
bor, United States Department of please do not write. No drinkers
I.abor, will speak at Shaw uni- please. Miss B. Spencer, 3716
versity Friday, March 21, 10 a. in. Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
League's associate director. Dr.
cpliFEREIdet
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By GEORGE F. McCRAY ropeans; are you really trying to
ACCRA, Ghana — Modern Af. tell us to imitate European liter-
acy forms and values: is this notrice is a land of such great cul-
hsaous lth°fe Athfri.-sing
gal tvoaroineety wahsotov ib:ttscpitihties cpoinafeue- dAisfrteesapen ;ctn.:to; nathlley,
for the first time. Nothing fits can's point of view been consider-
into place nothing can be taken ed?
for granted and one can be a hero This barrage of questions was
or a fool in a split second, not fired at the harrassed proles-
A few weeks ago Mrs. William sor all at once. The Africans were
Sutherland, African wife of the relentless but polite and so very
personal secretary to Kwabena congenial. When one of the Afri-
Gbedemah, Ghana's finance min- cans told the professor what Afri.
ister, invited me to the Writers cans are really writing about, theft/
ident Eisenhower and Vice Presi.
Club of Ghana. You'll recall Pres- vpaelgute,s.thethiretrh
the professor exclaimedt "Why,
isterrre.nttheipeohr social
odent Nixon had breakfast with
Gbedemah after he and Suther- get none of this in my classes
land were tossed out of a hash at the upiveraitT."
joint some time ago. "Of course not," he was to14,
"The students write there tOThe club met under an enorm-
ous illuminated chashew nut tree please you. What the university
on the grounds of the Ridgeway needs is a chair in African Mor-
ved beer, coeo cola, high balls
Hotel. It was a beautiful January ature."
night and the hotel attendants ser-
and cocktails. The only Americans Chi▪ cago Pastor
present were Dr. and Mn,. Lee, 
Negroes who have migrated from Speaks At
correspondent of Life Magazine, UNC Fund Rally
Fisk
Detroit to live in Ghana, a white
and myself. 
The Africans present were still
discussing the proceedings of a NASHVILLE, Tenn. — "The
confrence of African and Afro- Challenge of Acceptance" was laid
American writers held in Paris eloquently at the feet of the Negro
last week by Dr. William J. Faulk-
boy was Richard Wright, formerly 
last year. Their favorite whipping
ner who keynoted a United Negro
College Fund rally in the Fisk unt-o( Chicago, but now of Paris.
At the conference he had tried versity gymnasium.
to stem the tide of traditionalism, Former Dean of the Chapel all
provincial- Fisk, Dr. Faulkner labeled theancestor worship, and 
term, "Integration", as "trite"ism which many rebellious Afri-
can intellectuals are using to and challenged American Negro*
strengthen their fight against Eu- to use education and personal coo-
ropean domination. The African in-
tact as the paths to total accept-
tellectuals assert that the uncriti- ace'
T
cal rejection of African culture 
he pastor of the Congregational
and valises In favor of European 
churchafaranor in Chicago
is stupid. 
pulled the covers off the history
of race relations in America andWright seems to have argued traceA the Negro's rise through
that looking back to the past will eras during which he was in turn
not help us solve our modern pro- despised, tolerated and accepted-.
blems. Ile seems to have given
"accepted by law if not by cue-
the impression that he, did not tom."
think there is much in African cub. "From 1620 le 1863 the Negro,
(urea which are worth preserv- a, a slave,
was despised," Dr.
ing. He feels we should try to Faulkner said. lle was tolerated
ence and objectivity. .toric Supreme Court decision in
19h5a4s, e the Negro moved into the
I
build a new order brsed on sci- from 1863 until 1954. With the his-
de-
tense of old Dick and in praise
pI ventured a few words in
of acceptance.
of modern science and technolo. "110w long it will fake us to
gy. I soon found myself getting- - reach full acceptance depends
roughed up a bit and being (pies- heavily on the Negro himself. One
honed sharply about things which of the surest ways is to help our
I took for granted and assumed young people receive true educa-
that everybody else did. I kept tion of the mind, the hand and the
giving ground in the argument and heart.„
was getting more and more un- Dr. Faulkner ahvised the Negro
comfortable. Then the English pro- people to expand their persona 
fessor from the University College contact in an effort to bring about
of Ghana arrived, greater understanding among pe0-
His topic for the evening con- pie of varying backgrounds.
cerned writing for the masses of lie said: "I challenge you not
readers, lie read a well document-
ed paper, grunted and sighed as
he did so, and in typical Oxford 
us all of our education. If we
fashion simply mutilated the pro- that freedom,
are to be free, we must pay for
nunciation of the English lang-
uage.
Aside from this minor irrita- Over 300,000lion, I was surprised by the fact
that here was an English profes-
sor, teaching in an African univer- et State Aid
sity, considering problems of lit-
eracy and appealing to the mass- SPRINGFIELD, 111, — The Min-
pa of readers without once consid. ois Public Aid commission report-
ering local needs and conditions, ed to Governor William G. Strat-
ton that 311,802. persons receivednor the peculiar problems faced
by African writers. 914,519,618 from the five public
Before he could conclude the assistance programs during Janu-
Africans opened up on him with any.
a devestating attack. By what For December the figures were
standard are these values deter- 514,173,125 for 302,520 recipients
mined: who decides what is great and in January a year ago thee&
literature: are Africans likely to totals were $13,311,944 for 291,34313,
reach the same conclusions as Eu. persons.
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IN YOUR COMMUNITY
For 35 Years
Universal Life has proved a tower of strength afford-
ing protection and security to thousands of families.
Having always in mind the needs and interests of the insuring
public, Universal Life has worked unceasingly to offer the maximum
service and protection at the lowest possible cost.
With this in mind, the Company purchased the Excelsior Life In-
surance Company of Dallas, Texas, as a means of reducing the overall
operating costs, thus enabling one company to offer the insuring public
increased service and protection without a comparable increase in
cost.
As a part of the UNIVERSAL LIFE family of policyholders, and
prospective policyholders, you may now-
2. Select your additional insurance coverage from a complete portfolio of policies,
Including Whole Life, Limited Payment Life, Endowment, Juvenile Educational,
Family Income, Mortgage Redemption and other Juvenile Plans.
3. Obtain personal service and counsel from more than 800 trained representatives
working through 40 district offices in 9 states.
There is "A Policy For Every Need" in the ULICO representatives' sales kit. In
addition to the above, you may secure complete hospitalization coverage, and week-
ly pay industrial insurance to fit your particular need.
Excelsior Life policyholders are guaranteed all of the rights and
privileges covered by the terms of their policy contract. In addition,
you may now obtain personal service if you have moved from your
home state of Texas to any one of the other 8 states covered by
Universal Life, namely, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA, KANSAS, LOU-
ISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA or TENNESSEE.
ft UNIVERSAL
Life Insurance Co. "'" H111111111
480 Linden Ave.—Memphis, Tenn.
4. Mace() MIL re5.
OLD LINE LEGAL RESERVE - CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $2,000,000
•
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 22, 1958
The ethnic lore of Old Ireland
Is strongly felt in the USA. . 
.to
4he extent that the arrival of 
each
'.St. Patrick's Day brings 
on a
rash of Irish songs, jokes and
symbols...and Memphis-Down-ln-
Dixie is no exception to the na-
a Amid rule. ..and among our 
own
tagfroup, the occasion is marked by
Social events featuring the Sham-
rock, traditional high hats, clay
pipes and what-have-you.
This year being the 10th anniver-
sary of our Town's Three C's club,
last Friday night's formal dance
it Curries was just what 
society
has been looking for, to break th
e
lull that has prevailed for t h
past several week-ends.
Your scribe was laid low with
a bout of virus. . .had to 
forego
the fun. But our social 
scouts
brought beck word of the gay
time that was had by a 
select
crowd that revelled amid 
lovely
anniversary decorations that acre
THE JUBILECT
highlighted with relics of the Erna 
'Tis Jubilect time again. . .Fri-
' day, March 21. ..Ellis Auditori-
erald Isle. Mrs. Oz
ell Golden, and her sis-
SIGMA GAMMA RnO'S 
um's South hall. . .8 p m. Well
RHOMANIA
known Nat D. Williams is produc- 
Ler, Mrs. Nathaniel Currie, jour-
Everything II buziing around 
jog the show which will be COM- ney
ed from 51emphis to Indianap-
the Sigma House these days 
with posed of city talent. This year also oils recently to be presen
t at a
t h h etime tat
committee meetings making ready 
marks the first  family reunion and the golden
board of Education has enders-
a 'for RHOMANI A, the an
nual wedding anniverstry 
of their par-
ed all phases of the Cotton Mak-
scholarship project of Sigma Gam- 
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Presley Jones.
ma Rho sorority. On Friday, 
era' Jubilee. Mr. and Mrs. Jones were mar-
April 11, at 8 p.m.. in Bruce Hall, 
Another innovation will be thelried in 1908 at Canton. Miss., and
the 1958 presentation of RHOMA
- presentation of some of select, are the parents of 15 children, ten
NIA will feature Mexican Dane- 
"firsts" among our group, who:of whom are still living.
ars from Piney Woods school of 
will occupy the box seats. Miss The celebration was held at the
Piney Woods, Miss. Jubi
lect will be crowned, and will home of their son-in-law and
receive an all cotton wardrobe daughter Mr. and Mrs. 
}1/2 N. taught how to be better cooks and
It will be remembered by many
the appearance of Dr. Lawrence 
. . .and the lucky lady will ride West, and six of the children were 
grocery shoppers by Veterans Ad.l
Jones on television show, 
'Thisthe lead float in all the parades present to join in. the fete for their 
ministration dietitians at the seven
' VA hospitals in Illinois.
during Cotton Carnival Week.
Is Your Life." As a result of 
parents.
his appearance his institution was 
WITH OUR CLUBS Others present
 were Mrs. Some veterans leaving VA hos-
able to expand because many well T
HE NONCHALANCS were the Jasper Payne, of Chicag
o: James. pitals to recuperate at home re-
wishers sent money to help his guests of Mrs. F
rances Hayes 51ar. Jones, of Cleveland; and Wi
llie; eltire special attention to their
building project. In the expansion, 
4. .after the business meeting Jones, sr.. of Indianapolis
. , idiets.
provisions were made for staidente cock
tails and hors d'oeuvres stimu- Aside from their 
children. Mr. • The doctors' prescriptions on
'
of other nationalities to attend, 
diet must be carried out by wives
w
The eight beautiful young ladies 
ho do the cooking, and even ex-
that the public will enjoy seeing 
cellent cooks need help in dealing
are among that group. They will 
with the complexities of nutrition
ttM only feature Spanish dances, 
for the sick, a VA spokesman
but will do a few Spanish songs 
said.
na
Dietitians of VA hospitals and 
well. outpatient clinics not only teach
I The sorority has concentrated on wives how to modify their cooking
treaters service to youth— carry- to provide necessary nutrients
Ing out the motto of the sororl-
Hy, . .thus each year in present-
for health, but also how to stretch
their dollars in shopping so they
tempt is made to give the st
ing outside young talent an at- can buy the foods needed.
u-
dents in the city and county 
The outpatient clinic for Illlinois
schools an opportunity to exhibit 
veterans is located at 900 So.
their talent and skill. Among the 
Damen ave.
schools to have participants will 
Many of the wives go to the
be Manassas, Hamilton, Klondike 
nearest VA hospital or outpatient
clinic for the instruction. In some
and others.
ed by Les Voguettes preaenting
the -Ten Best-Dressed Women"
of Memphis, will soon be brought
to a thrilling climax. An anti•cli-
presided, and the following offi-
cers were elected: Mrs. Polly Ra-
chel Walker, president; Mrs. Juan-
ita Boswell, vice president; Mrs.
Lois Hirsch, secretary; Mrs. Eve-
lyn J. Means, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Freddie Mae Floyd, treas-
urer; Mrs. Bertha Cartwright, cha-
plain; Mrs. Lula Lee Adam s,
chairman of Sunshine committee,
to be assisted by Mrs. Margaret
Clay and Mrs. Dorothy L. Hagler.
Other members are: Mrs. Doro-
thy Rhone, Mrs. Pearline Wright,
Mrs. Sula T. 0berton, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Scott. Mrs. Foster Johnson,
Mrs. Bobbie Jean Bynum, Mrs.
Marilees Scott, Miss Dezzie L. Al-
bright, Mrs. Lurline Jones, Mrs.
Minnie L. Robinson Miss Bernice ca
Lee Ruffin, Miss Elizabeth Jean Sisters Attend
Virse, Mrs. Annie Mae Armstrong
r arents' 50thMiss Beatrice Roby, Mrs. Jean- "
etta Powell and Mrs. Laura T.
Roberson. Anniversary
lated gay repartee which reached
its climax with the serving of
barbecued chicken, cheese souffle,
a congealed salad, cream pie and
coffee and-or tea.
An interesting bridge game re-
sulted in prizes for Lytia McKin-
ney, Loretta Kateo and Bernice
McClellan.
Cs.
THE SEQUINS answered t h e
bid of member Ruth Holmes Mims
to be her guests at Tony's Satur-
and Mrs. Jones have 26 grand-
children, and two great grandchil-
dren.
Health Club
Plans Tea And
Baby Contest
The members of the Annie L.
day. Upon arriving, they were sor-
ry to hear of the sudden demise
of Ruth's brother, Charles, that
morning. In Ruth's absence, Ruby
cases, the dietitians visit wives at
The support of the public is so-
Belted in order to give scholar- the St. Patrick's Day decorations 
Inc reading of the Twenty-third their homes.
ships to worthy students who will of the party, traditional green' Psalm, 
the members made plans This work by the dietitians aids'
enter LeMoyne college next fall. hats — highlighted with green fee 
the Annual Tea to be conduct.' in more rapid and frequently more
Mrs. Ophelia W. Flowers is gen- candles. . .shamrocks, wish nested 
at the Lelia Walker clubon complete recovery of the ill vet-
eral chairman; Mrs. Ritta P. 
crane, the VA official added.
and other novel artistic works lent; Easter 
Sunday.
colorful interest. Southern fried, A 
Beautiful Baby contest will 
chicken was the highlight of thei be 
one of the main features of the If you know a crippled child who
menu. . .and prizes of expensive. day
. ' is not receiving help, notify your
colognes were won by Juanita A delic
ious turkey dinner was. local Easter Seal Society.
Brewster Poston, Mildred Willi- 
served by the hostesses at the,
at LeMoyne college business of- ams and Almazine Davis. clese of t
he meeting, and five doll
fice. , • a lars were contributed to a shut- ,
LEs VOGIJETLES FASHION THE JET SOCIAL CLUB met. in member.
SHOW at the lovely home of Mrs. Willa, Presidi
ng at the meeting ,.vas,
The anxiety, tenseness, myste-
ry and all the enthusiasm rails- 
B. Ingram at 186 First Avenue 
the organization's president. Mrs.
on March 9. where Mrs. Frankie' 
A. I. Higgins. Mrs. Bertha W.. .
Brown Health club met recently
at the home of Mrs. Sara Chem-
bers, with Mrs. Lillian Duncan
Gadison handled the hostess reins 
assisting her as co-hostess.
After a very inspiring devotion-
ar.d carried on for her bereaved
friend. Sons and daughters of Erin i 
al exercise conducted by critic,
would have been delighted with' 
Mrs. Inez Glenn. which included
GOLDEN WEDDING ANN!.
VERSARY — Surrounded be
six of their children, Mr. and
proudly for their 50th Weeding
Mrs. Priestley Jones Pose
Anniversary picture. Standing
from left are Mrs. Ozell Gold-
en, of Memphis; Mrs. Jasper
Payne, of Chicago; the happy
couple; Mrs. Nathaniel Currie.
of Memphis; and Mrs. Blanche
West, of Indianapolis. Stand-
ing in the rear, same order,
are Willie Jones, Cr., of In-
dianapolis; and James Jones,
of Cleveland.
1 Big Star Specials
There is only a little while left
to register for the 350 prizes that
will be given away at the Quality
, Stamps Redemption Store at its
new location at 1323 Union ave.
Ill. Veterans'
Wives Attend
Diet Classes
Wives of sick veterans are being
Smith is president of the local
graduate chapter; and Mrs. Mary
Brooks is the ticket chairman.
Tickets may be obtained from the
members of the organization and
Harris is the club reporter.Kimble set a warm tone with an'
unusually inspiring devotion. . .a
large crowd of members were,
max was reached last Saturday 
present, including the sister of, T OfficersMrs. Everleana Thomas, Mrs. I. C.
night at Club Ebony when the Pearlie M. Starch, of Chicago,
members entertained the judges 111.. Mrs. Henrietta Dunlap, Mrs. 
R,e•nstatedand models with a cocktail hour. Eula Tillman are president and,
There was such a brilliant dis- secretary of the Jets.
play of fashions at this affair that 
i The I. C. Railroad Ladies Social
one could very easily be assured . 
: club met recently at the home
that only the most fabulous
Ions will be 
modeled 
Sunday.' l
 fast- Fend TB Common of Mrs. Annie Blair, of 1300 Wil-iams at
March 23, during the fashion show.' Among Geniuses , After a brief session by the
A rehearsal meeting preceded 
nresident, election of officers was
the cocktail hour and the rehear-
sal was a tremendous success. The,
affair promises to be even great-
er.
The models to take part are Miss
Cynthia Green, Miss Bernice Le-
wis, Mrs. Janet Seymour, at r s.
David Phillips, Miss Bernice
Washington, Miss Hattie Smith.
Mrs. Adelaide Ragland, Miss Bar-
bara Bradfield, Mrs. Emma Hub-
bard Stetts, Miss Jean House,
Mrs. Bernadette Hayes, Miss Al.
ease Holmes, Miss Geraldine Pope,
Miss Marcie Caldwell, Miss Mary
Davidson, Mrs. Polly Carradine
Swayze, Mrs. Denise Ilawkins,
Mrs. Vellon Ranking, Mrs. Thel-
ma Ezelle, Willie Lay, Miss Al.
birds Mickins, Marvin Bell, An-
derson Tate, Mrs. Ernestine
Smith, Bob Mayfield, Mrs Mary
Fuller Smith, Jimmy Little and
E. Kenneth Davis.
With models suah as these, how
can one afford not to he present
at the gala fashion revue which
Is being sponsored to support Les
Voguettes charity project. The bal-
lot box was filled this week with
more votes nominating Mrs. John-
etta Kelso, Mrs. Helen Tarpley,
Mrs. Thelma Davidson, Mrs. Thel-
ma Ezelle, Mrs. Ethel Venson,
Miss Cornelia Crenshaw, Mrs. Gus
Kendrick, Mrs. Ruby Gadison,
Miss Annie Parker, Mrs. Harriet
Walker and Mrs. Ezelle Parks,
CITY SCHOOL SECRETARIES
When the City School Secretar-
ies met tor the purpose of reur,
sanitation recently at Booker T.
Washington high SCIUJOI, M r
Cblistlae Robinson, past presidentd
LOS .aNGELES — Dr. V. B. held and all who served last
Green-Armytage, former president year were reinstated
of the Royal Society of Medicine. After club business was corn-
noting that in a study of 200 men pleted, a very enjoyable menu was
of genius, over 100 had tubercu- served by the hostess.
losis: "A few (with T-B) were The nerta regular meeting isl
Voltaire, Chopin, Moliere, Euclid, scheduled to be held in the home I
Raphael, Schiller and Shelley. of Mrs. Velma Williams, of 1873
S. Orleans St.
Mrs. 
of 
Irma
organization, 
Yarned° is president Millions of women say
the and Mrs. Ida
Martin reporter. "LYSOL" is best!
It is ,nteresting to not that most
tubercular geniuses produced
their best works about six months
before they died.'
KINDERGARTEN OPENED—
% (lass for children has been
opened for young children at
Claylanrn Temple 1. M. E.
chtirrh. Pictured above. con-
ducting the class, is Mrs. Lr-
Words of the Wise
The work an unknown good
man has done Is like a vein
of water flowing hidden un-
derground, secretly making
the ground green.
—(Thomas Carlyle)
WHICH?
nestine Rivera the supervisor.
A nuiaery adjoins the kinder•
retie', department. and Mrs.
Lillie Sims is the teacher.
(Photo by Withet a)
Millions of women know that
vinegar can't do the job the
way "Lysol" can.
They know "Lysol" is best for
douching because
1. "Lysol" stops odor at itS
sourer.
2. "Lysol" kills odor-causing
germs on contact.
3. "Lysol" keeps you sweet
and nice inside.
"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
mild. Can't hurt you. Try it.
Free! Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Lincoln,
Illinois, Box 00.
• • * *. • **OW.
The store, witha huge parking lot
next door, is situated just east of
the Methodist hospital, and is
across the street from the Cross-
town Branch of the First Na-
tional Bank.
Visitors to the store during open-
ing week have been impressed by
the magnificent displays of na-
tionally famous Quality merchan-
dise which can be obtained by ex-
changing various amen:tits of Quali-
ty Stamps, and by the courteous
and efficient staff on hand to
assist them in the selection of
items.
With a certain number of the
stamps which you reeeive with
every purchase at the Big Star
store you can obtain utensils for
the kitchen, tools for the work-
shop, toys and other recreational
equipment, lamps, luggage, radios,
clocks, blankets, ice cream
freezers, and a host of other use-
ful items.
There's just a little time left
to register for the gifts, so hurry
on over. You may -be one of the
lucky ones.
YM & W Holds1 Reveal Many Cancer
Installation,
Anniversary
Members of the YMaill! club held,
its anniversary at the Foote Home
auditorium last Sunday, and on ,
the same date inatallation serv-
ices were held for the 1958 officers.
Elected at a previous meeting,
the officers installed this week in-
clude Mrs. Altura Lee, president;
Francis Woods, vice president;.
Mrs. Mettle Taylor, second vice'
president; Mrs. Evelyn McRae,
secretary; Mrs. Beatrice Thorn-
ton, assistant secretary; Mrs. Jan-
ie Barnes, thrift secretary; Mrs.
Mary Gray, assistant thrift secre-
tary and reporter, Mrs. Hilda
Helme, asurer and Mrs. Monts
M. Harness, assistant treasurer.
Victims Are Cured
CHICAGO — The story of Lea.
ter B. Granger one of the 800,000
living Americana who have been
cured of cancer is told in the
April issue of EBONY.
Granger the 6I-year-old excel'.
five director of the National Urban
League was struck with cancer
in 1949. He underwent surgery and
treatment which saved him and
Mrs. Cora Lee was selected as
chaplain and Mrs. Bert Benard,
correspondent secretary.
The club's next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs B. Reed,
of 1873 Ferber ave., and the pub
-I
lie is invited.
was pronounced cured of cancer
after being free of the disease for
five years.
According to the American Can
cer Society over four million N
-
now living in this country
will at some time in their lives
be . struck by cancer and stemma
jog the present mortality rate con-
tinues, two million of this num.
her will die of the disease. With
knowledge and means available,
says EBONY, half of all cancer
cases can be cured if victims seek
treatment in time and can get it.
QUIET DRAMA
Granger's recovery from cancer
and his return to a busy, creative
life, spiritually undismayed and
physically unimpaired, was a quiet
drama in which courage, under.
Miss Church Is Women's standing, faith, and notably
 medi-
cal science played important roles.
i Of the EBONY article, Dr. W.
Week Speaker At Morgan. Medical Affairs of the American
Kenneth Clark, vice president for
BALTIMORE, Md. — A high-
light of the second annual Wom-
en's week at Morgan State col-
lege recently was the address to
an all-college assembly by Miss
Roberta Church, minority group
consultant, U. S. Department of
Labor.
"Developing a Sense of Person-
al Assets and Values Through In-
tergroup Education" was 1 n e
theme of the week's observance
which brought several top - notch
personalities to the campus.
Another feature of the week
was a dinner in whip); Dr. Ruth
W. Hayre, principal of the Wil-
liam Penn high school for girls,
Philadelphia, Pa., delivered the
speech. She was introduced by
Mrs. Martin D. Jenkins, wife of
the preaident of Morgan State.
The week opened with a ser-
mon by the Rev. T. Y. Rodgers,
jr., member of the 1957 Peace
Caravan of the American Friends
Service committee. An open
house and tea was held in the
afternoon.
Dean of Women Thelma P. Ban'
do presided as mistress of cere-
mony at induction services for six
prospective student dormitory
mentots selected for 1958-59 as
kick-off to last Monday's activi-
ties
Later that evening ,a "Moms"
Roberts night was held in honor
of Miss Helen G. Roberts, who
retired from Morgan in Decem-
ber after serving for more than
2$ years at the college.
A clinic on "Preparation 1 o r
Marriage" was corducted by Dr.
Elizabeth Acton, local obstretiei-
an and gynecologist, who talked
on "Modern Sex Education."
A group of freshmen presented
a "Evening of Charm" with Mrs.'
Lula Jones Garrett serynng as
consults nt.
Two other important activities
were a health and pyschological
clinic with Dr. Eleanor Scott, t on-
sultant, discussing "Sex in Mar-
riage," and a career ennfere ice.
Participants in the career con-,
ference were first Lieutenant Joa-
nalys A. Bizzelle, Mrs. Anita
Henson, Mrs. Kathryn Lane, Mrs.
Gwendolyn Lee, Attorney Juanita
Jackson Mitchell, Mrs. Lillian
Parrott, Dr. Eugenie Phillips,,
Mrs. Patricia Spaulding Taylor,
Miss Estelle Thomas, Sergeant
olet Hill Whyte and Mrs. Beryle :
Williams.
Mrs. Florence Howard Pendle-
ton, substitute instructor in home'
economics, served as eonsultant
to the home economics department
sponsored open house.
Others who took part in the
week-long activities were M r a.
Carl Murphy, wife of the chair-
man of the Morgan trustee board,
and Miss Ruth N. Clark, "Miss
Morgan of 1957-58."
Words of the Wise
Life is a one-way street.
No matter how many detour§
you take, none of them leads
back. And once you know and
accept that, life becomes
much simpler. Because then
you know you must do the
beet you can with what you
have and what you are and
what you have become
—(Isobel Moore)
Is a
Famous
Name
a handicap?
Is a son of a famous
father supposed to fol-
low in his footsteps?
What happens to the
pame-bearing children
bf famous, historic
Negroes? Read about
Booker I Washington
III; 0. Stanton De
Priest; Walter White Jr.
and many others.
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON Ill
OTHER PICTURE-FEATURES
IN THIS ISSUE:
* Negro Coed Wins College
Beauty Contest
* Pictures Of Sammy Davis, Jr 's
Wedding
* Whot Is The largest Negro
University In The World?
* Who Is The Nation's Most
Sect-sinful Automobile Dealer?
* Mother fights Crocodile
To Save Daughter
* Negroes In SowlIng
Cancer Society says: "The inspir-
I ing article about Lester Grunt.
er's victory over cancer in the Ap-
ril issue of EBONY re-confirms
our knowledge that many 
cancer*
can be cured. In fact, there ar 
800,000 Americans alive today,
many of them Negroes — who
have been saved from this disease. •
If the readers of EBONY take to
heart the optimistic message in
this important article, it may
mean the saving of many lives."
Granger is grateful to science;
he relates in the EBONY article,
for having conquered the cancer
in his own body not merely be-
cause it prolonged his life but
also because it might give hope
to others.
"I WAS CURED OF
By Lester Granger
Less than four years ago, Lester B. Granger, executive direc-
tor of the National Urban League, recovered from cancer to
lead a busy, creative life. What did Lester Granger do when
he was told that "an exploratory operation" was necessary?
How have 800,000 living Americans been saved from cancer?
How will another 700,000 win the battle against this deadly
disease? Read this fascinating, first person account of his
nine weeks in the hospital and his reflections on his past and
(possible) future life. It's all in the EBONY picture-story,
"I Was Cured Of Cancer!!' in the big, new, April issue of
EBONY, now on your newsstand. Get your copy TODAY!
s •
•  •4ft 16
* THE MAN WHO ELUDED
'I SCOTLAND
1' YARD• I
19
•
FOR TEN YEARS!
They found him on the Isle of Man on September 2,
1956. Scotland Yard had thrown out a dragnet for
him for over ten years. How did Freeman Reese
escape from Scotland Yard? Where did be go? What
did he do? Why did the United States Army officials
list him as "dead"? Read the trile life thriller. "The
Man Who Eluded Scotland Yard For Ten Years;' in
April EBONY, now on your newsstand.
418.40.• r11111.11 411111•
SIG APRIL ISSUE now on solo!
SPECIAL! Men's fashions for SPRING and SUMMER
•
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Realizing that beauticians are
devoted to improving the personal
appearance of women and keep-
ing up with the latest trends of
beauty treatment giving complete
servile to the skin and hair, the
Modern Beauticians, Chapter 11,
received their charter recently at
the seventh annual regional meet-
ing of the West Tennessee Beau
lieians association which was held
In Trenton, Tenn., at the First
Baptist church. The newly organiz-
ed Jackson chapter received their
charter from Mrs. Gladys Norris'
of Nashville, the state organizer.;
President of the chapter is Mrs.
Louise Smith; vice president, Mrs.
Bertha Bridgman; secretary, Mrs.
Wdhe Wortharns; treasurer, Mrs.
Lurethia Williams; financial secre-
tary, Mrs. Doris Jefferies; chap-
lain, Mrs. Fannie Hutch and par-
liamentarian, Mrs. Beatrice
Chambers. Mrs. Katie Shotwell
mirves c.s chairman of the social
committee. Other members include
Mesdame Willie Mae Hunt, Ar-
netta Hart, Joe Pettis, Sr.. Ann
Maxwell, Eva Nell Willis, Lillie
B. Hunt, and Louise Willis.
MATRONS OBSERVE DAY
Sunday was a very busy day at
the various churches in Jackson.
The Matrons of Liberty CME
church had their annual program
which featured Mrs. S. E. Porter
O'Daniels as guest speaker. A
very impressive introduction to the
well-known speaker was given by
Mrs. Millard Thomas.
Others appearing on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Earnest Walker
who gave the history, Mrs. Jean
Moseley Paxton, Mrs. Willie Mae
Reid and Mrs. Cornell Shaw. Serv-
ing as mistress of ceremonies was
Mrs. Fraa Shaw. Serving as pres-
ident of the club is Mrs. James
Grimes.
Other members include Mrs
Thomas Howard, Mrs. Ernest
Walker, Mrs. Mary L. Atcherson,
Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, Mrs. Rosie
Womack, Mrs. Arthur Thomas,
Mrs. Robert Bowman, Mrs. Cy-
ril Porter, Mrs. Thommie Slack,
Mrs. Anna Lou Foster, Mrs. Wal-
ter, Mrs. Paxton and Mrs. Willie
M. Reid.
Another impressive program was
held at First Baptist church wnen
the Y. W. A. girls gave a talent
program. The theme was "Youth
Witnessing for Christ." The devo-
tional exercise was given by Miss
Bettye Davis. The welcome was
by Miss Patricia Shipp with Miss
Marie Pugh giving the response.
A panel discussion on the theme
was narrated by David Manuel
with Ross Chearrs, discussing the
school; Donald Springfield, t h e
home; Frances Jackson. the com-
munity; and Patricia Cunningham
the church.
Summarizing was done by
by Charles Bigby. Guest chorus
for the occasion was the Salem
Baptist church youth chorus, un-
der the direction of Mrs. R. L.
Draine. Other music was furnish-
ed by a quartet composed of Miss-
es Mary S. Holloman, Jeanette
Merriwether. Shirley Randolph
and Jerline Black. A solo was
sung by Marvin Spencer with Jer-
ome Carr serving as pianist. Miss
Mary- Sable delivered a most en-
joyable reading. Miss Louise
Jefferson, a freshman at Lane
College, did a lovely job of serv-
ing as mistress of ceremonies.
President of the TWA is Miss Mo-
Zella Terry, Mrs. Doris Price
serves as sponsor. The pastor is
Rev. W. G. Terry.
CANDLELIGHT SONG SERVICE
The Glee Club of Washington-
Douglas Elementary school was
presented in a candlelight song
service on Sunday afternoon in the
school auditorium. The chorus
with approximately 50 members
was under the direction of Mes-
dames Margaret Savage, Lucille
Davis, and Vera Brooks. Parents
felt ve^y proud of their children
who show promising talent in the
field of music.
Misses .Annie and Faye Spring-
field Were presented in a joint
piano recital by Mrs. Area L.
Robinson at Christ Temple church
on Sunday afternoon, March 2. A
eery appreciative audience. enjoy-
ed such musical numbers aa Ro-
mance, Ballade. Song of India and
Angele's Serenade, played as a
duet. The two young ladies are
dauFhters of Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Springfield.
HERE AND THERE
Reporting a very successful trip
to Canton and Cleveland, Ohio
were Rev. and Mrs. C. Derricks.
Mrs. Lillian Parker and Daniel
Glass of Macedonia Baptist church,
of which Rev. Derricks is the pas-
tor. They attended the planning
meeting for the National Baptist
Singing Convention which will
take place in Jackson in the late
spring. The date will be. announced
later.
Teaches, patrons and students
were happy last week to welcome
back Prof. 0. C. Cole, principal
of Washington-Douglas Elementary
school, after a recent illness. Serv-
ing effectively in his absence was
Mrs. V. M. Bell. teacher and out-
going president of the Jackson
City Teacher's Association.
Mrs. R. S. McKissack spent a
recent week end with her hus-
band, Dr. W. E. McKissack who
is studying on sin advanced degree
in public health at the university
of Michigan. ale plans to com-
plete his work this year.
Don't forget the Fashionetta to
he held on March 21 at the Merry
War school auditorium. At that
time the 10 best dressed women
Of West Tennessee, chosen by pop-
ular vote, will appear. This affair
is under the sponsorship of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority. The time
is 8 p. fl.
In the world of sports, Merry
High boy's team is in Nashville
this weeek end to play in the
State Basketball tournament. Much
luck to us.
NCC Coeds
Hear Noted
Speakers
DURHAM, N. C. — "We are
only as isolated as we let our
minds and wills make us," Mrs.
Una Marson, Jamaica, B.W.I,
poetess and publisher, told the
opening session of North Carolina
college's 9th annual Co-ed week-
end here Saturday,
Mrs. Marson was a participant
Mrs. Laila Tewfik of Egypt; Mrs.
Martha de Garcia of Argentina;
and Mrs. Jewel Mazique, unoffo.
cial consultant for the U. S. De-
partment of Lafayette college
(Pa.). "Channels of Communica-
tion — Highways to Peace" was
the theme of the meeting..
Miss Anna Joyce Newkirk, sec-
retary of the sponsoring women's
assembly, presided at the opening
session. President Johnnie Mae
Correll, Salisbury senior, presided
at the luncheon afterwards.
Mrs. Tewfik, wife of the Egyp-
tian cultural affairs attache and
professor of Arabic at George-
town university, Washington, said
"people need to know more than
each other's languages.
"People need to be able to put
themselves into other people's
places and to try to experience
the spiritual aspirations and the
aspirations for. freedom which
others may have:,
Mrs. de Garcia, wife of the am-
bassador from Argentina. stressed
"mutual knowledge so all people
can share the good things of the
world." She recommended a tho-
rough study of geography and his-
tory as ways to promote better io-
ternational relations.
Mrs. Lillian Event!, opera star,
conducted a Friday evening Charm
session and later presided at a
Saturday afternoon fashion show.
Like the other consultants, Mme.
Evanti counseled scores of girls
on many personal and professional
issues.
Receptione, dinners, and lunches
were features of the weekend.
Climax came Sunday night in
the men's gymnasium when some
800 persons attended the tradi-
tional Coed Weekend supper.
Hundreds of coeds received cita-
tions for outstanding academic
and civic achievement. Miss Lou-
ise M. Latham, dean of women,
was overall advisor.
TENTH ANNIVERSARY —
Member of the Three C's So-
cial club celebrated their 10th
anniversary with a hall on
Friday. March 14, 4 the Club
Tropicana, and the formal
drew scores of soi Lilacs to
the event of the well • known
club. From left the members
are Mesdauies Valeria Wat-
kins, Mattie H. Hunt, Miss
Meryl B. Glover. Mesdames
Helen Tarpley, Ann L. Hall,
president; I.a Verne A c e y,
Pauline Bowden, Miss Martha
Inderson, and Mrs He len
Sawyer. (Photo by Withers)
E
,WAY
With LEODA GAMMON
LOBSTER POT MAKES ful chowder chock fi.11 of diced
A HEARTY LENTEN MEAL lobster, potatoes, peas. and celery.
What could be more inviting on to complete an easy meal add
a cool spring day than the aroma crackers and butter, a fruit des.
NOW HERE'S A !eaten meal
of the hearty variety for you.
It Is lobster pot. During these
cool spring days it will hit
of a simmering pot of home made
chowder?
Chowders make ideal Lenten
meals too,. The large quantity of
milk adds an extra bonus of high
quality proteins, vitamins and
minerals to make a highly nu.
tritious meal-in-one dish. Lobster
Pot is an especially rich ant flavor.
the spot. For details es bow
to prepare this palate teaser
read the column "Milky Way"
on this page.
sent and milk to drink. Your fami-
ly will welcome it any day.
LOBSTER POT
I. cup butter...,
1-4 cup flour ..
1 teaspoon salt..
Few grains pepper
3 cups milk
i 1 cup cream
RICELAND
RICE cooks
perkcioe
every
4.41.
D FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE
. . . cooks
perfectly
every time!
Teacher
Wins Top
Dress Prize
NEW ORLEANS — Mrs. Adis- 1
mae McWilliams Blanchard, teach-
er in the public schoo, system
was awarded first prize of $25 in
the design contest sponsored by
Mademoiselle magazine and Mat-
son Blanche department store
New Orleans.
Her contribul'on will be sub•
milted to the magazine for con-
sideration for the national award
of WO and a trip to New York.
Iler designs consisted of a six-way
dress and a five-way children's
mat.
She has had no training in de-
sign except in the making of clo-
thing for herself and her teen•
aged daughter. She is the wife of
Johnny Blanchard, locol insur-
ance district manager.
Words of the Wise
Man's mind stretched by a
new idea never goes back to
Its original dimensions.
—(Oliver Wendell Holmes)
West Tenn. Beauticians
Hold Annual Meeting
By STAFF WRITER
The Beau — Ideal Beauticians
chapter No I. of Gibson County
was host to the seventh annual
Regional meeting of the West
Tennessee Beauticians,
The First Baptist church of
Trenton, whose pastor is the
Rev. A. 11. Rice, was the scene
of this one day meet.
Two sessions were held In the
annex — morning session in the
assembly room included registra-
tion and business; dinner session
in the dining room included a won
derful meal and a demonstration
by Bronze Beauty and Barber sup-
ply.
The third session to, which the
public was invited, was held in
the auditorium, with the local
president, Mrs. Nancy Russell,
presiding.
This session which consisted of
1 1.2 cups diced cooked or .canned
lobster
1 cup diced cooked potatoes
1-2 cup diced cooked celery
1 cup cooked or canned peas
Melt butter blend, in flour, salt,
pepper. Gradually add milk and
cream; cook stirring constantly
until slightly thickened. Add lob-
ster, potatoes, celery and peas;
heat. Before serving, garnish with
chopped parsley or chives. Makes
4 to 6 servings.
varied talent, was the climax
of the day. It began with L. ad
(Arista who in a superb manner
presented the Honorable Ralph R.
Lawler, Mayor of Trenton, for
words of welcome.
The Mayor extended a cordial
welcome and presented the keys to
the city. Welcome was also extend-
ed on in half of the Baptist church,
professional and local beauticians
by Mrs. Lucy Brown, Floyd
Carnes, Mrs. Flora Howard re-
spectively,
ROSENWAI.D SINGERS
The music for the affair, exclud-
ing a solo by Mrs. Gladres
Wright, was furnished by the Ros-
enwald Glee club under the au-
spices of Mrs. Willie Burnette,
jr. Remarks were given by Rev.
A. H. Rice, Mrs. Gladys Norris,
state organizer, Mrs. Etta
Brown, state president, Mrs. Lucy
Lee, W. Tenn. Regional director,
and Mrs. Elnora 11111.
The main address was delivered
by Mrs. Josephine Barnett, in-
structor in Rosenwald High school,
Trenton. Her subject, 'Don't Park
Here," was in itself a hint to the
wise, but the contents gave wis-
dom to the lesson learned.
The officers of this body are!
Mrs. Elnora Hill, Ripley, presi-
dent; Mrs. Josephine Cunningham,
Jackson, first vice president; Mrs.
Gladres Wright, Ripley, secretary;
MATE-ON TABLETS are the
answer to needed pounds for
the underweight person, %ut-
tering from loss of appetite.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sat., March 22, 1958
low resistance, and fatigue.
Sold at any drug store, success
Is assured, or money will be
returned.
Wate-On Can Give You
That Desired Weight
By NELSON JOSEPH
Every place you turn these days
someone is telling you how to re-
duce, but few indeed are they who
can give advice on how to gain.
Many girls are thin, and constant-
ly having trouble keeping weight.
If you are one of these under-
weights, and if you don't like over-
eating, you will be glad to hear
of a wonderful and delicious con-
densed food tablet called WATE-
ON that's packed with weight-
building calories, vitamins, min-
erals, quick energy elements and
other body building nutrients
Each recommended daily supply
equals many an underweight per-
son's regular meal.
WATE ON Tablets are scientif-
ically compounded of specially
prepared mono and di-glycerides
in pure therapeutic U. S. P. phar-
maceutical strength. That is why
these tablets are so easily digested
by thin folks whoordinarilyhave
by thin folks who ordinarily have
trouble digesting high calorie
foods.
Wale- On tablets contain vita-
mins A, C. D, 131, B2, B6, red
blood building vitamin B12, iron,
calcium, phosphorus energy ele-
ments and other body building nu-
trients. In addition to putting weigh
on the face, neck, arms, legs, and
Mrs. Addle Gentry, Dyer, re
cording secretary; Mrs. Georgia
Austin, financial secretary, Paris;
Mrs. Jimmie Ingram, Trenton,
treasurer; and Mrs. Lucy Lee,
Humboldt, West Tenn., director.
hustline, the tablets also guard
agains fatigue, poor appetite, low
resistance, and the poor enduranci
that often goes with an under-
weight figure.
The new improved tablets can be
obtained at any drug store, and
are sold on a guarantee of success
or your money back. Of course.
when underweight is due to some
disease, the tablets should be tak-
en only with the doctor's per-
mission.
Here's Smart
Parisian Idea
Paris sweaters have been leng-
thened into dresses and coats.
Open - necked sweaters just
keep going to barely below the
knee to make sweater dresses
and V-necked cardigans extend on
past the hips to make cardigat
coats.
A plain stitch is used for their
sweater dresses which are slight-
ly indented to suggest A waist.
while the cardigan coats use
fancy stitch resulting in embos
ed weaves forming ribs, herrin,
bones, honeycombs and braided
patterns,
Colors range from red, light
blue and yellow to bold stripe,
In coral and whits.
Your Easter Seal Society is de
voted to helping crippled children
In your community. Help suppor,
It by contributing through nate.
Seals.
Double-rich Carnation makes this
Delicious Meal in Minutes
1. New improved Minute Rice
Follow these new shortcuts:
Z.Carnation 3-minute cheese sauce
k 
TUNA RICE AU GRATIN
11/2 cups water
cup chopped
green pepper
2 tablespoons chopped
onion
2 tablespoons chopped
pimiento
% teaspoon salt
1 1/3 cups (4%-ounce box f
MINUTE RICE
21/2 cups CARNATION
3-Minute Cheese Sauce
1 cup (7-ounce can) tuna,
drained and flaked
Bring water, pepper, onion, pimiento and salt to
boil in saucepan. Add rice and mix just to moisten
all the rice. Cover; remove from heat and let stand
about 5 minutes!
Meanwhile, prepare Carnation 3-Minute Cheese
Sauce (right). Add tuna to twice. Arrange hot rice
mixture in mounds on plates. Serve tuna-cheeee
sauce over rice. Makes six servings.
CHEESE SAUCE Makes 254 cups)
1% cups (large can) 2 teaspoons dry mustard
undiluted
CARNATION
Evaporated Milk
% teaspoon salt
2 cups (about 8 ounces)
grated proems
American cheese
Simmer Carnation. salt and mustard in
saucepan over medium heat to just be
low boiling (about 2 minutes). Add
cheese. Stir over medium heat until
cheese melts (about 1 minute longer).
Recipes on the
labels, tool
For a better cup of oseffee."oreane' it with
Carnation, THZ MILE THAT WHIPS I
a""S4's
.•••
The Stilt
Repeater In
Selections
• MINNEAPOLIS — (INS) — The
National Basketball Coaches asso-
ciation named five Negro stars to
its 1957-58 college basketball Ail-
America.
Wilt (The stilt) Chamberlain of
Kansas received the most points
in the voting by more than 400
college coaches.
Others selected for the first team
are Oscar Robertson of Cincinnati,
Guy Rodgers of Temple, Elvin
Baylor of Seattle and Bob Boozer
of Kansas State,
WILT REPEATER
Chamberlain, a repeater from
last year's team, gained 1.361
points. Robertson was second
with 1,299 points.
Ed Hickey of St. Louis Univer-
sity, was chairman of the All-
American Selection committee.
The coaches association did
something all the major nea
services and daily newspaper
sports editors seemed afraid to do
—award merit where it was due.
The season's record revealed that
the top seven college basketball
players were colored.
They were Chamberlain, Rod-
gers, Robertson, Baylor, Boozer,
Tom Hawkins of Notre Dame and
John Green of Michigan State. Not
too far away were Boo Ellis of
Niagara and Wayne Embree of
Miami of Ohio.
SOUTH FEARED
Earlier, when it became evident •
that Negroes would dominate for
the first time their unquestionable
right to all five places on arra
mythical All - America, several
sports editors mentioned the pos-
sibility, but also noted that such
a team was highly unlikely be-
cause "the South won't stand for
it."
One writer noted that the All-
America selections would recog-
nize four Negroes — Chamberlain,
Rodgers, Robertson and Baylor,
but that the fifth berth on the lion-
orary team would almost certainly
go to a white boy. He thought that
player would be Bailey Howell of
Mississippi State.
MORE AUTHENTIC
The selections of the coaches
association, of course, has more it
authority to it because they are
experts in appraising the ability
of the players and are to be count-
ed upon to give a correct selection
of those deserving the highest hon-
ors In collegiate basketball
By their action, the coaches ex-
ploded finally the old system of
making selections with an ear to
the ground for objections to rise
from the South. In other years,
this consideration in the selection
of All-America basketball and foot-
ball teams has always been a criti-
cal situation.
For one thing, the All-America
selections, football and basketball,
are usually presented on such tele-
vision programs as the Ed Sulli-
van and Steve Allen shows and
the problem of objections from
sponsors has always been a strong
factor In keeping he Neyro repre-
sentation on such teams to one or
two players.
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HONORED—Frank 'Fay' Young,
former Chicago Defender sp6rts
editor and the late dean of sports
writers, will be honored during
ceremonies at Tennessee State
university's 14th national high
school basketball tournament
March 21-23 in Kean's Little Gar-
den. Ten top high school teams
from throughout the nation will
participate.
Former Trotter
Gains Plaudits
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP) —
Before the National Basketball
Association season gifted back
in-October, if the average expert
had been asked who would be the
outstanding rookie player of the
Philadelphia Warriors, he would
have no hesitation in answering.
Nine cases out of ten, the an-
swer would have been- Lennie
Rosenbluth, the All - American
from North Carolina last season's
NCAA champions.
Ask them now. The consensus
, would be Woody Sauldsberry.
Not only is the 6-7 graduate of
Texas Southern university t h e
Warriors' outstanding first - year
player, hut he is a prime nomi-
nation for rookie-of-the year in'
the NB A. .
Sauldsberry was practically un-
heard of when he joined the War-
riors last fall .True, he had spent
two seasons with the Harlem
Globetrotters. but Woody was
hardly the artful comedian type,
featured by the Globetrotters.
But he did demonstrate that he
had great basketball ability and
e o aysl slain' adrroiworne owner Coach ie G0fGeorgefImb anddnelsoksyf ,D
pro potential, lie was spotted by 1
spring his contract was purchas-
ed from Abe Saperstein.
Sauldsberry has been a key MAW
In the Warriors drive for a play-
off spot in the eastern division.
He showed so much ability that
he moved a 10-year veteran. Joe
Graboski, out of a starting berth.
Woody has been averaging 12
points and 12 rebounds a game.
SYRACUSE N., Y. — "Carmen 
Basilic) is In better condition right'
stage of his training for his first
now than he was in the same! Russell Smashesbout wth Sugar Ray Robinson,"
remarked Co • Manager Johnny
a wall in the Main Street Gym 
Rebound RecordsDeJohn, as he leaned againsthere aryl watched the ee Worlds
Middleweight Champion workout.
Basilic> defends his crown against NEW YORK — (INS) — The, tory.
Robinson in a 15 round return National Basketball Association Russell smashed every rebound
match the night of March 25 in has witnessed the greatest record- standard for game and season as
the Chicago Stadium. smashing season in its history. 
1
he notched an unprecedented 1,564.
"Basilio has far more punching. The final-regular season 
statisa
power than he showed in the first tics released disclose that 38 
rec., Boston's Bob Couay won the play-
fight," added DeJohn as newspa- ords were broken and four others' 
making crown for the sixth
permen crowded around. anxious I tied, topping the previous high of' 
straight year and Dolph Schayes
for good copy "Watch h i m, 22 set in the 1955-56 season. I 
of Syracuse ended the five-year
against Archie Whitfield. Archie George Yardley of the Detroit reign 
of Boston's Bill Sharman
has boxed more than a hundred Pistons and Bill Russell of the 
as king in free throw efficiency.
rounds with Carmen, knows his Boston Celtics created most of the The New York Knickerbockers,
style. Still Archie can't get away individual marks. , who didn't even make the playoffs
from Carmen's heavier blows." Yardley, who captured the scot, the Eastern division, scored t h e
The champ climbed through thel Mg crown, tallied more points,. most points (8,068) and set a total
ropes for his daily three round (2,001) attempted more foul shots, of seven offense records,
boxing drill with Whitfield. Arch- (808) and made more free throws, League scoring reached an *H-
ie has been bearing up well the (655) than any other player in his-i time high of 106.6 points per game,
past three days as the lone spar -
mate with Lee Owens sidelined
with a cut eye. However he com-
plained to Co-Pilot Joe Netro of
G if 
lame ribs and a sore shoulder.,
Two additional shock troops have
both of whom are slated to lace
been engaged. They are R e d.op
Sheppard and Willie Johnson en To Allr
on the mitts with the Champion
tomorrow. JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The delphia, Pa., will be on hand to de-
One would think while watch- 4th Annual Gate City Open Golf fend his title and that Tom Brown
log the champ work he has only.Tournament which will be held on of Tampa, Fla., will defend his
one idea in mind .That is to bat- the Brentwood Municipal G 011 title among the amateurs
ter his challenger to a pulp if• , Course on April 4, 4, 5 and 6, is
he can. Robinson's published re- 
This year's event has received
marks he had "Carmen on the 
one .of the best attended in this national newspaper and magazine
way out five limes but lost him,"
.s.c o country.
and the statement "I could havel The 1957 
Gate City Open drew
boxed five rounds more than the 'a field of over 
100 players from
15 fallowing our first fight," awl all over the nation.
rankle the former Marine. . It is eypected that Charles Sif-
Basilio In
'Best Shape'
His best night occurred recently,
when he scored 34 points in ant
important Warrior victory,
Senesky believes that Sauldsber
ry will become a future great in
the NBA.
"He has taken to the league so
quick", the coach taid, "It's ama-
zing. He plays the big men, the!
big scorers, and does well.
"And yet, they're mostly all,
newcomers to him. Just to give,
you an example, when we first
played St. Louis this season, we
told him to play Jack Coleman.
"Which one is Coleman?" he ask-
ed us, and he wasn't being flip
. about it. He just didn't know the
, fellows because he had never seen
them play.
"Imagine trying to guard fel-
lows like Bob Pettit or Kenny
Sears or Bill Russell, or George
Yardley, after having seen them .
only a few times even now. I tell
you, it's really amazing the job
he does."
Sauldsberry, born in Winnsboro,
La., played high school ball in'
Los Angeles,
He played only two seasons at
Texas Southern before he thought
he would give pro basleetball a
fling. He joined the Globetrotters.
Thus, he had to wait until his cot-
lege class graduated before be-
coming eligible for NBA ball.
Now the 24-year-old Sauldeber-
ry has become a great favorite
with the Warrior fans. He also
has a corner on the competition
for the NBA rookie-of-the-year
award,
o Tournament
coverage and this should help to
bring new players to Florida to
play on one of the best munici-
pal owned courses in the state.
Basilio, DeJohn and Netro all ford, 1957 top professional winner 
;OPEN TOURNAMENT
claim Robinson was literally car. in the Gate City Open from Phila.: 
The Gate City Open is open tot
ried to his car by friends after 
 all golfers across the nation. Itl
CIAA SWIMMING CHAMPS
AND COACHES — Winners in
the CIAA swimming and div-
ing championships at Morgan
State college line up here with
their coa(hes In the group are
Hugo Dennis, Hampton, hold-
ing the" trophy Hampton won
for coming in second in the
thammonshIps, and Coach S.
Moore; Lawrence Carter, How-
ard university, holding How-
ard's first-place trophy, and
Coach Tom Johnson; Regi-
nald Holt, or Morgan, with the
"Most Outstanding Swimmer"
plaque he won and his coach,
Stewart A. Brooks.
DOWN HE GOES — Yvon
Durelle puts out a bracing
hand has slipped to the canvas
in his bout with Tony Anthony
at Madison Square Garden.
Anthony won the match when
the referee stopped the bout
in the seventh round and
awarded him a TKO. (LNP)
Burnett Sparks
St. Louis Cagers
ST. LOUIS — (ANP) — Cal Louis campus. His fight, spirit
Burnett has two distinctions as a and fine sportsmanship have made
member of the St. Louis univer-
sity basketball team. At 25, he is
the oldest member on the squad.
As father of a year-old daughter,
he is the only married member.
But Burnett, a 6-5 junior, would
not rest on those laurels. He is
the first tan player to win a start-
ing assignment for the Billikens.
The first tan player in the history
of the school was Larry Sikes,
of New York City, who played
with St. Louis in 1952-53.
As a regular last season, Bur-
nett scored 258 points in 28 games,
averaging 9.2 per game. He clear-
ed the boards for 416 rebounds,
an average of 14.9, to lead the
Bills in that department. On the
season, he ranked as the 19th best
rebounder in the nation.
His rebounding last year was
a prime factor in the Bills' even-
tual emergence as the Missouri
Valley Conference champions. His
peak performance was turned in
against Bradley, when Cal grab-
bed 23 shots off the boards.
This year Burnett was off to a
slow start, due largely to t h e
heavy academic load he was car-
rying. He has ambitions to be-
come a physician and his scholas-
tic schedule requires many hours
in the labs. Thus, he has missed
many basketball practice sessions.
In recent action, however, he
him an indelible favorite with the
team's followers.
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CAMPANELLA EXPECTS
TO WHIP INJURY;
REMAINS CHEERFUL
GLEN COVE, N. Y. — (ANP)
— Despite his lingering paralys-
is. Roy Campanella, injured Los
Angeles catcher, last week was
reported full of confidence that
be will walk and even play base
ata
1111111111111LLEs — rout 114.
61101 tespk's 440 raid relay
MA Olympic slats will he
al beak their own record
say Robinson is going to try to
at Akron. Ohio's 14U ,pon
weed national indoor track
anti field championships on
Mara ft. The Tigerbelles
that all proceeds beyond operation-
left to right): Lucinda Wil-
liams, Margaret Matthews, Is-
abelle Daniels. and Barbara
Roes. (Photo by Mates, III)
Practice session for candidates
automobile accident Jan. 28.
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Harrison Dillard Works
On Indians Base Speed
By BILL BROWER
(ANP) — Back in 1949 when
Bill Veeck and the Cleveland In-
dians were enjoying phenomenal,
if not unprecedented, success at
• watches television and he has
Harrison continued to work in seientions pupils has been Vi c
Indians' public relations when I Wertz, who has been around for
Hank Greenburg took over as, a decade — and never has been
general manager, But lest fall, noted for his running on the base-
, when the Indians' directors re- paths.
1Placed Greenberg with Frank NO ILLUSIONS
Lane some doubt was cast over "I've got no illusions that liar-
Dillard's future with the team. i' rison can make me into a fast'
Now that doubt seems to have „man said Went, "but already
he's showed me some things I'm
doing wrong. I make hard work
of running. I wobble and roll
and pound the ground like a pile-
driver. He does it so nice and
easy. If I can leearene to run re-'
taxed I know rii gain a half
step, maybe a step, between the
plate and first base. If I do that
I'll break up an occasional dou-
ic career. won the 110-yard high It has impressed even the hardi- ble play, beat out an occasional
hurdles in the Olympia at Hel- eat of veterans, hit, win an occsaional ball game.I
Islnkl li51. In fact, one the most con-' It's worth trying."
e X office, the tieless (an
tireless) Veeck was not one to
overlook any bets.
One of the things he did—an
admirable public relations move
—was to add Harrison Dillard,
back from Olympic fame, to the'
Indians' front office publicity
staff. Week even stipulated that
I Dillard would be given ample
time to train and to compete in
track events. This arrangement
worked out so well that Dillard,
nearing the twilight of his athlet-1
been erased Out at the Tribe's
training camp in Tucson, Ariz.,
Dillard seems to have proved
himself valuable in another role.
He is teaching Cleveland players
the art of running effectively.
This was an idea conceived by
the Indiana' new manager, Bobby
Brogan. and from first reports
the experiment is working well.
Dillard his a philosophical view
on his work. The only Negro ever
to win the Sullivan award as the
outstanding athlete (not the only
one who deserved to %vira) Dil-
lard says:
"Maybe you can't teach a man,
to run faster than nature intend-
ed But if I can help any player
to utilize what aseets he ha.,
be satisfied."
Perhaps none of Dillard's in.,
structions will be of any value
to a player when he's up at the
plate and tries to leg out an in-,
field scratch. Then, again, itl
might — you can never tell.
But the 34-year-old former
Baldwin Wallace track star seems
to have cemented hie relationa
with Frank Lane.
That's important when a jobi
depends on it .
nd Moreno
titleprim i  fight.
Neither man has a weight prob-
lem and trainers of both were re-
ported trying to bring them along
slowly,
Bassey's manager, George Bid-
dies, said the Nigerian champion. •
scales around 128. only two pounds
over the featherweight limit, Ras-
icy worked on the light and heavy
bags yesterday. Bassey is training
at Ocean Park Arena.
initiumnimmitimmimillimorm11111111111iiii
ALTHEA BEATEN
IN COLUMBIA
TENNIS TOURNEY
BARRANQUILIA, Columbia —
(ANT') — Tennis queen Althea
Gibson Friday suffered the first
setback since she won the Wom.
bledon and United States cham-
pionships when she was de-
feated 4-6, 6-4, 75, by Janet NMI
Hoops of Seattle in the seml.fa
nal, of the Barranquilla tennis
tournament.
Miss Gibson appeared off form
as she lost to Miss Hopps, whom
INIIIIIMIghe has defeated several times
in the past,
son from the tournament. Ws*
The loss eliminated Miss Gala •
II°Pra WSA to meet Maria Bien,
of Brazil la the finals of the tour
ailment.
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Stork Stops
Born At John Gaston Hospital I to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dockery of
May 1, 1958 1 378 Lauderdale.
A raughter, Venus Anita, to A daughter, Janice Mae, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Smith of 845 ard Mrs. James Macklin of 3404
Lavon. Reynard.
A daughter, Barbara Laverne,' A son, Vincent Carnet' to Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew lull of and Mrs. Otis Lottie of 581 St.
30 W. Fields. Paul.
A daughter, Mildred Theresa, to A daughter, Lynda Carrie, to Mr
Mr. and Mrs Johnny Battle of and Mrs. Ernest Jones of 1143 N.
712 N. Third Manassas.
A son. Jarvis, to Mr. and Mrs.1
A daughter, Gwendolyn Yvette,John Jackson of 1322 Bruce. 
A son Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs.1, toot.  Mr.aee 
d Mrs.fainonowe11 Thomas J. Scott. l
Richard E. Smith, of 1958 Frisco. March 3, 1958
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward L. McDonald of 1487 
A son, Larry Darnell, to Mr
and Mrs. Willie I. V. Brooks ofDoris.
A son, Clinton, to Mr. and Mrs. 
3416 Wa Hord .
John Williams of 297 Dixie Mall., 
A son, Robert Lee, to Mr.
anA daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Badmealirs. Robert Wofford of 1194
Ceber Wesby of 4332 Allen rd.
e son, Chancy King, to Mr. and 
A daughter, Phyllis Rochelle, to
s. L. R. King of ;06 
Thfo. Mr. and Mrs, Ruzell Chinn of
A son, Charli Raymond, to Mr. 282 Carbone
A daughter, Vanessa Ann, toand Mrs. Charlie Damage of 517 Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Coleman
N. Fourth.
of 1385 Riverdale.
A daughter, Gatyrell Gail, to Mr.1A daughter, Barbara Lynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Swain of 715 and Mrs. James Davis of 3006 Mc-.
N. Decatur. doo.
A daughter, Janice Maria, to A son, Earnest Lenwood, jr , to
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest L. Parker
of 580 S. Lauderdale.
A son Charles Allen, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Leais of 891
Firestone.
A sen, Lonnie B., to Mr. and
Mrs. Haywood Hudson of 1141 Chi- and Mrs Willie P. Wooden of 2119
cage. -
A daughter, Brenda Kay, to Mni 
Bennett.
Twin sons, Lloyd Douglas and
and Mrs. William C. Miller of 553 Floyd Daniel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Crump. Haves Farmer of 1560 Rayburn.
A daughter, Mary Elizabeth. tc A son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Winnie Brown of 147 Frankams Vatnut.
E. Trigg. I A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Kasen, to Mr and Mrs. Jimmy Stewart of 535 Hollywood.
Johnnie Newsom of 500 Scott.
March 2, 1958 
March 4 195P
A daughter, Essie Marie. to Mr.
A son, George Reed, jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Ford of 2980
and Mrs. Georgee R. Oliver of Broad.
387 S. Lauderdale. A daughter, Neisie Ann, to Mr.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. John H. Young of 1548
nis Chapman of 1623 Locust. manaareaii,
daughter, Odessa Ray. to A daughter Linda Gail, to Mr.
r. and Mrs. Clarence Marshall and Mrs. Willie J. Carwell of 157
of 1225 Marble.
A daughter, Carloyn Fay, to Mr. A son, Melvin Leven, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Arnold of 4788 ahd Mrs. Walter Shaw of 1406 Hata
Tulane. ace.
A son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
James Martin of 375 Vance. Mrs. A. D. Hall of 15 E. Arm -
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie, strong.
Williams of 1305 James.
A son, Bennis Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe N. Mennis of 1305 Ro-
chester.
A daughter, Deborah Annette,
CAN YOU USE
MORE  CASH?
:ITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHIR( FOLKS IIXI YOU
GET PRWRINTfAl
SERVICE '
A daughter, Kathy Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Brewer of
1712 Harrison.
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clark of
275 W. Olson.
A daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
'Mrs. James Woodhouse of 242 Ma-
juba.
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Luther W. Duncan of 695
Polk.
A son, Ronald L., to Mr. and
Mrs. 0. C. Rots of 701 Flam-
ing.
March 5, 1958
A son, Edgar Maurice to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Vasser of 1373
Michigan.
A daughter, Brenda Faye, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Taylor of 690 B.
WE SALUTE THE BAND!
CARVER HIGH SCHOOL - MEMPHIS
ROY McLEMORE - Director
WE SELL AND SERVICE THEM
COLIE STOLTZ MUSIC CO.
HOME OF THE BANDS
111 MADISON AVENUE
Phone JA 7-6732 — Memphis 3, Tenn.
HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, SKIN-DIVERS
— JOIN THE SEARCH —
were forced to bury their valuables for safe-keeping, or when
pursued. It is estimated that lost treasure valued at hundreds
of millions of dollars lies buried along our coasts, rivers and
pioneer trails. Treasure hunters expect to recover millions
of dollars' worth of gold, silver, coin, ivory, church orna-
ments, and jewelry this year,
man should possess. You can Aare in an exciting adventure
and possibly be one of those who recover treasure. We will
supply you with concise up-to-date material on over 100 lost
treasures, perhaps some of them near you or the landmarks
you pass each day. Send $5.00 cash, check or money order
for "Treasure Trove" today:
SOUTHERN EXPLORERS EQUIPMENT CO.
We have available valuable information that every outdoors-
POST OFFICE BOX 1 606 5 — HOUSTON 23, TEXAS
PIRATES, HIGHWAYMEN, early settlers and explorers often
Georgia.
A daughter, Bernadine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Lester of 1542
Rayburn.
A daughter to, Mr and Mrs.
Archie Miller of 655 Jennette.
A son, Jeffery Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Geine hibbler of 862 An-
nie pl.
A son, Janies Albert, to Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Whitelow of
1496 Morehead.
March 6, 1958
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1070 on your dial Am.
A daughter, Permits to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Hardaway of 1245 Mitc-
hell rd.
A son, Darnell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Mitchell of 939 Ford pl.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Townsend.
A son, Michael Earl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dummings of 654
Walker.
A son, Gory Louis. to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Pounders of 1748 
Cincinnati.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs 1
James Smith of 1477 Lambert.
A son, Herbert Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Smith of 1506 Liver.
well circle.
A daughter, Valerie Umeki, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown of
ZOO W. Colorado.
A daughter to, Mr. and Mrs
David Lyas of 31 E. Farrow, Apt.
D.
March 7, 1958
A daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Goodwin of 970 Len•
ow Mall, Apt. A.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Smith, of 1275 Neptune.
A son Marion Louis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert aernes of 190
Looney.
A daughter, Elizabeth Louise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Raul Stiger of 802
Mar. 8, 1958
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Dean of 2092 Clarksdale.
A son, Leslie Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Stewart of 75 W.
Desoto.
A son, Roosevelt, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Underwood of
977 Lenow. Mr and Mrs. Louis T. Brantley
A daughter, Barbara Dayle, to of Jackson. were recent visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Miller of 1443 of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Pope. Dewey Corley In Rutherford. I
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Little Eric Burnette, son of
Mr. an/ Mrs. Richard Brewer 'ofMr. and Mrs. Wallace Burnette
390 Butler.
A daughter, Gwendolyn Fay, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Hopson of
655 N. Third.
A daughter, Margaret Jean, to Others sick 
include: Mr. Essie
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Shields of Ross, Mrs. Norine 
Lawrence, Mrs.
810 Harahan. Harry Harper,
 Mrs. Bertha Jam-
A son, Michael Dewayne. to Mr es, all of 
Trenton. Mrs. Mary Ann
and Mrs. Robert Wilson of 908 Pop Thompson 
has been very ill in
lar. Dyer this week, but Is much bet
-
A daughter, Pamela Annette, ter at this 
writing. Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Dugger Arthur 
Ellington and Mr. and Mrs.
of 369 Silverage. Robert Skinner 
are improving nice-
A daughter, Tonette Irene, to IY'
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Myles of 
Mr. Thomas Gene Wade of Mil
1309 Kney. State 
college is home for the week.
March 9, 1956
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and A son, Stephen Wayne, to Mr.
Mrs. Donald Clark of 515 Pendle- and Mrs. George Rucker of 656
ton. Stephens.
A son, Andre' Monger, to Mr.. A son, Hubert Curtis, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Joe R. Monger of 224 Mrs. Hubert C. Banks of 1493
Livewell cir.
A son, Ray Alvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Daniel of 972 N. Sec-
ond.
Flynn.
A son, Michel Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. ft. D. Bank: of 236 Vollen-
tine.
A daughter, Jernice Regina, to A daughter. Gwendolyn to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Taylor of 1899 and Mrs. Charles Gillespie of 3421
Raymond Cook.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. March 11, 1958
Ransom Harris of 1127 Woodlawn. A daughter, Jacquelyn to Mr
A son Lawrence Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs. Grady Todd of 56.3 St.
and Mrs. Robert Heern of 1765 Paul,
Eldridge. A daughter, Diane Marks, to Mr.
A son, Kenneth John, to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Armstrong of 884
and Mrs. James D. Morris of Willoughby.
700 Ayers.
A son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Stout of 773 Hanley.
A son, Richkie Tyran, to Mr.
Mrs. Mose Payne of 739 Stephens.
A son, Ruffin Lee, jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. Ruffin L. Brown of 885
LeMoyne.
A daughter, Renee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Kirk of 813 Saxon.
March 10, 1958 
A daughter, Mary Alice, to Mr.
A daughter, Jacqueline Victor-
and Mrs. James Killion of 283
is, to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 
Cynthia.
Moore of 933 Lenow Mall. 
A daughter, Ella, to Mr. and
Mrs Dan Knight of 194 Winches.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. El- -
mer Beason of 1062 S. Parkway E. 
ter March 12, 1958.
A son Robert Earl, to Mr. and 
March 12, 1958
Mrs. Redmon Buggs of 546 Bun -
1 A daughter, Pattie Antoinette, to
tyn. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry K. Hopkins
A daughter, Sandra Gail to Mr.i 
of 402 Abel'
' A son, Gene. to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Milton flowery of 616 Charlie Oaks of 449 Vance.
Brown Mall. A daughter, Roberta Lynn, to
A daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and
Mrs Sammie Payne of 5362 Hurl 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams of
. - 2998 Shannon.
gens.
A son, Robert C., to Mr. and Mr. 
A' 
and Mrs. William C. hn-
daughter, Sheena Diane
' 
to
Jo
Mrs. McKinley Stevenson of 131 son of 371 S. Orleans.
Gaines Alley.
A daughter, Ann, to air, and airs
A son, George Edward, Jr., to
Willie L. Smith, of 1034 N. Sec-
Mr and Mrs. George E. Do
ond. 
of 789 Alaska.
A daughter, Lydia Darlene, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Patton of 1477
Webb.
A son, James Howard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Jones of 1980 Holm-
es.
A son, Leslie Tyrone, to Mr.
and Mrs. Emmitt Hill of 1237
Capital.
RECEIVE HONORs —
lvanetta Davis, left, and Mrs.
Helyne Wilholte, were two of
eight women cited recently by
the Nashville chapter of the
National Council of Women,
inc. Both members of the Ten-
nessee A & I State university
faculty, Mrs. Davis is the wife
of the school's president, and
Nashville's only Negro wom-
an principal: and Mr'. Wil.
hoite is the first Nashville Ne•
gro woman to receive a di-
ploma from the John Roberts
School of Modeling in New
York. She is secretary of the
university's department of
speech and drama.
Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
Your scribe is a very busy per-
son this week doing more than r
one job. For that reason I hope
you will excuse the short col-
umn. There are sonic things that
we do not know enough about to
write, thus we will report. that
next week.
The Presbyterians have *di
closed a very successful drive at:
their church. Details next week.
Mrs. LaPearl Burns entertained!
the West Tenn. Proeressive Beau-
ticians club in her 'home on Sun-
day last. Forty-five were in at-
tendance from most towns in West
Tennessee. A barbecue plate was
served at the lunch hour. Barbers
also belong to the association for
our own Barber, T. J. Robinson
helped to entertain the group.
Our beloved supervisor, Mrs.
Carrie Seats spent this week in
Memphis working on a team sur-
veying a certain IIigh school. We
are proud to be associated with
Mrs. Seats for she is capable to
serve in any field of education.
underwent a successful operation
at St. Mary's hospital in Hum•
boldt, this week. He is reel's).
crating niceley.
PIANO
PAY REPAIR BILL
AND TAKE IT!
BR 6-7430 - BR 8-4927-W
A daughter, Eunice Yvonne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie C Heaston
of a34 E. Trigg.
A son, Theodis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Doc Moore of 82 W. Colorado.
A daughter, Carolyn Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Garrett of
877 Barton.
A son, Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Jcnes of 1511 Davis.
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
TELEVISION - RADIO
SERVICE CENTER 
Day and Night Service
936 MISS. BLVD.
WEST
EAAPHIS
NEWS
Mrs. Minnie Stafford, of Hul
beet, Ark., has returned home I
t from the hospital in Little Rock,
where she has been a patient. Mrs.'
Stafford suffered from burns incur-
red when her home was destroy-
ed by fire several weeks ago.
A three-act comedy entitled "A'
feudin Over Yonder," was present-
ed by the junior class of Wonder
High school in the gymnasium re-
cently. The program was sponsor-
ed by Mrs. H. B. Sander and
Mr. Delaney, Mr. Jackson is the
principal of the school.
The Wonder High school band,
under the direction of Mr. Cole,
is practicing very hard for the
band concerts which have been
scheduled. Mr. Cole has predicted
that the band will be better as
 well as bigger this year.
Recently a program entitled
"Hit Parade" was given at the
' school, featuring music from for-
eign countries as well as the Amer.
less. It was produced and direct-
ed by Mrs. T. Durley, and was
one of the finest presentations seen
at the school in some time.
end with his parents. Mr. andl
Mrs. Corliss Wade. Bev. T. Thomp•
son, of Muncie, Ind., is home at
the bedside of his mother, Mrs
Mary Ann Thompson.
Mrs. Verna Wade of Kirkwood,
Mo., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Hunt in Trenton this week.
Dining at the Palm Garden Sup' 
perclub in Jackson Sunday night
were Messrs. Johnnie Jamison
and Sylvester Bairns with their
Mt es as guests and Mrs. James
Welch, cousin of the Jamisons,
and a visitor from Chicago.
.1. D. Welch and daughter, Mrs.
Maggie Welch Kirk, have moved
Into the same neighborhood where
their former house was complete-
ly destroyed by fire some time
ago. if you wish to contact them
call his sister, Mrs. Lucy Over-
all.
CME WORKSHOPS
The Dyersburg District CME
church is sponsoring workshops in
three areas the first being held
in Dyer this week. Your shibe
Is secretary for the district and
work in this capacity has curtail-
ed other contact for news this
week. The directar for these meet-
ings is Prof. S. E. Moore of Rip-
ley president, and Rev. T. M.
Smith, of Dyersburg. Others serv-
ing this week have been Rev B.
F. Harris, Rev. W. C. Rogers,
Prof. E. L. Wynn Mrs Carrie
Ball, Mrs. Carrie Harris, James
Williams, Mrs. Farrah tele along
with a large group Of young pee-
pie from Dyersburg, Rutherford,
Dyer, and Newbern.
Mrs. M. L. Hamilton, district
missionary president, is making
a fine contribution to the meet-
ing. Rev. J. Ca Hullum, our pre-
siding elder, served in his capaci-
ty by lending his presence and aid
in every way.
The next week the setting will
he People's chapel in Dyersburg
and the last one will be in Rip-
ley. The members of the Dyer C.
Si. E. church have served a re-
past each night and have shown
much interest by their prompt at-
tendance.
Until next week, same time,
same place.
A daughter, Deborah Kay, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Howard of
1543 Dunn.
March 13, 1958
A daughter, Angela Yvonne, to
, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wade of
1055 Tupelo.
A daughter, Tansy Patrice, to
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Martin of
1650 Patton.
A daughter, Dinette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Brownlee of 4826 Tu-
lane.
A daughter, Sharon Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Bond of 3427
Chapel
Miss Rosemary Smith became
the bride of W. Si. "Mack" Wood-
fork, jr., recehtly in a ceremony
conducted at the home of oie
I
groom's parents. Mr. a n d
Mrs. W. M. Woolfork, sr., of
331 S. 9th st..The ceremony was
conducted by Rev. C. H. Daw-
son. The bride wore a blue dress
with fitted bodice and a sweet-
heart neckline. A reception was'
held for the couple at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Pass. Their
friends wish them much happiness.
Funeral services for Mrs. Al-
ice Wright, of 334 S. 15th St.,
conducted on Sunday, Starch la, at
the Bethel AME church. Mrs.
Wright was 80 years old.
She is survived by a brother,
Robert Clark, of Omaha, Neb., a
granddaughter, Mrs. Erma Good-
man, of Memphis, one great
grandson, two great-great grand-
children, and many other rela-
tives.
Rev. Franklin officiated at
the services, and the West Stem
phis Funeral home was in charge
of arrangements.
A son, Arnold Von, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Watford of 899
Wallace.
A son, Bobbie Jame, Jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobbie J. McDaniel of
380 Modder.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Nathan-
iel H. Marlin of 256 N. Dunlap R.
A daughter, Queen Esther, to
Mr. and airs. London Taylor of
200 Silverage•
March 14, 1958
A daughter, Deborah Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Leodis Hampton of
271 California.
A son. Lawrence Oliver, jr. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 0. Per-
nell of 2231 Curry.
A daughter, Gloria Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Crump of 366
Abel.
A son, T. C. Washington, to Mr.,
and Mrs. L. C. Washington of 3741
Frisco.
A son, Rickie Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Cleveland of 948
Ford.
A son, Michael Earl, to Mr. end
Mrs. Eugene Spears of 1485 Shel-
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbury
STUDENT OF THE WEEK I This is what 
Miss Collins thinks
We have selecter Miss Hazel Cola o-
! f going steady: "It's OK if you
Ibis as student of the week. She I 
have theperiod rigohft fpffeoreson, and the,
is the ltayear-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Collins, and re p
sides at 1592 Carnegie st.
She Is a junior, a member of
the library staff and the Zo Ze
club.
An active member of the Morn-
ing View Baptist church where she
is a member of the choir.
After graduating, she plans to
attend the University of Illinois,
where whe will major in mathe-
matics and science. Her ambition
is to become a mathematician.
AWARDED DISPUTED PROP-
ERTY — Mrs. Amos Dicker-
son, left, of 216 E. Virginia
ave., and her mother, Mrs.
Dora B. Wilson, of Philadel.
Tillie. Pa., were awarded the
property at 787 Josephine st.,
by dr.
A daughter, Lois Antoinette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Mack of
1330 Brown.
A son, Wilbur Tyrone, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie R. Wells of 271
Gracewood.
A son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs.
Major Guy of 1c50 York.
A daughter, Veda Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ulysses Worship of 3007
Tillman Cove.
A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Gordon of 073
Poplar.
resent Mozart
Opera At Lane
Mozart's classic opera, "Don
rilOVETIlli." was presented in the
Lane college auditorium last
RI-STATE DEFENDER 13
Sat., March 22, 1958
GUIDE
POST
MUSING: Emotional Problems
of the Adolescent. Sometimes when
we try to help a youth through
some difficulty we become con.'
fused. His difficulty may appear
to be specific and separate, but
more often it will be inseparable
from his total functioning person-
ality. At school, sometimes, what
appears to be a simple matter of
choice of subjects will involve vo-
cational planning, or the economic
or cultural status of the young
person On the other hand, what
seems to be a simple problem of
physical disability may involve the
adolescent's sense of reality, Of
his philosophy of life.
Dear Carlotta!
My husband had an affair with
my best friend six months ago. It
I had gone on under my nose for
I more than a year, but as usual,
the wife was the last to know. He
has been on his knees, and begged
me to forgive him. So far he has
kept his word. Should I ever trust
this woman again? She was once
my best friend. My sisters have
told me that I should, hut I don't
honestly believe that I should. B.
B. -
Dear B. B.
It is up to you RS to whether
or not you wish to accept this
woman who nearly wrecked your
i home as a friend — not your Ma-
ters. If you want nothing to do
with this female Judas, tell her
so, and in plain words, and don't
go around polling your relatives
for their viewpoints
Americans spend more than le
billion per year for a lcoh one
drinks.
CLASSIFIED
Thursday evening by the members FURNISHED ROOMS
of the National Grass Roots Opera TURNDIRED ROOM FOR RISPINIO
company. The emnpany was three- W;trorkintsid. r.ortirls,„ privileges Cla
ted by the gifted young Vienna- "4
born Frederia Popper, now of New
York City.
MAIDS
NEW YORK AREA
$125.00 to $200.00 per
month - Transportation -
Advanced - Free Room &
Board. Send References &
exact age. For More Infor-
mation Write . . .
SELECT MAIDS
OF NEW YORK INC.
337 Central Avenue
Lawrence, N. Y.
In a recent settlement. T h e
ease had been in the courts
for the past seven years. The
property was valued at more
than $10,000. (Photo by With-
ers.)
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There is e reesosi why people like
to do busbies, with us. You, tee,
will like our courteous treatment
sad desire to help you.
"Open Thursday end Irklay
Nights Until 800 I.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
HOMO Operated - Home Owned
Phone JA 5-7611
Memphis favorite for
9 straight years . .
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Tennessee, deputy vice president;
Mrs. R. Q. Vensen, West Tennes-
see, deputy vice president; Mrs.
non-political attempt to teach and W. E. Pannell, chairman; and
; inculcate in youth of that age a Mrs. Bertha Estes, Eleventh Dist-
• love for God and country. rict president.
•
Sat., March 22, 1958
• • The members of the executive During their stay on the campus
committee of the Girls' State Corn- during the session, the girls will
mittee for the Ilth Distrlet of the be informed of their duties, privil-
, American Legion Auxiliary of Ten- eges, rights, and responsibilities as
nessee met recently and completed citizens of this country, so that
s plans for a six day session to be they will be prepared to partici-
held on the campus of Tennessee pate in the functioning of their
; A and 1 State university from June government, and will be allowed
* ▪ 1.5 through 21. to practice self-government.
▪ • The session will be conducted In this way, the committee
* for eleventh grade girls from high spokesman said, they will grasp
schools throughout the state, who the meaning of some of the respon-
ic will be selected on the basis of sibilities which they must assume
leadership ability, character, when they become adults.
courage, and other qualities which The members of the Girls' State
make for good citizenship. Committee are Mrs. E. B. Harris,
According to the chairman of East Tennessee, deputy vice prest-
the organization, Mrs. W. E. Pan- dent: Mrs. Margaret Culp, Middle
Sell, Girls' State is a practical ap-
plication of Americanism and good
citizenship, and is a non-partisan,
Shelby United Neighbors
Give Real Helping‘ Hand• , By REV. W. L. VARNADO was real worth and ability.
• 
Your support of Family Service
Family Service is a friend who giving this man another chance
stands by. In Bible days, the to shoulder the responsibilities
and regain self respect.
•• snakes the help of Family Service
possible. In this way our communi-
ty becomes a better place in
which to live, and no one needs
feel anxious and alone.
• The "stranger within out gates"a
,s may be the man who feels estrang-
ed and despondent, failing on his
job and with his family. Such a
man was Mr. Oliver, who catne in
to talk with the Family Service
caseworker last month. But be-
neath the shabby, defeated look
ATTENTION CHURCHES
tittright Plano In good condition. A. B
Dick Mimeograph machine in perfect
condition. Asoried dishes and cookini
utensils. All at a bargain price.
1188 NO. PARKWAY
MAY BE NOUGHT ON TERMS
REWEAVING
OF BURNS - TEARS
MOTH HOLES--Done
Expertly, Inexpensively
in 3 to 5 DAYS
Orders Filled Promtnis
MADISON
WEAVERS
22 S. THIRD ST,
Ilet,mmn Mad son and Monroe
ALSO 105 MADISON
Royal Crown
Dressing
FOR
SOFTER HAIR
gift of a golden sheaf of wheat was
the way to be a good neighbor.
a Today people still need each other,
: and a practical way to extend a Let me tell you about Willie
helping hand is through the Shel- Edwards (which is not his real
by United Neighbors Fund, which name.) After this boy's father
died Willie was too much of a
handful for this mother. More in-
telligent than most, Willie was
bored in school, played truant, got
into fights, and finally was arrest-
ed and haled into court. Family
Service's steadying guidance help-
ed give the boy a fresh start.
Now, years later, havirg acquir-
ed dependable habits and a good
education, this young man has
started his first year teaching
school, using his keen mind to in-
spire and instruct others. The boy
was salvaged at a crucial time.
Mrs. Meade, a widow, drudged
away in a losing battle to support
her two children. Family Service
secured a voeational test which re- 22,750,060.
During the year 195f, the latest
for which figures are available,
there were 26,000,000 women who
worked at some time during the
year. Some 10,500,000 of these
women held full-time jobs during
the entire year. The remainder
worked either part of the year or
at part-time jobs. The Labor De-
partment believes 1057 will show
a similar picture.
More than one-third of all adult
women in the population were
working. They filled one out of
every three jobs. Some 2,000,000
women were working in secretar-
ial, stencgraphic, and typing jobs.
About a million were teaching.
Half of a million were nurses. Bet-
ter than 1,000,000 were in high-
level jobs as managers, officials,
MAKING PLANS for ' a six-
day session of eleventh grade
high school girls to be held on
the campus of A and I State
university in Nashville from
June 15 through 21 are t h e
members of the Girls' State
Executive committee of the
llth District of the American
I,egion Auxiliary of Tennessee.
They are seated, from left,
Mrs. Margaret Culp, Middle
Tennessee, deputy, vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. Bertha Estes, 11th
District president; Mrs. W. E.
Pannell, district chairman;
and Mrs. E. H. Harris, East
Tennessee, deputy vice presi-
dent. Standing, same order,
are Mrs. Addle Russell, Mrs.
Nick Thomas, and Mrs. 011ie
Nelson, a past president of the
auxiliary.
ices. As a result our community says, "When thou cuttest down' It; it shall be for the stranger,will keep on reaping the benefits thine harvest in thy field, and' for the fatherless, and for the wifor many years to come, 
has forgot a sheaf in the field, dow, that the Lord thy God mayLet us not forget those who need bless thee in all the work of thinethou shalt not go again to fetchour helo. As the Old Testament hands." Deuteronomy XXIV, 19.
vealed Mrs. Meade's ability for
clerical work and helped het take
a business course.
In the night classes at business
school, she is learning fast. Your
helping hand through Family Serv-
ice is equipping this mother to
make a better, more secure life
for herself and her children.
These are only three of the many
people. (only their names have
been changed), that Family Serv-
ice has been able to help. So
many times the misfit, the despond
eat, can change into a hopeful
and helpful person — a giver, not
a taker — by belief in him' and
by knowning the right way to
help.
The Shelby United Fund drive
each Fall makes possible this help
to families and other needed serv
woo
mei
MEMPHIS AM
1070 on yOtff dial Amon
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she ia
bark to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied rIth marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or iweetheart? Are yes
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If aUy Of these are yew
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at one)). Site
will read Ills to you Just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If you have
'ailed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located os) Highway SI South, just over Mississippi State
fine, OR the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
• leek for the RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll find ber there
all times (She  had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hears f a.m. to I pm.
Reading Daily. Open on Sundays
I deal make say hemp calls or answer say totters. Be tem
I. leek for the right sign and the right name.
Hi to everyone from all of the
students on the campus, who,
right now, are hard at study in
preparation for exams, and reau•
lar class assignments.
SPORTS SECTION
The Hornettes have made top
news again by being crowned In-
ter-Region Champs of West Ten-
nesFee. On the 8th, the team de.
feated West High. of Denmark, by
a score of 48 to 43. The team's
coach is Samual Carpenter.
In the boy's division the Booker
T. Washington Warriors took top
honors., with Merry High school
of Jackson coming in second.
The four teams will journey to
Nashville to participate in the
state tournament later. Good luck
Employment For Women Increases;
Now Hold A Third Of U. S. Jobs
In 1957, the number of women
workers exceeded all previous rec-
ords, with an average of better
than 22,000,000 women in the labor
force — 3,000.000 more than at the
height of World War 11.
Last October, the number reach-
ed an all-time high of more than
ties forums for mature women in
a number of cities throughcut the
country, and plan to continue this
program into 1959.
Also, it is engaged In a number
of cooperative projects related to
the shortages of nurses and teach-
ers, since it continues to receive
reports of new programs for the
utilization of mature women and
requests for assistance.
Next year it plans to study em-
ployment opportunities for women
in the manufacture of electronics
equipment, women's employment
after graduation from college, and
also to obtain vocation training
opportunities information for young
women.
It also expects to develop ma-
terial on recommended standards
for cost-of-living budgets for self-
suporting women to, be used in
the revision of state minimum
wage orders.
"The Big Picture," an Army
documertary which records the
accomplishments of the U. S.
Army throughout the world, will
f how scenes of operations at the
Memphis General Depot on the
March 23rd program, seen at 10
a. m., Sunday mornings on WMCT,
Channel 5.
The film entitled "The Engineer
Supply System," features shots
testing diving equipment, boats
and a floating bridge on Lake Dan-
ielson. .an artificial Lake within
the D4pot area. The Memphis
General Depot was selected for
these scenes, since it has the
worldwide mission on Engineer
pontoon bridges and related equip-
ment.
Your contribution to Easter Seals
helps crippled children and adults
receive needed care and treatment.
Support this service by giving to
Easter Seals.
man Catron.
RECORD NEWS
The top tunes around the cam-
pus of FCT this week in order of
popularity are:
1. "Sweet Sixteen."
2. "Been So Long."
3. "Maybe."
4. "Dedicated to the One I
Love."
5. "Are You Sincere?"
6. "That's Enough For Me."
T. "Substitute."
8. "Gee Golly."
9. "Don't Let Go."
10. "Who's Sorry Now?"
tncia Cleaves, Mary Taylor, Lynnto all teams from West Tennessee.
The top athlete of the week Coleman. Pat Dickerson, Glorias 
among the girls are Gerry Dot- Grandberry, Peggy Sullivan,
son. Gloria Grar.dberry, Pat Dick- Martha Franklin, Ernestine Hays-
erson, Ada Shields, Aretha Junes, lett, and Claudette Morrow.
and Geraldine Washington. Leading out among the seniorThe stars among the boys were boys are L. J. Neal, L. C. Grand-Tommy Rosser, J. T. Brewer, erson. Eddie Evans, J. T. Brew-William Seaberry, Charles Bowers er, George Smith, James McKtn-and Mose Williams. ney, Douglass Murelle, Curtis Wil-NFA SECTION
The NFA Quintet rendered a
wonderful singing program re-
• cently. The members are L. J.
Neal, Eddie Evans, Curtis Wil-
liams Douglass Murelle, and Da-
vy Williams.
The.group did an excellent lob.
especially on the selections, "Gel
A Job," and "Little Bitty Pretty
One."
Mary L. Thurman was crowned ound -, ew healing substance''Miss NFA." She is a member of with the astonishing ability to, the sophomore class. and is very, Itch-active in extracurricular affairs on' ing, and relieve pain-without
surgery.
shrink hemorrhoids, stop i
the campus.
In one hemorrhoid ease afterI. on behalf of the junior class, another,"very atriking iinprove-would like to express our congrat meat" was reported and Teri-illations to you, Queen Mary, and fled by doctors' observations.may your year as "Miss NFA" he Pain was relieved promptly.And, while gently relievinga very successful one. Pain, actual reduction or re-traction 
advisors are Mr. WWI:1111i ( shrinking) took place.Vasser and Mr. Louis Wiley. , And most amazing of all -MATH SECTION this Improvement was main-An interesting chapel program tamed in eases where doctors'
observations were continued
I was presented retently by h
members of Mu Alpha Tat i Eta' over period of many months!
Match club Its theme was -Mat. ouietth f;ipri rat 
sesuifirletarewrserweesore thazo-
ter Minds at Work." to mal.• auch astonishing etatc.Members of the club who ap merits a•"Piles haveeeased titbitpeared in the aka were afainiel
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Relieves Pain,Stops Itching as It Shrinks HemorrhoidsNew York, N. Y. (Speeial) - • problem!" And among theseFor the lirat time science has sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 yearestanding.
Al* this, without the Use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-gents of any kind. The secret isa new healing substance (Bio-
Dyne') - the discovery of •
world-famous research institu-tion. Already, Rio-Dyne is inwide use for healing injuredtissue on all parts Of the body.This new healing substanceis offered in suppository or Mer-men, form called PreparationH.* Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H sup-positories or Preparation Hointment with special appli-cator. Preparation H is sold atall drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or Money refunded.
ti. a est rre.
and proprietors.
Today, women over 35 years of
age are a distinct majority in the
labor force. This is reflected in
the 40-year average age for wom-
en workers and the fact that more
than half of all women workers
are married.
Thus, the "forties- have become
the peak ages for women's work
outside the home. These are the
women whose children are grown
and going to school.
Recognition of the Importance
of women's work to the continued
expansion of the economy and to
the level of the nation's prepared-
ness found expression in the La-
bor Department's Women's Bu-
reau program.
The National Manpower Council
of Columbia university published
the results of its intensive study
of women workers in a book call-
ed "Wornanpower.” The Women's
Bureau participated in the re-
search and conference discussions
held in connection with this study.
The Women's Bureau has moved
ahead with its earning opportuni-
Clark, Evon Lofties, Maggie Thom-
son, Jackie Lynk, Laura Johnson,
and Barbara Atkins.
In order to qualify for member-
ship in the club, students must
maintain an average of 85 or
above.
Club advisors are Robert Rum
er, Allen Yancey, jr., and Ches-
ter Mays.
DRAM ASECTION
A dramatics club was organiz-
ed here recently by Mrs. E. T.
Wiley. Many students arc interest-
ed in show business, and have
eagerly joined the organization.
SENIOR NEWS
The .top seniors among the girls
this week are Gerry Dotson, Pa.
ATLANTA — i4NPA1 — South- I Four mates Report
eastern nonagricultural employ-1 Each of the four states reported
ment declined in January, accord-' lower levels as compared to De '
ing to Brunswick A. Bagden, reit- camber with losses of 9,400 in
lanai director of the United States Arkansas, 15,400 in Oklahoma. 32,-
Labor Department's Bureau of 100 in Louisiana, and 6,500 in
.Labor Statistics. Texas.
The January job total of 6,633, In contrast to national trends.
000 dropped 156,900 from the De- which indi..ate an over-the-month
cember level and was 19,000 under decline, employment in the South.
that of January 1957. west increased by 29,500 during the
Mr. Brunswick also announced last 12 months. Each of the states
that the total nonagricultural em- contributed to gains with two-
ployment in that area dropped thirds of the additional workers in
seasonally to a level of 4,112,300 Texas.
in January. Industrially, the increase was in
The over-the-month decline in the sales and services sector —
the Southeastern states _was a trade, finance, Insurance, real es-
little greater than seasonal in vol- tate, services and government.
unte. A comparative sharp drop Gains in these activities over
In manufacturing employment and balanced a combined loss of 32,100
a smaller than average increase workers by the manufacturiag.
In the services industries ran COO- mining, construction and trans-
trary to seasonal expectations. portation industries.
More Than Twice Second Largest Drop
The drop of 32,800 in factory em- The textiles industry dropped an-
ployment in 'the Southwest this other 7,700 workers, principally in
year was more than twice as that the Carolinas, Georgia • and Ala-
of last year. January also marked barna. During the past year the
the fourth consecutive month of number of textile jobholders
decline, as the regional total sag- shrunk by 26,800.
god 60,900 below the year-ago The lumber industry, second
level, largest in the Southwest, expert-
The over-the-month decline in enced the second lorgest drop, los-
the Southwest of 122,100 workers, ing 4,100 workers between Decem-
or 2.9 per cent, was fairly in line her and January, and 17,400 over
with seasonal expectations as non. the year.
farm employement in the region Bad weather accounted for part
typically declines by about 2,6 of the latest reduction while lag:
per cent between December and ging building and substitution of
J aunary. other materials account for the
The Semper Fidelis culb held
its regular hi-monthly meeting at
the home of Mrs. Sederia P. Cox,
and completed plans for the Anni-
versary Dinner to be held at the
Lincoln High school cafeteria on
Friday evening, March 14.
Officers for the ensuing year
were elected. They were Miss
Charlene L. Warren, president;
Mrs. T. A. West, vice president;
Mrs. S. P. Cox, secretary; Miss
Lucille McCall, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. E. G. Cobb, financial
secretary; Miss Marilyn Williams,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. L.
D. Barnett, statistician; Mrs. A.
P. Suggs, parliamentarian: and
Mrs. C. T. Williams, treasurer.
The Lincoln High Tigers defeat-
ed the Helena Buccaneers and
captured the championship title
in the AAA Basketball Tourney
which was held in Marianna, Ark.,
on Feb. 27 and 28.
On Monday, tre Tigers journeyed
to Pine Bluff, Ark., to participate
in the State Tourney, and were
successful in winning their first
game.
On Tuesday night the Tigers de-
feated Ashdown 43 to 33, but fell
victim to the Magnolia Owls on
Wednesday night by a score of
5.3 to SI
At one point in the game, the
Their gallant tefforts came to
points, and with one minute and
seven seconds left to play they
went out front for the first time.
Their gallan efforts came to
naught, when the Owls won, and
advanced to the State semi-finals.
Outstanding players during the
tournament were Haggins, Rooks,
Garret, and Jones.
The faculty and students of Lin-
coln High school are especially
grateful to the citizens in the com-
munity for their excellent support
at the Brice Trio concert.
The Palestine Elementary school
presented its Second Annual Dra-
matic Tournament on March 14
at 8:00 p, m. in the school's audi-
torium.
Included in the program were
skits from the following schools:
"They Criticized and How!" by
the Christ Church school; "Man-
wich Goes To Town,' by Evans
Grove school; and "Three Strikes
and Out," by DeRossit school.
Also included were "Mr. Put-It-
Off," by Eldridge Butler school,
and 'Her First Date," by the Pal-
estine Elementary school.
The Semper Fidelis club heldi
' its Eighteenth Anniversary cele-
bration in the Lincoln High school
cafeteria on the same date.
Many guests were present to
help them celebrate the occasion.
A menu consisting of baked tur-
key with dressing, cranberry
sauce, mashed potaLoes, peas, con-
gealed salad, ice cream and cake,
rolls and coffee was enjoyed by
all.
Mrs. W. S. Smith briefed the
guests on the occasion, and Mrs.
T. W. West, a charter member of 1
the club, gave highlights of the'
organization's history, entitledi
"Then and Now." The members
of the club answered roll call with
quotations on usefulness.
The members are Mrs. Robert
longer tern) downward movement.
Employment in the services in-
dustries increased by 7,1
Florida -in contrast to a dellik
2,400 in the rest of the Southeast.
The increase was smaller than us-
ual reflecting in large part the
effect of cold weather in Flordia
on the state's tourist business
The finance, insurance, and real
estate group was the 'only major
division in the Southeast with in-
creasing employment. Here the
gain was one-third as large as that
of a year ago, but total employ-
ment is up by 9,400 over the year.
The East Memphis Civic League
held its regular meeting on Tues-
day, March It, and outlined cer-
tain goals for the people in the
arca.
In order to make progress.
members concluded, gains
be made along spiritual and moral
lines, as well as social and eco-
nomic.
A short talk was given by J. R.
Simpson.
The organization's next meeting
will be held in the cafetorium of
the Lester Elementary school on
April 8 and the public is invited.
H. F. Pitcher, sr., is president
of the organization.
Smith, Mrs. S. B. Banks, Mrs.
Clyde Moore, Mrs. Vernon Cox.,
Miss Charlene Warren, Mrs. J. E.
Burke, Mrs. B. C. Williams, Miss
Lucille McCall, and Mrs. M. C.
Jeffers.
Others are Mrs. C. T. Cobb,
Mrs. Edgar Barnett, Mrs. Will
Bond, Mrs. J. B. Clark, Mrs.
W. West, Mrs W. S. Suggs, Mrs.
Clarence Smith, Miss Marilyn Wil-
liams, and Mrs. W. L. Puri!
itICORDS 801 IVIRTONII
305 Poplar si Leetterthile
Pb,.. JA 533411
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chased or stnii
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Caber& is the one gin that's great., either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so :smooth and Inellow,
the taste is great straight That's why
it's the great favorite, an around the world,
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
GIttlft'S DISTILLED tONOON 0111' GIN 90 P0001 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. soSHAM LW, CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED IV NATIONAL DISTILLERS PIODUCTS 041411)
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WORKING AT EIGHTY — Old
age for F. A. -Freddy" Lank-
lard does not mean easy slip-
pers and a rocking chair. He
Is a full time employe at the
Remington Rand company in
New York City. Here, he 13
shown with his wife, Mrs. Mol-
ly Lankfard, during a birthday
luncheon is hls honor at a
hotel in that city, being cos-
gratulated by Mrs. Dorothy B.
Hannigan, left, director of the
Univac and Tabulating semi•
nars; and John B. Lane, build•
lug manager of the company's
home office. Mr. Lankfard
worked fbr the railroad until
his retirement in 1946, and
has been with Remington and
Rand ever since.
Beauty u tare eague an opportunity olpispleorntetrusutwith o keenv,,in earsflity h
avedoi
lars and other prizes by mailing in number right will be declared the later than midnight ont
i:11(2. The entry 
  
greatest 
easier us ir,di ear)e!,d ,anicil uesat c hiv  entry,p o
postmarked thatarbl  ea otnne O.
winner. A new contest will begin each
Ten other prizes to be offered"—onday, and in the case of ties,
each week include five table model the one with the earliest postmark
radios and five ten dollar prizes, will be judged the winner.
The contest will close each Sat- The decision of the station's
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15 WDIA Sponsors Listeners' Quiz
On last Monday, Marcia 17, R3-post card identifications
Sat., March 22, 1958  dia station WD1A inaugurated al Each week, the vojce of 12 fans-
contest entitled, "Who's Who?"'iliar voices will be broadcast,
Maps Convention Plans
The Tennessee State Progressive No. 5, of Memphis were Miss
Association, Charter No. 85, of the' Clara Nunnally, Clinic director;
National Beauty Culture League
l,held a board meeting recently at
the home of Mrs. La Pearl Jones
Man finds Literacy
Vey To Prison .Doors
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Many people have read the story
of Edmond Dantes, the hero of
the Dumas' novel, "The Count of!
Monte Cristo." In that story, Dan'i
tea, a young sailor is imprisoned
on a trumped-up charge of having
assisted the exiled Napoleon.
After 15 years in prison, he took
the place of a fellow prisoner
named Faria, who died. But be-
fore his death Faris told Dantes
about buried treasure on the is-
land of Monte Cristo. Dantes was
placed in a sack, and tossed into
the sea. He managed to cut his
way out of the sack, and remained
afloat long enough to be rescured
by an Italian • g
After being put ashore in Italy
Dantes made his way to Monte
li
ist°, found the buried treasure,
d was known for the rest of his
ysterious life as the Count of
Monte Cristo, punishing his ene-
mies and richly rewarding his
friends.
Millions have either seen the
movie, or have read the story of
Jean Valjean, the hero of Victor
Hugo's "Les Miserables."
Valjean was an honest and
simple peasant who stole a loaf
of bread to feed his sister's Ftarv-
ing children. For this crime he
was sent to prison, and - spent
19 years of his life as a galley
slave.
After his release he was unable
to find work, and his begging was
in vain. He stole at first to satis-
fy his hunger, but soon degenerat-
ed into a hardened criminal. It
was the kindness and Christian
spirit of a bishop that finally con-
verted him. He turned away froml
lawlessness, and became a weal-
thy manufacturer and philan thro-
pist under an assumed name. In
the midst of his success he was
recognized and rearrested.
A name that is little known, but
Centenary Shows Vance Ave. Delegates
Madam Gold S. .M. Young, chair-
man of the executive board; and
Mrs. Gladys Strickland.
in Dyer, Tenn. I Representing the CA H Chap
At the same meeting, the mem-I ter No. 6 of Halls and Covington
ben of various chapters made
plans for a combined school and
conyention to be held from May
4 through 7.
The convention will open In
'Brownsvill, Tenn, and the dele-
gates will later go to Memphis
where a school and clinic will be
held in the Gorine college of beau-
ty culture from May 5 through 7.
In charge will be Mrs. Towner, Nat D HeadsMrs. Nunnally and Mrs. Buckley.
On hand to share in the prepare-
be some of the city's best amateur
Ann Terrell, recording secretary; talent from Booker T. Washington,
Mrs. Geneva Williams, Need and Douglas, Hamilton, Lester Junior,
Stress chairman; and Mrs. Rosy
Lee Ivy, reporter. 
Manassas, Melrose, and Porter
Junior Highs chools.
Also present from Memphis was The theme for this year's Jubl-
the Beauticians Chapter No. 3
members Mrs Parthenia Bell. su-
lect will be "Some Selected Firsts
.
pervisor and organizer; Mrs. Vet-
Among Negroes.', A number of
ma Sherman, assistant recording 
these "Firsts" will occupy box
seats during the performance, and
will at a certain point n the pro
From the Dyer and; Humboldt gram 
be — presented to toe midi-
Chapter No 4 were Mrs LaPearl 
ence. They will include represen-. . 
Burns of Dyer, second vice presi- 1
dent, M 
tatives from the fields of high
rs. Pearl Harrington, chairlfinance, business, religion, 
writing,1
man of the Young People's Coon- education, entertainment, scouting
and radio.
"Miss Jubilect," the Jubilee's
was Mrs. Dollie Mae Moody, state'
chaplain.
A delicious menu was served af-
ter convention arrangements had
been completed. Serving as host.
eases 'were the members of the
No. 4 Chapter of Dyer and Hum-
boldt.
Jubilect tions for the convention from 
 
Show
Chapter No. 1 in Brownsville were
Miss Willie 0. Taylor, first vice The 1958 Jubilect, sponsored by
president; Mrs. Rosie Lee 5for- the Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubi-
ton, parliamentarian; Mrs. Susie lee, inc., will be held in Ellis audi-
Ashworth, historian; and Mrs. torium on Friday night, March 21,
Mary Lena Fause. at 8 p.m. with Nat D. Williams in
Present from the Excelsior charge of the show.
Chapter No. 2 were Mrs. Merger- Included in the production will
et Pembroke, president; Mrs.
secretary; and Mrs. Ruby Rowell
Towner, dean of the clinic.
cil; Mrs. Ada Buckley, correspond-
ing secretary and assistant clinic
director, Mrs. Mildred Williams, Emissary of Cotton Fashions, will
Mrs. Ionia Barnett and Mrs. be presented to the public on that ,
Thomas Jefferson Robinson of night. She and her attendants will
Robinson Barber Shop of Milan he selected iroin among the city's
' and Dyer. ZoZo clubs and the Bondad's
Present from the VIP's Chapter social club
judges will be final, and all entries
become the property of the sta-
tion.
Movie March 23
A movie entitled, "The Blood
of Jesus," featuring an all-Negro
cut will be shown at the Cente-
nary Methodist church at Missis-
sippi blvd., and Alston, on Sun-
day evenMg, March 23, at 7:15
p•rn•
The movie la being sponsored
by the Class Leaders, who pre-
sent such projects on every fourth
Sunday night.
The public Is invited to these
remtations, and there is no ad-
allikission charge.
Grover C. Burson Is president
of the class leaders. and Rev. D.
M. Grisham pastor of t h e
church.
CO.
Vi
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' of 'games C. Carrol. This is a
true story.
an American Negro,
went to prison as an illiterate, but
during his 25 years behind bars
he learned to read and write. He
, studied law also, and on reflect-
ing upon his own case, decided to
test what he had learned from
the books.
He drew up a petition of writ
of error, and this was used to
successfully open the prison doors
for him.
Accofding to the press of that
time, he was a fourth time of-
fender, or what Is known In the
realm of the underworld as a "four
time loser."
Sentenced to life, he would have
I spent the remainder of his days
in captivity, had he not discover-
than 1,900 YWCA units in the Unit-
ed States who attended the 21st
Natiortal Triennial Convention of
the organization in St. Louis, Me.,
from March 19 to 19.
The delegates included Mrs. Ad-
ed, after learning to read, that
the court that passed the sen-
tence upon hint had violated his
Constitutional rights.
When last heard of. Carrot had
gotten himself a job, and was liv-
ing a decent and honest life.
•
•
NOW! COKE IN BIG NEW KING-SIZE!
A great new buy in quality refreshment!
So good isa taste — hi such good taste!
Bigger value, too! Now, why settle for less
than Coca-Cola. .. the best-loved
sparkling drink In all the world!
"mom, ....111011.1110 .•••••••••. alwaremo sr. •.• 
••••-••••• 0100.1M
KING SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Attend TW' Convention
Four delegates from the Vance die G. Owen, executive direc4or
ave. branch of the YWCA were of the branch; Mrs. Marie 1.
among the 3,000 women from more Adam., first vice chairman of!
the committee on administration:
Mrs. Houston Collier, member of
the committee on administration
and Y-teen adviser at Melrose
High school, and Miss Genthia
Collins, 'a Y-teen at Douglas High
school.
While at the convention, Mrs.
Owen served on a leadership team
in a group discussion of 150 per-
sons, and Mrs. Adams participat-
ed as a Convention Singer during
the morning worship periods, and
at the closing period.
SOME OF SPEAKERS
The theme of this year's con-
vention was "Deep Roots and
World Reach." During the past
months local groups had review-
ed the work book based on the
theme, and were well prepared to
discuss the major issues of the
Convention.
According to Mrs. Owen, the
program sought to emphasize the
needs of the individual mem-
bers, and the local YWCA as an
organization meeting the communi-
ty's seeds in the light of present
world events.
Among the speakers at the Con-
vention were Miss Lilac. Reid
Barnes, national YWCA president
who presided, and gave the open-1
ing address entitled, "Our Deep'
Roots."
Other speakers were Dr. Buell
G. Gallagher. president of the
City College of New York; Dr.'
Hadley Cantril, chairman of the
board of the Institute for Inter-
national Social Research, Prince-
ton, N. J., and Dr. Marian Hill-
iard, outstanding woman doctor,,
vice president of the Canadian Y.
W. C. A., and author of the best
seller, "A Woman Doctor Looks
at Love and Life."
Two of the highlights at the con-
vention were the appearance of the
All-American advisory secretaries
who had been serving overseas,
and the presentation of a new
YWCA dramatic work entitled,
"Who Knows Mrs. Power?" writ-
ten, directed, and produced by the
American Theater Wing.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ SS
CLEANERS  up
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - 'IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ava.-FA. 3-8507
Ol••• N10-4.• Fees 0•41•••
‘111•1111111111111W,
HEAR
SAMMY
DAVIS, Jr.
singing
"Lonesome Road"
LENA
HORNE
singing
"MOOD INDIGO"
ELLA
FITZGERALD
singing :
"ILL WIND" •
BILLY
ECKSTINE
singing
"I Want To Help
Somebody"
pp- ALSO -et
JACKIE
ROBINSON
and
REV. MARTIN
L. KING, JR.
In Special Negro Newspaper Week
RADIO BROADCAST
ON
WLOK Sat., March 22nd
from 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.
Commemorating the 131st Anniversary of the Birth of the Negro Press
&
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AN. EXCTTING EXPERI.
CE — Two voting home-
visited the attractive
Stamps Redemption
, located al 1.123 Union
1111.' Week. and the Tri-State
Deleader photographer record-
..
. -
UALITY STAMP REDEMPTION CENTER
1323 UNION AVE.
,(just east of Methodist Hospital and acrosl-from the Crosstown Branch of the First National Bank)„,,,• .
4
You'll enicay.vistrin9 this
new anci.Firilllant state
with magnificent displays of
,rterchanclise .you on get
• thru ,Is redempt:an of
OUAL1TY
ed some of the highlight. of
their tour. In top photo left
Mrs. Viuian Ford anti Mrs.
Maxine Driver look at the
wonderfhl window displays be.
fore 4 Merino( the center. In
second photo at top Mrs. Ford
beams OVPI” a beautiful ranis•
ter. In top photo right Mrs.
Drivel smiles as she tries a
golfer's earl. In second row.
first photo, Mr; Ford Pc
amines altraelke, high qttilli
ty luggage as she thinks id
vummer vacation. The center
photo left, Mrs. Driver points
and says -Any mother to-
he milt he happy with this for
the little one.- In bottom pho-
to left, Mrs. Ford admires the
gorgeous display of sheets
Plenty of
FREE PARKING
in the Scage, paved
park ing area odic ,r;
:he Ouality Stamps, •
No ptvking'rn!ters,,,
no parking tickets
to doriv YOU
towels and blankets The cen-
ter photo has many items that
are useful and needed in the
home. Tee third photo bottom
right shows the two vomir
homemakers at the end ni
their touring discussing mer
ihandise with the two person.
able clerks in the center, All
the items shown soot mony
many more can be obtained
with QUALITY STAMPS. The
week long celebration at the
store marking its grand open-
Something for everyone
FREE with
QUALITY STAMPS
Mg ends March 22. Over 300
prires valued at nearly $2000
will be given away FREE this
week end. All sou have to do
is rerister when vou visit the
center. Winners will be noti
tied. You do not have to he
present at the time or the
drawing in order to win. Light
the new Quality stamps Re-
demotion Center, YOU Alla
WELCOME!
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